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PREFACE 
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INTB.ODUCTION 
The first enclave support program in Australia for Aboriginal teacher 
education students was set up at the Mount Lawley College of Advanced 
Education in 1976. This grew out of the perceived need for such a program 
by the staff of the Aboriginal Teacher Education Program (ilEP) which had 
C01111enced in 1973. Since 1973 the College had been running prograaa for 
teachers of Aboriginal children and they were concerned that Aborigine• were 
not training as teachers. At the time of comaencement of the support 
program not one Aboriginal person had received a Diploma of Teaching fro• the 
College. A number of Aborigines bad c01111enced studies but none had persisted 
to graduation. An Aboriginal student did graduate at the end of 1976 and 
three others who have entered under standard entry conditions have graduated 
aince that time. All these latter students have had available to them the 
services of the support system and they availed themselves of these services 
to some extent. Since 1978, 21 Aboriginal student• have graduated with a 
Diploma of Teaching, 20 fro• the Mount Lawley campus of what is now the 
Western Australian College (WAC) and one from the NedJanda caapus. Thia 
brings the total of known Aboriginal teacher graduates in Western Australia 
to 40. These further 19 teachers entered institutions under standard entry 
conditions mostly at the former Claremont Teachers College, now a part of the 
WAC, or from the Western Australian Institute of Technology (WAIT). There 
.are, at this date, only two Aborigines known to be trained secondary teachers 
in Western Australia. 
It was considered necessary that, as the Mount Lawley caapus program la in 
its eighth year of operation and siailar enclave support prograaa now esist 
at the Nedlands campus, which trains secondary level teachers, and at Brooae 
which la an off-campus program which co1111enced in 1983, it was tiae to take a 
closer look at the operation of the support systems available to Aborigine• 
in the WAC and to undertake an evaluation of their usefulness. Aa a 
previous survey, (Sherwood, J., Froyland, 1 and Moore, D., 1980) was 
conducted at Mount Lawley College in 1979, an attempt has been aade to link 
in the infomation covered in that survey with the current project. The 
subjects of this study have been chosen with this factor in mind. Further 
aore, as that study covered the history of the setting up of the enclave 
support system and of its genesis in the Aboriginal Teacher Education Prograa 
2 
(ATEP), no attempt will be made to repeat this material. Instead, the 
history of operations will be updated to include further developments on 
Mount Lawley campus and to outline the setting up of the Nedlands and Brooae 
arrangements. The results of a survey of current and former students of the 
College vi11 be summarized. Developments in indigenous at�ent programs in 
the United States of America and in Canada and in tertiary institutiou in 
Australia will be outlined. ':rhe report will conclude with co11111ents and 
recommendations for the future. 
It is important to outline for readers who may not be faailiar with the tems 
•enclave support•, what is meant by these terms. As Sherwood's study 
explained, the need for block special entry of a sub-cultural group such aa 
Aborigines was seen to be a solution to the difficulties that such students 
experience when they participate in studies at a large institution moat of 
whose students and staff are from an often alien culture with different 
values and life styles. Aborigines feel isolated and alienated from the 
iutitution and its practices, as well aa from the people who fora part of 
it. As a group, they gain support from their own fellow Aboriginal. 
students. As very few Aborigines have the education.al. background to enter 
under standard entry procedures, which usually include the possession of an 
acceptable aggregate mark in the Tertiary Adaittance E:uainations (Til) this 
exaaination being undertaken at the completion of 12 years of schooling, some 
alternative means of selecting suitable students bad to be devised. While on 
course students need, in addition to peer support, the help of trained staff 
who have a background of knowledge relating to Aboriginal. culture and 
lifestyles and who are committed to helping Aborigines to reach the goal of a 
profession.al. qualification. Ideally these staff members should be 
Aborigines. It is also likely that some, if not all, of the students will 
need extra help to attain these goals. This will take the fora of 
counse111ng (personal and academic), extra tutoring, reduced study loads and· 
therefore a longer than usual period of study and a place for students 
on-ca11pua to call their own where they can undertake extra tutoring or juat 
socialize amongst themselves. Financial support for the students while 
studying ia also necessary. Many of the students are mature age with faaily 
collllllitments. Many do not come from the metropolitan areas and even those vho 
are single and live locally do not have faailies who can support them. It 
is also considered that students who enter tertiary studies in this way need 
to spend all their time on studies and part time work is generally not 
advisable. In recent years, the availability of such part-time work baa 
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been very restricted and, in any event, the Aboriginal people as a subgroup 
in Australian. society have always found difficulty in being accepted in the 
workforce. In stringent economic times, the ability of Aboriginal students 
to aupport themselves - or for their spouses or families to do so - baa been 
ae"Yerely restricted. The features of an enclave support systea are therefore: 
- Alternate entry procedures for most of the students who will 
fora the group. 
- The group entry of a number of students in each intake. 
- Support ataff who v11l provide services to students while on 
course. 
- The provision of special tuition as necessary. 
- AccOlllllodation for the student group on the campus. 
- Financial support to enable the students to undertake 
atudiea. 
Throughout this report the tema "tertiary studies/tertiary 
inatitutiona" v11l be used to 11e&11 atudiea or institutions which 
noraally require the completion of high school and the gaining of a 
aufficient aggregate urk at the final school euaination (Higher 
School Certificate, Tertiary Admittance Ezamination or aillilar). 
In Australian. teraa this means studies at institutions of the 
College of Advanced Education or University level. The Australian 
Education Council uses the espresaion "higher education" for atudies 
at tbi·a level. Tertiary education includes other post school 
studies, eg. at Technical and Further Education level. The term 
"tertiary" vaa used in the questiODD&irea completed by respondents 
which have been analysed in section five of this report. The term 
waa favoured because it was more readily understood by respondent&. 
The enclave support arrangements were originally set up for a group 
of atudeuta studying in undergraduate courses in teacher 
education. The WAC now baa Aboriginal students studying in a 
variety of courses although at the commencement of 1983 there were 
at111 70 percent of the Aboriginal students on campus in teacher 
education courses. Students are encouraged to use the services of 
the pro,raa but, providing that they are progressing 
aatiafactorally, they are not required to have more than a minillal 
contact with the staff or the other students in the intake. In 
I: 
I' 
i:: 
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practice it is rare for students not to have some contact. For the 
students who enter under standard entry arrangements, the support 
services are ava11able to them if they wish. The enclave support 
service is to enable students to gain a qualification the same as 
for all students. It ia special ouly in ao far as students have 
other means of entry to the institution and additional support ia 
offered to thea while on course. 
The purpose of this project is to survey the situation as it ezists 
at the WAC at this time, to attempt to evaluate the support services 
and, in particular, to study the patterua of withdrawal of 
Aboriginal students fro• the College, to itemize the characteristic• 
of the 172 students who have entered since 1976 and to see if there 
are patterua of students who are more likely to persist till 
graduation than those who do not. The destinations of students who 
have left College will also be studied, aa a value judgeaent is aade 
at the outset that success ia not to be defined only as the 
graduation of a student. The life ezperiences, which will typically 
include other eaployaent of an individual who leaves the institution 
before cOllpleting a qualification, may well show a successful 
adaptation which is a res�t of the College e%J)erience. 
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1.0 THE NEED FOB. AN EVALUATION. OVER.VIEW OF SUPPORT SER.VICES 
1.1 NEED FOB. ABORIGINAL TEACHERS 
Moat students at the WAC until this year have been teacher 
education students and at the commencement of 1983 moat 
Aboriginal students, 70 per cent, were studying within the 
Diploma of Teaching course. There is a clearly demonstrated 
need for Aboriginal teachers. The National Aboriginal 
Education Committee (NAEC) in its Rationale, Aims and 
Objectives for Aboriginal Education (NAEC, 1980) has produced 
a formal statement. The aims, it says, should include: 
the establishment of appropriate teacher education courses 
apart from the present schemes so that Aboriginal teachers 
will receive accredited teaching qualifications and training 
in Aboriginal philosophy, teaching methods and curriculwa 
development • 
An NAEC research study (NA.EC, 1979) used the 1976 census 
figures of Aboriginal people in Australia to identify the need 
for 5000 Aboriginal teachers by 1990 if such teachers were to 
be represented in the same proportion in the population as non 
Aboriginal teachers. To reach an achievable goal this figure 
was reduced to the need for 1000 Aboriginal teachers by 
1990. Thia research was then presented as a submission to 
the National Inquiry into Teacher Education (Auchauty, 
1980). Thia inquiry accepted the figure as reasonable and 
reco1111ended that steps be taken to achieve this. Using this 
figure as a basis, the Western Australian nwabers of 
Aboriginal teachers who need to be trained by 1990 are 173. 
As some 40 trained teachers within the state have been 
identified to date, there is clearly a need to step up 
enrolments and to retain as many as possible on course until 
completion • 
The Chairman of the NAEC, Mr John Budby commented in his paper 
presented to the NAEC Conference on Aboriginal Teacher 
Education at Mount Lawley Campus (Budby, July 1982) that: 
6 
(There) needs to be the recognition of and research into why 
some students are unable to continue their studies, either 
to provide assistance or to seek to change the system. 
Support for the training of Aboriginal teachers may be found 
among other national and state organisations, for example, the 
Australian Teachers Federation. The Aboriginal Education 
policy (Perth, January 1982) reads in part: 
7.1 Aboriginal Teachers 
The ATF recognises the need for a dramatic increase in the 
number of Aboriginal teachers employed in Australian 
schools. If appropriate steps are taken, the NAEC call for 
the training of 1000 Aboriginal teachers in Australia before 
1990 could be readily met and exceeded. 
It goes on to speak of: 
7.3 (b) ••• the development of Aboriginal enclaves within 
existing teacher education programs ••• 
Characteristics of desirable enclaves are also outlined. 
The State School Teachers Union of WA (Inc) in its Education 
Committee report, Aboriginals and Education (SSTUWA, 1980) 
says in recommendation 20: 
That the Union press appropriate authorities to expand the 
support services for Aboriginal students in tertiary 
institutions and high schools in line with the model of the 
Aboriginal Student Teacher Intake program. 
There is a body of literature, reports etc. on Aboriginal 
children's achievement in schools and its relationship to 
cultural difference, teacher expectations, Aboriginal learning 
styles, and the needs of Aboriginal children for role 
models. Sherwood (1982) has articles by Hubble and Davies 
and McGlade which detail these effects. 
-I 
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In summary, at the current rate of graduating Aboriginal 
teachers, the very modest figure of 173 (Western Australia's 
share of the 1990 target) will not be achieved unless the 
attrition rate in teacher education courses is lessened. On 
current graduation rates in Australia there would be about 400 
by 1990. 
NEED FOR ABORIGINAL GRADUATES 
There is a similar need for Aboriginal graduates in other 
disciplines. Australia still has only recently graduated its 
first Aboriginal medical practitioner • Western Australia has 
produced no Aboriginal lawyers. There is an urgent need for 
graduates in the commerce and business fields. Aboriginal 
communities are being expected to take over the management of 
their own affairs: the Aboriginal Development Commission 
(ADC) was set up in 1981 and its purpose is to fund Aboriginal 
enterprises. The need for qualified personnel both within 
the ADC itself and as the recipients of funds to set up 
enterprises is clear. 
Federal Government Departments have •identified positions• 
where Aboriginal people are needed. State government 
departments such as the State Housing Commission, the 
Education Department and the Department for Community Welfare 
already have Aboriginal employees and would be able to employ 
more if Aboriginal people were qualified to undertake the work 
entailed in these positions. Professional qualifications in 
social work, administration and nursing would be among those 
required. In the present situation a number of 
Aboriginal teacher education students, whether graduated or 
not, have been lost to teaching because of the availability of 
such positions. While it is neither necessary nor desirable 
that all students who train as teachers should end up in the 
classroom it is still a matter of concern that not enough of 
them actually do. 
1.3 COLLEGE PLANNING REQUIREMENTS 
8 
The Mount Lawley campus (formerly Mount Lawley College) has 
hosted a program for training Aboriginal students for eight 
years. 
The administration of the amalgamated institution, the Western 
Australian College of Advanced Education has many major 
decisions to make on the future directions of the College. 
These decisions will include those concerned with the 
maintenance and/or expansion of existing programs. Such 
decisions should be made on the basis of evidence concerning 
their viability. With a sound basis of knowledge and 
information, decision makers will be in a position to plan for 
the future. The Western Australian Post Secondary Education 
Commission (WAPSEC 1983) in its report on the College states 
that the areas within the institution which it sees as strong 
and worthy of expansion include those of Education and the 
Social Sciences. Courses at the Associate Diploma level are 
also seen to be important. These are courses which are 
vocationally oriented. They are at a level likely to attract 
Aboriginal students who need basic qualifications in areas 
such as community studies. By virtue of approved entry to 
these and other courses, Aboriginal people may qualify for 
entry to the Public Services. The Commonwealth and State 
Public Services are areas which, in the immediate future, 
Aborigines are most likely to find jobs. The College 
proposes to set up an Institute of Applied Aboriginal Studies 
which will be involved with research into many aspects of 
Aboriginal affairs. The evaluation of an existing program 
may provide some indicators of initial projects for this 
institute. 
1�4 EXTERNAL AGENCY PLANNING REQUIREMENTS 
Other funding agencies, currently Commonwealth Government 
departments, need to be satisfied that funds are being well 
used and that requests for increased expenditure deserve 
favourable consideration. Should the WAC look further afield 
• 
• 
• 
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in the quest for financial and other resources, evidence of 
the state of the program will aid in persuading agencies of 
its viability. In a time of continuing financial stringency 
such evidence ia vital. Govermaent policy ia that Aborigines 
should be helped to manage their own affairs. They seek ways 
of beat allocating available monies to this end. The 
training of Aborigines to manage competently their own affairs 
needs no promotion with Govermaent. But they need to be 
satisfied that this ia in fact being done. 
1.S ABOllIGINAL COMMUNITY NEEDS 
The Aboriginal community needs to be satisfied that Aboriginal 
teachers are being trained in sufficient numbers given their 
expressed desires. They also wish to know that Aboriginal 
teachers are being appropriately trained. Aboriginal 
students' needs should be paraaount aa a concern. 
Arrangements relating to their courses should be designed to 
give them the beat possible chance of success. 
Given that the need for profession.ally trained Aboriginal 
people is established, it is necessary to argue the need for 
special arrangements for such students in tertiary 
institutiona. The situation concerning teacher education 
graduates was briefly outlined in the introduction. It ia 
reasonable to asswae, given the history of previous tertiary 
ezperiences for student teachers, that few if any of the 20 
graduates from the program since 1978 would be trained 
teachers today. Of the 172 entrants to the program, 59 were 
still on course in July 1983. Added to the graduates, this 
still leaves some 92 students who left their studies prior to 
graduating as teachers. Thia is a considerable nuaber of 
withdrawals and the reasons why these students withdrew 11118t 
be looked at to see if there are ways of reducing the dropout 
rate. An important field of tertiary studies which baa not 
yet had any special entrants under the support program is that 
of business studies. There have been two graduates in this 
field in WA, neither of them from the WAC. These two 
students completed studies many years ago'and, in terms of the 
general situation of Aborigines in the state, they were not 
t 111 
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typical. There have been several attempts in more recent 
times by students to undertake degree courses in business 
studies but none have persisted. There are currently three 
students undertaking such courses at the WAC. Given that 
neither of the known graduates are working in Aboriginal 
Affairs, the availability of Aboriginal expertise in the area 
of business, management, finance and administration is hardly 
extensive. It is hoped to rectify this state of affairs in 
the near future by arranging for special entry of Aborigines 
to the Bachelor of Business at the WAC. 
The remaining area of teacher education studies not covered by 
enclave support systems for Aborigines is early childhood 
education. At this time there are no known Aboriginal 
graduates in this area in Western Australia. It is hoped 
that, with the new arrangements which are in the process of 
formulation in the amalgamated College, that Aborigines can be 
trained on Mount Lawley Campus where a support system already 
ens ta. 
Thia pattern of non participation and/or non persistence of 
Aboriginal students in tertiary studies ia sillilar in all 
areas of professional training. The enclave support system 
is one attempt to overcome these difficulties. 
• 
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2.0 BACKGROUND TO THE ENCLAVE SUPPORT PB.OGRAM AT THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
COLLEGE 
2.1 OUTLINE 
This section will outline the situation on the three campuses of 
the WAC where support programs exist. It w1 1l include a 
description of the student body since 1976 and w1 1l therefore 
overlap, to some extent, information gJ.ven in the survey by 
Sherwood et al (1980). A brief resume of the Mount Lawley College 
program will be followed by a description of the Nedlands and 
Broome campus arrangements. The elements of these arrangements 
w1 1l be discussed. The Aboriginal Advisory Committee's functions 
are mentioned and the funding arrangements for the program • 
Finally, other aspects - the publicity, selection, and orientation 
procedures - will be covered • 
2.1.1 THE STUDENTS 
There were 55 Aboriginal students at Mount Lawley College between 
1976 and 1979. Four students graduated in 1978. Since 1979 the 
support program has continued to be responsible for increasing 
numbers of Aboriginal students. Subsequent tables detail the aize 
of the annual intakes. This has been influenced by the 
beginnings, in an informal fashion in 1981� of a support program at 
Nedlands College, now the Nedlands campus. This arrangement was 
formalized by the appointment in Kay 1983 of a full time 
coordinator of the program. A full time coordinator for the 
Broome campus was appointed prior to Semester 1 1983, to comaence 
work with 13 Aboriginal and five European students in the Diploma 
of Teaching course. One of these students is •off campus• at 
Derby which is another town a short distance away froa Broome. In 
Semester 2, a further six students have commenced. One of these 
is at Derby. 
Tables 2.1.2(a) to 2.1.2(d) are based on a total of 172 students. 
There were in fact only 166 students. The discrepancy is caused by 
individuals who left college and later returned. They were counted 
again as part of a subsequent intake. All data is based on the 
situation at the end of Karch 1983. 
Intake Freq. 
Years 
1976 13 
1977 11 
1978 17 
1979 14 
1980 17 
1981 16 
1982 30 
1983 54 
N 172 ·-
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TABLE 2.1.2(a) 
INTAKE YEil BY STATUS 
(Prequenciea) 
Graduate& Withdrawn 
(y) 
s 8 
s 6 
4 13 
4 lOZ 
4 9 
HA 7 
HA 13Z 
HA 0 
22 66 
Current 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
9 
17 
S4 
Thirty one percent of student• 1976-1980 have graduated. thia 
percentage aay rise slightly. 
Cs) Include& one student who tranaferred to another iutitution. 
(y) There ia no separate category for DEl'ElllED students. 
.. 
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TABLE 2. l.2(b) 
INTAll YEAR BY AGE 
Intake Tot. <21 years 21-30 years 31 + years 
Freq Freq Freq 
% of year % of year % of year 
1976 13 6 46.2 1 7.7 6 46.2 
1977 11 8 72. 7 1 9. 1 2 18.2  
1978 17 13 76.4 1 5.9 3 17.6 
1979 14 9 64.2 4 28. 6 1 7. 1 
1980 17 11 64.7 4 23 • .5 2 11.8 
1981 16 11 68. 8  3 18.8  2 12.5 
1982 30 15 so.o 8 26. 7 7 23.3 
1983 .54 16 29.6 28 51.9 10 18 • .5 
N 172 89 51.7 so 29.1 33 19.2 
Later in.takes have in.eluded an. in.creasing proportion. of older 
students. However there are campus differences which v1ll be discussed 
later. 
Intake 
Year 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
N 
Tot. 
Freq 
13 2 
11 3 
17 5 
14 5 
17 6 
16 2 
30 7 
54 11 
172 41 
14 
TABLE 2. 1.2(c) 
INTilE YEAR BY SEX 
Male Feaale 
Freq 
of year of year 
15.4 11 84.6 
27.3 8 72. 7 
29.4 12 70.6 
35.8 9 64.2 
35.3 11 64. 7 
12.5 14 87.5 
23.3 23 76. 7 
20. 4 43 79. 6 
' .j 
23.8 131 76.2  
Male student percentages have been declining. Thia is particularly 
true of Mount Lawley caapua which will be discussed in succeeding 
paragraphs. They have formed leas than 25 per cent of all students. 
.J 
j 
] 
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TABLE 2. l.2(d) 
INTAKE YEAR BY COUllSE 
(Frequencies) 
Intake Tot. Dip.T. AD.AAS AssDipltec AssDip 
Year Lib.Med 
1976 13 13 
1977 11 11 
1978 17 17 
1979 14 13 1 
1980 17 17 
1981 16 16 
1982 30 21 5 2 2 
1983 54 37 5 5 7 
N 172 145 11 7 9 
H.B. Where students changed co�rse, the one from which they graduated, 
withdrew or in which they are currently studying is uaed. 
Dip. T. • Diploma of Teaching 
ADAAS • Associate Diploma in Applied Arts and Sciences 
Ass.Dip.ll.ec. • Associate Diploma in Recreation Studies 
Ass.Dip.Lib.Med. • Associate Diploma in Library Media Studies. 
Ten of the 145 Dip.T. entrants have been enrolled in Dip. 
T.(Secondary), the remainder in Dip.T. (Primary). Dip.T. students in 
the 1983 intake comprised 68.5 per cent of all entrants • 
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2. 1.2 MOUNT LAWLEY CAMPUS STUDENTS 
Special intakes occun-ed only on this campus up to and including 
1979. At the beginning of 1983, this campus still accounted for 74 
per cent (128) of the intakes since 1976. This campus trains 
teachers at the primary level as well as students in the generalist 
Associate Diploma in Applied Arts and Sciences (ADAAS). The 
aulgamation of the four campuses into the W.A.c. may change this 
picture in 1984 and subsequent years as more course offerings are made 
available on this campus. In 1983 students enrolled directly into 
the ADA.AS. Previously they had transfen-ed to this course from an 
initial enrolment in the Diploma of Teaching (Primary). Twenty one 
of the 22 graduates to date have come from Mount Lawley campus. The 
average age of students on this campus bas been decreasing over 
time. All the students shown in the Jo+ age group (TABLE 2.1.3) 
since 1981 have come from other campuses. This bas been associated 
with a higher level of formal schooling achieved by students on entry 
('.tABLES 5. 1.2 (a) (b) and (d) of section five). Male students on all 
campuses have been a small proportion (24 per cent) of total intakes 
('.tABLE 2. 1.4. ) On Mount Lawley campus, the proportion of male 
students appears to be declining. In 1983 only three of the eleven 
male entrants commenced studies on this campus. Only one of these 
students was enrolled in the Diploma of Teaching (primary). 'lb.eae 
three male students represented only 12 per cent of the 1983 intake at 
Mount Lawley campus. 
2. 1.3 NEDI.ANDS CAMPUS STUDENTS 
There have been 31 entrants (18 per cent of the total) to this campus 
since 1980. Most have been under special entry conditions. The two 
students who entered via the Tertiary Admittance Examination have been 
included because of their contacts with the support services. Fifty 
per cent have entered the Diploma of Teaching (Secondary), the 
remainder into the Associate Diplomas in Recreation and Library Media 
Studies. One student (Dip.T) has graduated to date. Students on 
this campus tend to be older than other students. Moat of these 
students are in the Library Media Studies course. Formal school 
preparation of current students at Nedlands baa therefore been leas 
than for the younger students at Mount Lawley. (see Table 5. 1. 2  (d) 
Twenty nine per cent of all entrants (9) have been male students. 
,-­
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2.1.4 BROOME CAMPUS STUDENTS 
Thirteen Aboriginal students commenced studies in February 1983. A 
further six students commenced in semester two (July 1983). Two of 
these students are •off campus• at Derby, a town some 200 kilometres 
distant from Broome. All students are undertaking the Diploma of 
Teaching (primary) . All but two of the original 13 �tudents are aged 
21 to 30 years. There is one younger student and one older. The 
total group has numbered four male students and 16 females. 
are a further five European students in the group. 
There 
2.2.0 DEVELOPMENTS AT MOUNT LAWLEY AND NEDLANDS CAMPUSES AND AT 
THE BROOME EXTERNAL CAMPUS OF THE W.A.C. 
2�2�1 MOUNT LAWLEY CAMPUS 
Mount Lawley College commenced its program of special entry for 
Aboriginal students in 1976. The background and events leading to 
this establishment as well as the subsequent picture of early 
applicants and students is detailed in Sherwood et al (1980) . 
sufficient to say here that the special entry provisions were 
additional to other channels of entry, viz: 
It is 
(i) Entry via the Tertiary Admissions Examination (TAE) : 
(ii) Mature age entry 
(iii) Transfer from another tertiary institution. 
The funds from the original program were provided by the Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs (DAA) which is a Commonwealth Department and this 
was possible because this department was the instrument of federal 
government policy for all matters pertaining to Aborigines. This 
responsibility had been given to the federal government as a result of 
a referendum in 1969. Prior to this, matters concerning Aborigines as 
well as all matters involving education had been a state 
responsibility. The effect of the referendum with regard to the area 
of Aboriginal education was that federal funds could be made directly 
available for Aborigines. However, the approach of the federal 
government was that such funds were to be seen only as additional to 
'i 
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services provided for all people in the state. As education was 
primarily a state responsibility funds from D.A.A. were envisaged as a 
top up for specific services required by Aboriginal students over and 
above those required by all students. 
At the time of collection of data by Sherwood in 1979 there were four 
graduates (all teachers) of the program. Fiftyfive students had 
commenced studies since 1976 and�, were on course in Septeaber 
1979. Since that time there have been three further coordinators of 
the program. In 1981 an academic tutor was appointed. The position 
was initially part-tille and became fulltime on Mount Lawley campus in 
1983. 
2.2.2 NEDI.ANDS CAMPUS 
In July 1980, a submission was presented to the Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs (DAA) fr<>11 the Nedlands College. It requested 
funds for an Aboriginal Student Teacher Intake program (ASTI) as part 
of the Aboriginal Secondary Teacher Education program which was to 
train Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students to be more effective 
teachers of secondary school level Aboriginal students. It was, in 
effect, a request to set up concurrently the equivalent of the 
Aboriginal Teacher Education Program (ATEP) at Mount Lawley College, 
and the ASTI program on the saae campus. The first named bad been set 
up at Mount Lawley in 1973 and the latter in 1976. A full 
description of ATEP and ASTI at Mount Lawley is given in Sherwood 
(1980). The arguments used by Nedlands College were similar to those 
used for the Mount Lawley prograaa and NAEC concerns (see Section one) 
were expressed. It was originally hoped that a four year IIUl.tiple 
exit program could be mounted by which students could progress through: 
1 year 
2 years -
3 years -
4 years -
Aboriginal Teacher Aide Certificate 
Assistant Teacher Certificate 
Diploma of Teaching 
Bachelor of Education 
The Aboriginal Secondary Teacher Education Program did not eventuate 
and it was not until 1983 that funds were available from DAA to 
appoint a full time coordinator for the support systea for Aboriginal 
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students. In the interim, a staff member at Nedlanda College 
coordinated the program in addition to lecturing duties. In 1982 a 
roe>11 was made available to the students and au academic tutor was 
appointed to both Mount Lawley and Nedlands campuses. At Nedlanda, 
this person provided support for the students in a more general way as 
well as specific tutoring. The incidental and largely administrative 
coats of the program were handled through the Department of Social 
Sciences of the College. 
One of the probleaa in setting up arrangements such as programs of 
enclave support is the long lead time between the conception of the 
idea, its acceptance by the institution and then the provision of 
external funds where these are requested. The Nedlanda and Brooae 
programs were somewhat overtaken by events. In August 1981, the 
Federal Government decided that nW1bera of Colleges of Advanced 
Education throughout .Australia were to be amalgamated into larger 
institutions. In January 1982, the Churchlauda, Mount Lawley, 
Nedlanda and Claremont CAEs became collectively the Western .Australian 
College. The Liddelow Report (1982) which sets out the future 
directions in which the new Institution will move, baa caused a 
ueceBBary but massive upheaval in the College. Minor aspects of 
College activities such as the enclave support prograas have tended to 
be lost sight of in the major changes that are occurring. 
Adlliniatratively the programs have been, successively, a part of the 
Schools of Education and of Community and Language Studies in 1983. 
In the future their position in the structure may change. 
2.2.3 BB.OOH! OFF CAMPUS CENTRE 
Thia is also illustrated by the events leading to the setting up of 
the Broome centre. At the end of 1980 a feasibility study was 
carried out by a Mount Lawley College staff member for a Remote Area 
Diploma of Teaching (RADOT). The Feasibility Research Report (Mount 
Lawley College, 1980) refers to the need to: 
develop alternative approaches, recognition of cultural 
diversity and the increased involvement in the delivery 
of educational services (p 3) 
i. 
i i 
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for Aboriginal people and in particular in the training of teachers. 
It noted that many requests for an off-campus arrangement had come 
from practicing teacher aids and teaching assistants, from the schools 
which employed them, and from Aboriginal organizatiou. Teacher 
training programs were all located in metropolitan areas in Australia 
which were: 
denying access to the scores of people who, for personal, 
social and cultural reaaou are unable and unwilling to 
leave their home communities for a ain.imwa of three years 
(p 3). 
The proposal did not envisage providing teacher training of a type 
moat suited to tribal communities. Thia was the subject of a separate 
study. The RA.DOT proposal identified a town in the far north of 
Western Australia where numbers of Aboriginal people lived and who had 
qualifications which would gain them entry to the Diploma of Teaching 
as it currently existed. There would need to be some restructuring 
of the Diploma to account for the external mode of delivery and of the 
existence of a support system ailRilar to that already available at 
Mount Lawley College. But the Diploma of Teaching was to be the same 
as that offered to all students on the metropolitan campus. There 
was already available to external students the Advanced Education 
Entry Certificate (AEEC) and there were sufficient students in the 
town in question who had already completed the requirements of this 
Certificate. Some bad, in fact, c01111enced part-time external studies 
at the Western Australian Institute of Technology (WAIT) in Social 
Science while waiting for an external Diploma of Teaching to become 
available. 
Thia study was accepted by the Mount Lawley College and a request for 
funds was submitted to the DAA. Other developments in the Kiaberley 
region necessitated the transfer of the location to Broome (from the 
original site at Derby) and funding was approved by DAA for a project 
coordinator on Mount Lawley campus (half time) , a full-time 
coordinator on the Broome campus, and for some funds for library and 
resource materials and for campus accommodation. The college 
supplied couiderable administration coats and shared the library and 
resource materials costs. In addition it funds all the usual coats -
acadelRic staff and materials production - which are associated with 
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the delivery of courses in the external mode. The tutorial support 
costs on the Broome site are borne by the CollDlonwealth Department of 
Education and Youth Affairs as are the costs of a part-time 
administrative assistant in Broome. It is planned to remain in the 
town of Broome for four years to allow for students to complete the 
Diploma. It is then hoped to transfer the operation to another large 
town possibly in the Pilbara or the Eastern Goldfield& regions. 
The BADOT title was regarded as inappropriate as the prograa was 
essentially the same as that offered in the metropolitan area. It is 
regarded as a Diploma of Teaching by external studies. European 
students are enrolled in the course in Broome and the pack.age is 
available to all students in any part of the state (although without 
the support provided by the program in Broome). 
2.3.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ABORIGINAL ENCLAVE SUPPORT SYSTEM 
2.3. 1 THE COORDINA?OR 
A staff member of the Department of Aboriginal and Intercultural 
Studies is appointed on a fulltime basis to coordinate the program. 
This person fulfils many roles which include counae111ng students, 
liaising with academic staff and with relevant outside organisations 
such as the Commonwealth Department of Education and Youth Affairs who 
supervise the financial support for students under the Aboriginal 
Study Grants Scheme and with accommodation and child care agencies. 
Be or she coordinates the provision of special tuition for students 
and, on occasion, undertakes this personally. The duties of the 
position include many administrative tasks such as, attendance at 
meetings of Boards of Examiners to provide information pertinent to 
assessment decisions,writing reports and membership of the Aboriginal 
Advisory committee which has concerns, not only with Aboriginal 
students at the College, but with the content of courses run by the 
Department of Aboriginal and Intercultural Studies and the School of 
Education for all students in the Institution. The coordinator is 
expected to provide leadership for the students and within the Collge 
as a whole. The coordinator of the external program must also run a 
centre and see that materials arrive from the Extension Services 
Department in Perth and that students are up to date with 
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aaaig1U1enta. She is, inevitably, involved with teaching students to 
an extent as well as an administrative role which is not the concern 
of coordinators on Perth campuses where administrative personnel 
exist. A staff member on the Mount Lawley campus in Perth is 
eaployed half time to coordinate arrangements from the College. 
In tema of the counselling role, arrangements now exist in the 
college for coordinators to refer students for further counselling if 
this is considered necessary. Eventually, a Student Welfare and 
Counselling service is to be set up. In the meantime, welfare 
counsellors exist on the Perth campuses and the Student Guild also baa 
facilities such as an accomaodation service which coordinators may 
use. Despite these developments it is still seen as necessary that 
the coordinator is the first point of contact for Aboriginal students 
and, by virtue of training and background, is beat suited to helping 
students to solve problems which are college baaed or which ate• from 
personal circumstance. A duty statement for the coordinator is 
provided in the appendices. 
2.3.2 SPECIAL TUITION 
kl1 enclave support arrangements include the provision of extra 
tuition for students who require it. At Mount Lawley campus a 
fulltime academic tutor baa been appointed. Thia person was baaed on 
both Nedlanda and Mount Lawley campuses until the appointment of the 
coordinator at Nedlanda. Thia job entails the provision of tuition 
to students on a one to one or small group basis and also the 
coordination of a number of other part-time tutors who are under 
contract with the Comaonwealth Department of Education and Youth 
Affairs. Both the fulltime and part-time tutors work on general 
remediation for students and on specific content. It is organized 
around assignment requirements. The coordinators at Nedlands and 
Broome undertake some tuition or coordinate its provision by other 
contract staff. 
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THE STUDENT ACCOMMODATION ON CAMPUS 
The third element common to the enclaves is the provision of special 
on-campus study accommodation . Currently, Mount Lawley campus has 
three rooms and the Coordinator ' s  office within the student 
accommodat ion . The academic tutor has occasional use of another 
office . There is also a students ' common room and a seminar room 
which is used for tutoring and has carrels for private study. The 
third room is for tutoring or for small group work by students . 
Nedlands campus has the use for most of the week of one room which is 
a general purpose room . A coordinator ' s  office is adjacent . The 
Broome centre commenced its life in a demountable building formerly 
occupied by the Department for Community Welfare. In semester 2 
another demountable is to be added but accommodation is stil l 
limited . Students do almost all of their study on campus and with 2 2  
students in semester 2, there is need for better accommodation than 
currently exists. 
THE ABORIGINAL ADV ISORY COMMITTEE TO THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
This committee has eight Aboriginal members who mostly represent 
Aboriginal organisations and/or government departments both federal 
and state . There are also six col lege representatives. These are 
the Senior Lecturer in charge of DAIS, the three Coordinators and the 
Academic tutor and the Head of the Institute of Applied Aboriginal 
Studies. This latter position has not yet been filled as the 
Institute wil l  not be formally set up until 1984 . In 1983� two of 
these college representatives were Aborigines. Aboriginal student 
representatives from courses and year levels are also appoi nted� The 
purpose of this committee is to provide advice to the College on 
Aboriginal needs in the Advanced Education area and to comment on 
proposals put to it by the College . It meets several times each year. 
FUNDING 
The support programs in the WAC have all been funded to some extent by 
outside agencies. The Mount Lawley program ' s  major source, other 
than the Col lege, has been the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. 
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coordinator' s  salary comes from this source as well as SOiie 
administrative coats. The academic tutor ' s  salary is funded by the 
Co11110nwealth Department of F.ducation and Youth Affairs (CDEYA). The 
coordinators at Nedlanda and Broome have their salaries paid by the 
DAA as is the salary of the coordinator who is involved half time on 
coordinating arrangements for Broome from the Mount -Lawley campus. 
The on-site tuition arrangements at Broome, additional to the 
coordinator ' s  involvement and at both Nedlanda and Mount Lawley 
campuses are contracted directly by CDEYA. Students receive 
allowances through the Aboriginal Study Grant Scheme (ABSTUDY) run by 
CDEYA. Some students in the past have received a living allowance 
through the Department of Employment and Industrial Relations. Thia 
allowance was baaed on unemployment benefits and has been at a higher 
rate than ABSTUDY. Two final year students still receive this 
allowance. 
2.6 PUBLICITY AND SELECTION OF ENTRANTS TO THE PB.OGRAM 
Publicity is handled in conjunction with an infoJ:11&1. coordinating 
group set up in 1975 and known as the Courses for Aborigines Group 
(CAG). Thia group consists of representative of institutions offering 
and of authorities supporting courses or programs for Aboriginal 
people at the post school level in Western Australia. A booklet is 
published annually which outlines the availability of all special 
courses and programs. Costa are covered by the programs on a joint 
basis. Posters are also jointly produced and the material is sent 
throughout the state to agencies such as the Department for Co-unity 
Welfare, Aboriginal organisations, and the CDEYA. 
The WAC also produces its own brochures. Selection occurs in the 
latter part of the academic year. Applicants sit selection teats, 
are interviewed and provide references. The tests are designed to 
assess competence in literacy and mathematics. A standardized teat 
of comprehension has been used to date plus another comprehension teat 
which has been normed against the first year student body who major in 
English at Nedlanda C&JIPU& . A locally produced mathematics teat has 
been used. Thia is preceded by a workshop where procedures are 
designed with the aim of encouraging Aborigines to study at the WAC. 
Every effort is made to set the applicant group at ease and the 
procedures attempt to do this. The methods used to aaaeaa 
mathematical ability are a case in point. Many applicants have had 
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poor experiences in school but this is often most noticeable in 
mathematics. A very common perception amongst applicants is that 
they •can' t do maths·. It is believed that standardized tests are 
likely to produce feelings of incompetence and stress and are not 
likely to result in a fair assessment of ability. In the mathematics 
workshop applicants can gain confidence by involvement in mathematical 
games. The use of calculators in the test removes one fear of being 
unable to perform adequately. The interview panel in 1982 incl,1ded 
the coordinators and the academic tutor. Because of large numbers of 
applicants in 1983 (for 1984) a number of interviewers were used. 
Where possible, a staff member from the program, a member of DAIS and 
a third person who was an Aborigine if the other two were Europeans 
sat on each interviewing panel. The appropriatness of current 
selection procedures continues to be under scrutiny and they are 
subject to modification. For example, a joint selection colllllittee of 
the CAG is looking at the idea of a common testing period with some 
common content for applicants to all special courses in Perth. This 
is to obviate the need for applicants to sit for multiple testings 
when they apply for places in more than one course at different 
levels. This is particularly time and money consuming when applicants 
have to travel to Perth for each testing period. 
When the applicants are selected, the Advisory Colllllittee is infomed 
and given reasons for the selection. Discussion on the results then 
takes place. Following this, successful applicants are notified. 
ORIENTATION 
Students co1111ence their course with a special orientation which has 
varied in length from three to ten days. During this time they get to 
know each other and the staff. They are introduced to the role of a 
student at the college. They have library and study skills 
sessions. A camp has been a feature of the Mount Lawley campus 
orientation. Mod!fications to this orientation are likely in 1984. 
A proposed orientation program for 1984 is contained in the 
appendices. A much more lengthy period of bridging and orientation 
work has also been suggested for some students. Details of this 
proposal are contained in the comments and recommendations in sections 
aiz and eight. 
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3.0 REVIEW OF PROGRAMS AND SURVEY OP LITERATURE 
Thia section includes a survey of the situation in Canada with a more 
limited coverage of programs in the USA relating to Indian students in 
tertiary institutions. Canada has been chosen as the major comparison 
with Australia because there are at least sixteen programs functioning 
which have some similarity with the enclave support ayateaa of the 
Western Australian College (More, 1980, 1981), (" oughton, 1978 ), 
(Thous & Mcintosh, 1977). They commenced a few years earlier than 
Australian programs but are still experimental. They provide an 
opportunity for Indian and Eskimo peoples to enter tertiary study under 
special conditions. The condition of the indigenous people in Canada 
is not unlike that of the Aboriginal people of Australia. For euaple, 
in 1971 only 41 per cent of the Indian population had more than nine 
years schooling and 19 per cent had leas than five years (Blunt, 
1972) .  Much of the U.S. experience, by contrast, baa been aore in 
prograaa of financial support to individual students who enter under 
similar conditions to those of all students and who have no additional 
help provided to them throughout their courses. Where there is such 
aid given it is usually part of a llinority group program and Indian 
students represent only a small proportion of such students. A study 
by Xohout and ICleinfeld (1974) does, however, describe a prograa 
specifically for indigenous students. The review will cover program 
descriptions and evaluations. Thia is followed by a summary of 
research findings in the area of student withdrawal, mainly from 
researchers fro• the United States of America. A separate attempt 
will be ._de to cover studies which look at the effect of students' 
self illage on academic performance. (see Chadwick, Bahr & Stauss, 
1977). In this context a British study (Doherty, 1980) will be 
reviewed. 
examined. 
Then the Australian research on withdrawal of students is 
Finally, the programs of enclave support for Aborigines in 
Universities and Colleges of Advanced Education in Australia are 
outlined. 
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3.1 ENCLAVE SUPPORT POil INDIGENOUS PEOPLE IN CANADA AND THE 
UNITED STATES OP AMEB.ICA 
Canadian ezperiencea in the field of tertiary progr8118 for indigenous 
people have been mostly concerned with the preparation of teachers. 
The Indian and Eskimo peoples have had various options open to the•, 
so• of which are quite aiJlilar to the AuatraUan models of the enclave 
support systems in Colleges of Advanced Education.. These programs, as 
reported in More (1981) have had, as their aia, the preparation of 
indigenes for a qualification the same as for all Canadian teachers. 
The methods used to achieve this, however, have varied. A 
characteristic baa been the fact that two of these programs - and they 
are often special in content as well as in aim - have been open to 
other Canadian.a, not only to the indigenous people. They have aiaed 
to prepare teachers for teaching in Indian and Inuit schools, not just 
to train indigenous teachers. The special entry conditions are 
siailar to those existing in Australian. institutions, but the 
coordinator of the program has input into the content of that 
program.. He/she is not simply a counsellor and liaison person with 
the institution, although this aspect is seen to be of great 
importance. Again, some programs have strong cOlllllun.ity (Indian) 
control over the process as well as the content of the program. offered 
to the students. Programs are of various types • 
3.1.1 The Native Indian Teacher Education Program. (NITEP) is offered by the 
University of British Columbia. The participants are all Indian and 
the structure of the course allows for off-campus work in the first two 
years. There is a greater concentration of practical work, and the 
content contain.a some specifically Indian courses. However, the 
emphasis appears to be on training teachers in the aaae aould as that 
offered to all students. The differences exist because of the 
different physical locations of students and their different social 
needs. Students who come from remote areas, are often older, married 
- and unable to leave families. One further aspect of this program and 
of others, is the ability to exit at different points in the program. 
After one or two years they are qualified as Teacher Aides or Home 
School Coordinators; after three years they receive a Standard 
Teaching Certificate ; after four and a half years or aore, full 
teaching qualifications are awarded. 
., 
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3.1. 2 The Winnipeg Education Centre baa a program where approxillately 50 per 
cent of students are not Indian or Metia (part Indian). Thia program 
is designed for inner city residents and its focus is the production 
of teachers for inner city schools. Many of the children are of 
indigenous backgrounds. Almost all of the 17 programs which operate 
throughout Canada have significantly greater amounts of tille spent in 
practice teaching than is the norm for teacher education. 
3.1.3 'l'he SUNTEP Information Handbook (Gabriel Dumont Institute, 1983) 
outlines a program which deserves special mention. Thia is the 
Saskatchewan Urban Native Teacher Education progra.11 which is a four 
year program leading to a Bachelor of Education. It ·is offered on 
three campuses and is accredited by the Universities of Saskatchewan 
and llegina. It is one of the programs of the Gabriel Dumont 
Institute, a teaching and research body whose Board of Management is 
responsible to the Association for Metia and Non Status Indiana of 
Saskatchewan (AMNSIS). It therefore combines a number of important 
elements: 
It is controlled by the Indiana and Metia people of Saskatchewan. 
It is accredited by two Universities (who IIUSt jointly approve 
academic appointments with the Board of Management). 
It is off-campus. 
It contains significant elements of Indian approaches to education 
and culture. 
It baa a strong component of practical teaching. 
"!"' It is approved by the Department of Education (of Saskatchewan) 
who award bursaries to students on the advice of the Director of 
the program. 
It is staffed with a Di.rector, three coordinators and a number of 
academic staff on contract either to the Institute or to the 
Universities. In addition other assistance is available through 
secretarial and clerical personnel. 
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It coabines , the elements of a support enclave by 
providing counselling, welfare assistance and academic 
tutoring of an individual nature. 
It results in a qualification which is accepted anywhere 
in the province to teach at the elementary school level. 
3.1.4 Little evidence is available on the success of these progr&ll8 
to date. With the e%ception of three programs which 
collilenced in the late 1960's or early 1970's, they are of 
quite recent origin. SUNTEP, for example, commenced in 
1980. However the SUNTEP Handbook (p 2) notes that the 
retention rate is appro%imately 70 per cent. Some of the 
reasons for attrition include personal decisions of the 
students and dismissals. However, More (1980) notes that 
over 700 Native Indians are enrolled in teacher education 
programs in Canada and in British Coluabia the nuaber of 
qualified teachers had tripled in the space of eight years. 
With the remarkable increase in the number of programs for 
Indian students it is reasonable to assume that at least some 
of them are providing qualified personnel at a sufficient 
rate to justify their enstence. The economic argU11ent is a 
te111ng one but Kore sees that the real value of the programa 
is in their "lndianness" - by which he means not only their 
content but also the structure of the progr8Jl8 which take 
account of Indian needs and, aost importantly, the increasing 
control of these programa by the collllUU.ities which they serve. 
3.1.5 Both Canadian and USA reports emphasize certain needs for 
programs of special support for Indian and/or Minority 
groups. For e:xample, two American reports both speak of the 
need for more counselllng. The California Collllunity College 
- Sacramento, Board of Governors (1979) see this as a vital 
and integral part of the educational process. Counsellors 
must be effective. Inservice training should be provided 
for counsellors on a continuous basis. Counselling should 
include educational, vocational and personal aspects. 
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Tutoring should be provided including peer tutoring. Peer 
counselling should also be encouraged. The Bureau of Indian 
affairs submitted a report to the Secretary of the Interior 
(1977). Recommendations of this report included encouraging 
the appointments of Indian counsellors, with universities 
being prepared to fund these services; bridging prograaa to 
enable students, under-prepared for higher education studies, 
to cope more adequately; remedial courses throughout the 
period of study - as needed by students; and sufficient 
staffing within the programs to enable this effective 
counselling, bridging work and remediation to occur. 
It may be instructive to record two final cOllllenta by Wilson 
(1982, p.37, p.39): 
Often minority staff are hired for part-time, abort tem, 
non-tenure track jobs that are supported by ·soft• funds 
from outside the institution' s  line-item budget. Because 
they are isolated froa the institutional mainatreaa, the 
incumbents of such jobs have little opportunity to 
influence institutional policies and practices, 11mited 
interaction with majority students, and few prospect& of 
advancement. 
Federal funding should supplement not supplant state 
and local efforts to support a range of prograaa and 
interventions responsive to the needs of llinority 
students. 
It would seem that the ezperience of Indiana in the USA at 
Universities is very siJlilar to that of Aborigines in higher 
education in Australia. The first of the comments, in 
particular, describes very accurately moat of the staff in 
enclave support prograas at Colleges of Advanced Education in 
this country. Thia point w1l1 be expanded in section six. 
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3.2 Wl1'11DllAWAL OP STUDENTS PR.OM COLLEGE IN THE USA AND CANADA 
Turning to studies which are aore concerned with general 
student attrition, and its causes, Pautagea and Creedon 
(1978) provide au overview of the literature froa 1950 to 
1975. Thia 1• chiefly concerned with research in the 
College ayatea of the United States of America. Much of the 
evidence is confusing and little relates to the specific area 
of concern. Thia is the student froa a ainority culture who 
is enrolled at an institution which services the general 
student population. Thia point is. taken up by Tinto (1975) 
in a paper which attempted to synthesize the research 
fin.dings in the field. He says (p. 119) that: 
There is simply too little 1ufomat1on regarding the 
relatiouhip between race and dropout froa higher 
education. 
However, he does make a number of relevant c0111aeDta about tbe 
causes of student withdrawal. He uses a theoretical aodel 
baaed on the view that dropouts are: 
• • •  insufficiently integrated into the fabric of society 
(p.91) ,  
the society in this case being the institution where the 
student is studying. It has been expressed to this 
researcher in· slightly different te:ras. Students who are 
successful are those beat •asaiailated into the College•. 
Such students have social relationships across the student 
body; they are able to approach staff without shyness; they 
aay well use the Aboriginal student body as a support but 
they do not lill1t their contacts to this group. 
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The e%pression "assiJlilate" is not used lightly. It does 
appear that successful students have made a decision about 
their value systems. There is no evidence to show what that 
decision is. It may be simply a clear recognition of the 
difference between the value systems of the majority culture 
and their own and a concomitant decision to act in a certain 
way. Thia point will be taken up further when discussing 
the results of this study. To quote Tinto again. 
The process of dropout from college can be viewed as 
a longitudinal progress of interactions between the 
individual and the academic and social systems of the 
college during which a person' s experiences in those 
systems • • •  continually modify his goal and 
institutional commitments in ways which lead to 
persistence and/or varying forms of dropout. (p.94). 
He lists individual characteristics which affect persistence 
in studies. Family influences are one such 
characteristic. A warm supportive family with high 
expectations for the student is more likely to result in the 
student continuing studies. However, ability is 110re than 
twice as iaportant as family background. Thia ability is 
beat measured by success in prior educational experiences 
which would have been in another institution with a1ailar 
values and requirements. 
Personality characteristics are also important. He quotes, 
in his synthesis of research, evidence to support the notion 
that inatability and anxiety are often characteristics of 
students who withdraw. Thia latter point is taken up by 
Doherty (1980). In this British study, students who 
exhibited the characteristics of low esteem were seen to be 
leas effective in the teaching practice situation than those 
who rated higher on an inventory devised by the author. 
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Sex is a factor in the decision to withdraw, according to 
Tinto. But, whereas more men withdraw for acadellic reaaoua, 
aore women withdraw for other reasons. It is not easy to 
relate this factor to the current research because of the 
preponderance of females in Aboriginal support prograaa, a 
factor which reverses the general pattern of 11&1.e/female 
attendance at tertiary iuatitutiona, in Australia at least. 
Aa will be noted in Section 3.3, the Australian research is 
concerned with University studies. Although students in 
courses leading to teacher qualificatioua are predolliuantly 
female, they are aoatly studying at Colleges of Advanced 
Education. 
I.elated closely to the central arg1111ent of integration into 
the fabric of the iuatitution as a measure of likely 
persistence, is the illportance of goals to the student. 
• • •  the higher the level of plans, the more likely is the 
individual to remain in College• (Tinto p.102) . 
It follow• that if the individual' • personal goals are 
closely attuned to iuatitutional goals the aore likely he 1• 
to persist. It is interesting to note here that females 
tend to have lover goal commitments than 11&1.e and are 
therefore aore likely to withdraw voluntarily than do aales. 
3.2.1 Other studies, for ezample, McM1JJan (1977) give aoaevhat 
differing perspectives. McMUJan suggests that in contrast 
to moat other studies, his aaaple showed little evidence of 
low goals. Financial difficulty and faaily problems wre 
the aain reasons for withdrawing. Moat studies pointed to 
the lack of vocational and personal problea counselling as a 
weakness aaong their aaaplea of students. But, to offset 
this, another earlier study by Athanasiou (1970), of 
Engineering students, aee11S to give more weight to Tinto' • 
base argument in its finding that the socializing enviromaent 
is a better predictor of persistence on course than academic 
selection. 
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An interesting, if not necessarily fruitful attack on the 
problems of student retention was Scollon' s  (1981) concept of 
the •gatekeeping" of institutions. He believes that 
institutions are more concerned with the retention of 
students than with their access - both initial access and 
continued access once they are students of tertiary 
institutions. The •gates" or the network of institutional 
practices, are, if you like, the hurd .es which students IIU8t 
master for continued successful participation. To carry his 
arguaent a little further it would appear that the gates are 
manufactured by the institution and may not all be necessary 
or appropriate to the individual needs of the students. He 
points to the need for iaprovements in communication within 
institutions and the need for appropriate counselling. His 
picture of all the gates of the typical institution opening 
out instead of inwards was particularly unforgettable. He 
points to the fact that dropouts are usually identified by 
negative teras and uses the analogy of the superaarket oVller 
who describes all his non-customers or fol'ller cust011ers in 
sillilar negative ways as being unable to coaprebend the 
purpose of his being in business which is to provide for the 
needs of these customers. 
3.2.2 In summary, then, if one divides students who withdraw 
volUD.tarily from those who are required to leave, the chief 
reason for the latter group' s withdrawal is related to 
acadellic achievements. Into this category aay be put those 
who withdraw voluntarily in the expectation that they aay not 
achieve academic success. 'l'he former group - those who 
withdraw volUD.tarily - are likely to be those with low goal 
upectations; those who do not fit in with the institutional 
goals and the society of staff and students ; those who lack 
support from their families ; those whose self image is 
low. More women than men are likely to fall into this 
category. There is a need for counselling - acadellic, 
personal and vocational. The institution should examine its 
policies and practices and modify them to more adequately 
provide for the clients it serves, that is, the students who 
study at the institution. 
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3.3 WITHDRAWAL OP AUSTRALIAN STUDENTS Fl.OM TEI.TIAR.Y STUDIES 
Moat studies in Australia have been coo.ducted within the last 
ten years and have used aa their starting point, the uaa of 
often coo.tradic�ory findings from the United States of 
Allerica and the United ICingdoa. The term •withdrawal• which 
ia used in this study baa been defined in section three. 
Teraa such aa •withdrawal·, •oropouta•, •discontinuance•, 
•attrition•, have been variously defined in Australian 
studies and are indicative of real differences in the types 
of withdrawal from studies. 
Thia study uses the term withdrawal because it ia reasonably 
neutral in co-on parlance and also because it covers beat 
the aany causes of students not continuing their studies. 
The bulk of the research relates to withdrawal frOII 
University studies. Students covered in such institutions 
include those enrolled in Science, Engineering, Medicine, Law 
etc. aa well aa the Social Sciences and Humanities. Aa the 
subjects in this study are largely students enrolled in UG2 
courses leading to a teaching qualification with a llinority 
in UGl courses in the Social Science area, it is reasonable 
to uauae that the student body aay differ significantly froa 
the subjects of the following studies. In. addition, the 
Western Australian College students under scrutiny are all 
aeabera of an indigenous ethnic group within ll&inatreaa 
Australian society and .. Y well be distinguished by this fact 
alone. 
3.3.1 In her review of the literature concerning student 
withdrawal, Elena Eaton (1979) lists finding• under eight 
categories. 
University, 
full-time), 
These are age, motivation, uperience at 
selection, enrol.llent type (part-tiae or 
area of study, &elC and intellectual aptitude. 
Because of the nature of the student group under study the 
findings under enrolment type, area of study and intellectual 
aptitude will not be covered. All Aboriginal students in 
the college are studying full-tiae, moat are teacher trainee• 
and the bases of selection include the fact that successful 
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applicants are a11 people who would not qualify by normal 
selection processes and who would therefore not have been 
screened by the Australian Scholastic Aptitude teat (ASAT) 
. which is the co1111only used indicator of intellectual aptitude. 
3.3. 2 In essence, the findings relating to age do not lead one to 
rely heavily on this factor in selecting students. The 
reasons why older students withdraw are different fro• those 
of younger students. But the c011110nality in the affective 
or non acadeaic area is sufficiently high for it not to be an 
important area of difference. Por example, older students 
are aore likely to withdraw for reasons such as finance or 
faaily responsibilities but about half of the younger 
students still withdraw for reasons other than acadeaic 
performance. 
3.3.3 Eaton comments that: 
Motivation appears to be the variable aost strongly related 
to continuance at University • • • 
R.uap and Greet (1975) regard this aa the aajor concluion 
froa their study. In relation to flrst year withdrawal.a, 
they add that the critical period is the first half of the 
,first year. As Sheldrake (1976, p.28) comaents: 
These findings suggest that the first or transitional year at 
University is aore than just an academic hurdle and suggests 
that further consideration of pre-entry counselling and 
attention to the first year experience would be desirable. 
Be refers also in this COllllent to another finding by those 
studies which looked at withdrawals fro• a11 years of the 
course. The first year is the one where aost students leave 
the institution. Lewandowski, Powell and White (1975, p.31) 
deal only with students who have completed first year. Their 
conclusion is that: 
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Although marginal academic ability is surely no 
advantage, motivation is of greater importance. All 
students would be well advised to think carefully about 
the reasons for wanting to attend University and the 
amount of time which they wish to devote to study . 
Other researchers typify the students who withdraw as having 
short term and unclear goals rather than long term goals . 
Hayes (1974, p.141) remarks: 
• • •  dropouts' apparent low level of commitment to 
University seems inextricably linked with the lack 
of strong, long-term goals associated with university 
attendance. 
She found that there was some significance in the mother's 
level of education but not the father's. 
3� 3 � 4  This general area of motivation is linked with Eaton' s  third 
category which she entitles experience at University� She 
does not list the many personality factors which affect a 
students' experience at university because the relationship  
of these factors to the result, for example, a •good• or a 
•bad• experience, is not clear. Students in this category 
were often lonely, isolated and had to cope with stresses 
alone : Their friends tended to be outside the university 
and they were also not likely to live with their families .  
Their friends were met individually and informally whereas 
students who remained on course were more likely to have 
friends gained through organisations, for example � clubs, 
churches. This group of •at risk• students tended not to 
seek advice from counselling or academic staff. Factors 
such as the family socio-economic status were important only 
in so far as there may have been less pressure from families 
of low socio-economic status to remain on course if they 
lived at home or because the family was less able to 
influence them if they did not live at home. 
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Some recommendations from these and other studies include the 
provision of more and better counselling both before and 
during a students' studies, the use of peer groups to assist 
students particularly in the first year of study, and the 
delaying of selection so that students do not make 
ill-informed decisions concerning studies. 
3.3.S The area of selection was another of Eaton' s  categories. 
While this is of paramount importance to the particular group 
(from the WAC) under examination, the basis of selection of 
moat students in tertiary study and of this group are so 
different that moat of the co111enta are not relevant. Eaton 
quotes West and Slamowitz (1976) as suggesting that a 
composite selection index of Higher School Certificate (HSC) 
performance and other factors should be considered. As has 
been outlined, a selection package for Aboriginal students at 
the WAC is already in existence and further rec01111endationa 
on this package will be ma.de. 
3.3.6 The final relevant variable which Eaton discusses is that of 
sex. The findings show that the llkelihood · for males to 
persist on course can be predicted when factors such as 
levels of goal colllllitment and integration into the acadeaic 
and social systems of the institution are considered. For 
feaalea the situation is not so clear. Females withdraw for 
external reasons to a greater extent than ma.lea. As the 
total Aboriginal student body at the WAC, both past and 
present, includes relatively few males, this factor cannot be 
analysed to any significant extent. However, it is worth 
noting that tables in section five seem to more than 
substantiate Sheldrakea ' finding that men are leas likely to 
withdraw than women. 
3.3.7 Finally, mention should be ma.de of two important works 
neither of which was concerned with withdrawal of students as 
such but both of which collected data pertinent to the 
subject. The first is the recently published Evaluation of 
the Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme (Beswick, Hayden and 
Schofield, 1983). The authors' ma.in object was to look at 
1 
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atudeuts' finances and 811ong other things, they conducted a 
retention survey. They concluded that students are aore 
likely to withdraw during or at the end of the first year of 
their course ; that female students were more at risk than 
males; older students were marginally more vulnerable than 
younger students; students' school backgrounds were an 
indicator with private independent school graduates being 
least at risk and state school graduates being aoat likely to 
withdraw. However, few socio-economic indices were seen to 
be significant. In fact a slightly higher level of 
attrition was found 8Jlong the upper socio-economic group of 
students. Students not living at hoae were found to be at 
risk. Both financial and social support factors were seen 
to be at work here. Extrinsically motivated students were 
less likely to withdraw than those who were intrinsically 
aotivated. They further note (p.224) that: 
• • •  for females across all institutions, lack of 
parental encourageaeut posed the moat serious 
threat to completing tertiary study • 
• • •  for 11&1.es • • •  indifference to the extrinsic 
rewards to tertiary education emerged as the moat 
powerful disincentive to persistence • • •  
The R.eport on Education, Training and Employment (Willlau, 
1979) gives many details of attrition rates for atudenta in 
tertiary institutions. The details below relate only to 
rates of withdrawal. They also refer only to full-tille 
students. They note that more withdrawals occur in the 
first year of the course and the reliability of the 
atatiatica from the Colleges of Advanced Education sector are 
auapect because of the incoapleteneas of records kept. They 
also do not take account of transfers between inatitutiona. 
The retention of students in teacher education courses is 
higher than for other courses in the humanities and social 
aciencea. Within the CAE sector the retention rates for 
degree courses (UGI) is higher than for diploma courses (UG2) 
which is in turn higher than for associate diploma courses 
(UG3). 
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Tertiary Education Collldssion sources give the following 
information (sW111&rized fro• Williams, pp. 167, 263) 
UNIVEltSITIES : 
1971 Intake - In 1977, 
67 per cent bad graduated 
6 per cent were atill en.rolled 
73 per cent were poaaible graduates 
CAE'a:  
1974 Intake - In 1977, 
More than one third had discontinued. 
Many were still en.rolled. 
UGI courses: The likely graduation rate 
was 63 per cent. 
UG2 coursea: The likely graduation. rate 
waa 57 per cent. 
Bowewr in teacher education courses the aituation is 
aolleWbat different. 
UGI courses: The likely graduation. rate 
1• 83 per cent. 
UG2 courau: The likely graduation. rate 
1a 82 per cent. 
These figures are n.eceaaarily in.cCJIIPlete becauae at the time 
the data were collected, ll&D.Y of the atuden.ts were still on 
course. 
3.3.8 SUMMilY: 
Both Australian. and overseas experience would aeea therefore 
to empbaaize element• such a• motivations, clarity of goals, 
and the aocialization experience• of a atuden.t within the 
in.atitution. Academic preparation. is not seen aa a major 
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factor ( given , of  course, that there is a base of  academic 
competence ) .  The factors of age and sex are of some 
importance but evidence is conflicting .  A students '  self  
image is important but is related to and modified by his 
experiences before and during the time when he is  a 
student . Research studies point to the need for more 
counselling and support before and during the student ' s  stay 
at a tertiary institution . Peer support and peer 
counselling are also seen to be important.  The use of 
bridging components ,  ideally built  into the structure of the 
course are elements of many Australian support systems for 
Aboriginal students and in  the Canadian experience these 
components are also present in Indian teacher education 
programs.  Finally , many studies point to the fact that the 
f irst yea r of a student ' s  course is crit ical when looking at  
decisions on whether or not to withdraw. 
3 : 4  ENCLAVE SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR ABORIGINES I N  AUSTRALIA  
As the purpose of  this study is  to look at a particular group 
of students at  the Western Australian College who are 
studying within a support enclave , only those programs of a 
similar nature will  be outlined. The enclave support model 
is used when Aboriginal students are enrolled , usually under 
special entry provisions ,  as part of the general student 
body. They form a small proportion of the students and 
undertake studies leading to the same qualif ications as al l 
other students at the institution. By definition, then, 
courses set up only for Aborigines which may be in  tertiary 
institutions but which lead to different qualifications than 
those awarded to all students are excluded from this survey . 
3 . 4 . 1  The support system at the then Mount Lawley College commenced 
in 1976 and was one of the f i rst such programs in Australia 
( Sherwood et al , 1980 ) . There had been other programs 
leading to qualifications specifically for Aborigines which 
had commenced earlier - notably the South Australian 
Institute of Technology ' s  Aboriginal Task Force , ( SAIT, 
1974 ) , the Aboriginal Teachers ' Aide Trai ning program at the 
University of Sydney ( 1975 ) and the Islanders Teacher 
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Education Course at North Brisbane College o f  Advanced 
Education (1964) . These programs were at post school level 
and hosted by tertiary institutions. The SAIT course did 
allow for students to continue on into Advanced Education 
level work after the first year. Further developments in 
this latter program have meant that today it provides enclave 
support for numbers of students at diploma and degree 
levels. However, it is fair to say that the program 
currently run by the Western Australian College into which 
the Mount Lawley College has now been incorporated was the 
first which offered a program leading to a qualification 
offered to all students. The special nature of the program 
occurred in the method of selecting students and in the extra 
support offered to the student while undertaking studies. 
The Mt Lawley College program was for teacher education 
students, as were the Aboriginal Teacher Education program 
(ATEP) at the institution which has now been incorporated 
into the South Australian College of Advanced Education and 
which commenced in 1978. The Aboriginal and Islander 
Teacher Education program (AITEP) at what is now the James 
Cook University at Townsville , Queensland, commenced in 
1977 .  Developments this year (1983) , such as those at 
Milperra College of Advanced Education in NSW , Mitchell 
College of Advanced Education at Bathurst , NSW, and Northern 
Rivers CAE have begun as support systems which cater for 
students in all the courses offered at the institution. The 
WAC program is now of similar nature. It has students in 
courses leading to four qualifications with 30 per cent of 
students in courses other than teacher education enrolled at 
the commencement of 1983. 
The focus on support programs in Australian institutions has 
been initially on training teachers. This is partly because 
of Aboriginal concerns that their people should be trained as 
teachers. The NAEC clearly regards this as of major 
importance . Another reason is also the two tier system of 
tertiary education in this country - Universities and 
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Colleges of Advanced &iucation. The Universities have 
always been multi-disciplinary institutions and have been 
traditionally less willing to provide special entry for 
students. The Colleges of Advanced &iucation, on the other 
hand, aoatly commenced life as teacher training institutions 
and it is only in comparatively recent times that their 
course offerings have diversified. Univeraitiea offer the 
Bachelor Degree as their lowest qualification. Colleges of 
Advanced &iucation offer soae graduate qualifications aa well 
as undergraduate courses ranging in length froa one to four 
years. 
For aoet of the programs for Aborigines, little bas been 
published to date. The details given below have been 
gleaned from various sources, mostly by letters and by 
talking to people who are or have been involved in aome way 
with the prograaa. Any errors and ollisaions are the 
responsibility of the author. It is recOllllended, however, 
that an appropriate body publish a reswae of prograaa aiJlilar 
to the useful publication edited by More (February, 1981) 
which deals with teacher education couraea for native Incl1a.n 
people in Canada. 
3.4.2 NEW SOUTH WALES 
Thia state bas the largest population of all atatea and the 
largest nuaber of Aborigines in its urban areas. Queensland 
baa a slightly larger total population of Aborigines but aore 
of thea live in rural or remote locations. Hew South Wales 
baa aore tertiary institutions - both Univeraitiea and 
Colleges of Advanced &iucation - than any other state. It 
baa also bad a slightly greater number of graduates and 
clipl011&tes aaongst Aboriginal people who have studied at auch 
institutions without the benefit of special support prograaa 
(Maya et al, 1981). However, it bas not until recently had 
an exaaple of an enclave support program. 
The three programs which commenced in 1982/83 at Milperra, 
Mitchell and Northern livers CAEs have the important features 
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of enclave support systems. Students are enrolled in courses 
offered by the Colleges, mostly in teacher education, but including 
some students in other disciplines. Most have entered as special 
entry or mature age students. The special support offered is 
partly funded by the institution - provision of student 
accommodation and some administrative costs - and partly by external 
sources such as the Department of Aboriginal Affairs� All three 
programs have a bridging component ranging from three weeks at 
Mitchell CAE to one semester at Milperra and Northern Rivers. In 
the latter programs, students may undertake some tertiary studies 
for credit in addition to the pre tertiary components of the 
bridging program. Milperra has also commenced an Aboriginal Rural 
Education Program (AREP) whereby students study part-time in their 
home communities while employed and attend on-campus sessions 
throughout the year. All these institutions had a nucleus of 
enrolled Aboriginal students prior to the setting up of the enclave 
supports but numbers have increased dramatically in 1983: 
Milperra 
Mitchell 
Northern Rivers 
49 ( from 5) 
31 (from 16) 
31 (from 8) 
To date, there is no information on the progress of these enclaves 
but interest is reported to be high. 
The University of New South Wales (UNSW) , (Adams, 1980) has had a 
form of special entry for Aborigines since the early 1970's. The 
majority of the 35  students who, by 1980, had entered under this 
scheme have entered the Law faculty. There had been two graduates, 
20 students had withdrawn or were excluded and the remaining 13 
students were still on course. No special support facilities exist 
on campus. An interesting contrast was provided by a further 20 
Aborigines who had entered courses by the standard entry 
arrangements. Three of these had graduated, 10 were still on 
course, and seven had withdrawn or had been excluded. Depending on 
what is taken as in index of •success•, the interpretation of these 
figures may or may not give cause for alarm. It is clear that, 
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clear that, without special means of support, students with a 
better preparation for study do better at a tertiary 
inatitution. However, withdrawal rates of 35 per cent for 
standard entry students and 57 per cent for special entry 
groups over a ten year period points to the need for aoae 
aeana of helping students to stay on course particularly when 
it is reasonable to assume that these students were a highly 
select (academi '41.ly speaking) aaaple of the iucligenoua 
people of New South Wales. 
Other Universities and Colleges of Advanced Education in New 
South Wales have alternative entry for mature students but no 
support systems are known to exist. 
3.4.3 QUEENSLAND 
The Aboriginal. & Islander Teacher Education Prograa (AITEP) 
at the former Townaville CAE (now Jaaes Cook University) 
comaenced in 1977 with 20 students. In 1980, 57 students 
were enrolled at the comaencement of the year. Retention 
rates over this period were high (Maya, p.72). The pool of 
applicants has far ezceeded the available places and it is 
reasonable to assume that the standard of entrants baa 
benefited from this. Emphasis in the intial intakes was on 
employaent experience aaong the mature age groups. An extra 
aeaeater ia utilized at course co1111e11ceaent as a bridging 
prograa. In July 1983 there are 85 student& enrolled in the 
AITEP program. In first semester aiz have withdrawn. The 
laat intake in July 1982 was 23 students and in July 1983 it 
is ezpected to be 28. There are siz further student• who 
have gained atauclard entry. 'l'bere have been 22 graduate• 
froa the course to elate. By July 1984 it ia eatillated that 
another 12 students will have graduated. One hundred and 
ailCty four students have co11111enced �he course since 1977 . 
Some have deferred and then recommenced studies while three 
atudents have transferred to other institutions. Moat 
withdrawals or deferrals have occurred in the first year of 
the course. 
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There are other proposals under consideration at Jaaes Cook 
University. Examples are a special intake into the Associate DiplOII& 
in Co-unity Welfare where soae students may undertake courses in the 
off-caapus 110de, a special intake into the Early Childhood F.ducatiou 
Course (Diploma of Teachi11g). Other proposals are in the prel1•1nary 
stages of discussion. The result is that the James Cook Uuiversity, 
in au area of high Aboriginal population, may well have a significant 
ainority of Aborigines as students in the coming years. The rea80118 
put forward for the relatively low rate of withdrawal in the AITEP 
program are the significant uuwber of aature age students 011 course and 
the social cohesion which has been engendered by the fact that they 
represent about a fifth of the total student enrollleut. Most live 011 
campus in student accommodation. There are several graduates of the 
course now teaching in the Town.aville area and they are visible 
testillony to the students as well as to others of the success of the 
course. The coordinator has bad a long involvement with the course 
and continuity of staff aay well be another factor in the success rate 
of the students who tend to coae froa settled family backgrounds. 
In 1983 the Brisbane College of Advanced F.ducation C01111enced a program 
for Aboriginal teacher trainees uaiug the enclave support aoclel. 
There have been five special entry applicants at the commenceaent of 
this year, and a further five in aid year, plus a nuwber of Aborigines 
who entered under standard conditions but who have the enclave support 
services at their disposal. 
A further enclave support program is planned at a Queensland Uuiftrsity 
but it is not clear yet if special entry couditiou will apply. 
3.4.4 VICTOIUA 
The on.:i.y program currently operating on the enclave support aodel is 
located at Bendigo College of Advanced F.ducatiou. It conaists of a 
one year pre-course component followed by the usual support progr ... 
for Aborigines in the Diploma of Teaching. The pre-course was 
iuitially partly off-campus, but is now fully located in Bendigo. A.a 
it is •inly designed for students entering teacher training, it has a 
practical experience component as well as units in Aboriginal history, 
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race studies, cOIIIIUJ11cationa and mathematics. In 1983, 11 of the 13 
students in the pre-course remained on cour'se at the end of the firet 
se•ater. Nuabers in the Diploma of Teaching are etill su.11. 
Retention rates have improved in recent times with the appointment of 
Aboriginal lecturers/tutors. 
Victorian Uuiversitiea have special entry arrangeMnte for Aborigines 
and other disadvantaged groups but to date, no special aupport prograaa 
of the enclave type. 
3.4.5 SOUTH AIJSTBALJA 
En.clave support progr&11S in this state have been of comparatively long 
standing. The South Australian Institute of Technology (SAIT) 
Aboriginal Task Force program c01111enced aa a support program for 
Aborigines in 1974. Thia program is now involved with the atudente in 
courses at the Associate Diploma and Degree levele. Ite initial aia 
na to work towarda this end by a building block arrangement where 
atudents progressively built up credits towards a certificate, then an 
aaaociate diploma and then degree qualificationa in social work and in 
buainesa. Currently thia epecial entry arrangeaent hae extended to 
other Institute courses. In. 1980 there had been 81 graduate•, 65 
being employed by Comaonwealth and State Governaenta, four had 
continued on to further study and IIO&t of the remainder were employed 
by Aboriginal organizationa (Maya p.74). 
In. 1983 the Bachelor of Arta in Aboriginal Affairs Adld.nietration 
c01111enCed. Thia is the first program (of ita type) at the degree 
level in Auatralia. The building block approach etill uiete but the 
eaphaais is now, to a great extent on adainiatration. For emple, the 
CollllUDity Developaent Certificate leads to the Aaaociate diploma in 
Comaunity Developmnt and then to the B.A. (Aboriginal Affair• 
Ad•1n1atration). There are currently over SO atudente in all couree• 
with the majority in the Certificate level couree. The atudenta vary 
in age from late teens to aid fortiea and males and female• are 
approxillately equal in number. The rate of retention is high. Thoee 
atudenta who do leave do ao either to return ha11e or for financial 
reaaona. The Task Force has always recruited on a national baeie and 
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currently 26 students in the Diploma of Teaching on course. 
Adainistrative arrangements are being modified. It is expected that 
the SACA.E will work towards taking over full responsibility for the 
program. 
3.4.6 NOUHDN TElUUTOR.Y AND TASMANIA 
At this stage there is no program in the Northern Territory which may 
be seen as an enclave support system of the type surveyed in this 
study. There is a program for Aboriginal teachers at Batchelor where 
Aborigines from co1111U11.ities undertake courses on the •sandwich• 
aodel. They spend block periods at Batchelor and then return home. 
The training lasts at least three years and teachers are trained to 
Certificate level. However, the Batchelor institution has an 
all-Aboriginal student body. It is proposed in 1984 to set up an 
enclave at Darwin CoJIIIUD.ity College (DCC) for graduates of Batchelor 
and for other students graduating froa the various (5) Aboriginal Task 
Poree prograaa which already erlst at DCC. These latter prograaa are 
special, that is, Aboriginal only, in nature and are general in 
orientation or at Technical and Further &iucation (TA.PB) level. It 
is hoped to have a drop-in centre for the tertiary students with 
academic tutoring available. Coominator, tutors and coun.aellor 
positions have been requested. There are likely to be about 15 
students involved. There are only about two or three Aboriginal 
students matriculating through the school eystea each year and it is 
hoped that by special entry provisions already uisting, plus support 
while on course there will be successful Aboriginal students at the 
Advanced &iuca tion level. The Cownrn1 ty College has an advantage in 
that, by its charter it covers both Advanced Bducation and TAPE 
levels. Students can therefore move froa one level to the other 
within the same institution. 
There are no enclave support prograas in Tasmanian tertiary 
institutions. About 14 Aboriginal students are studying at this 
level, having entered by standari entry aeana. 
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3.4. 7 WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
In this state, the Mount Lawley Campus program has erlsted since 1976 
and the Nedlands campus provisions have u:isted in a largely informal 
way since 1981. However, it was only in 1983 that a full-time 
coordinator was appointed at Nedlands. As the history of the enclave 
has been fully covered, both in the Sherwood report previously referred 
to and in section two, it is not proposed to say more than that the 
current students at the comaenceaent of 1983 nwabered 84  on two 
caapuaes, the support is also offered in an off-caapus aode - at Brooae 
- and that there may be developments in the area of a bridging program 
in the latter part of 1984. The question of entry to courses, other 
than the existing ones, is also being investigated. Currently, 
Aboriginal students are enrolled in the Diploma of Teaching, prillary 
and secondary, the Associate Diplomas of Applied Arts and Sciences, 
Library Media Studies and Recreation. It is hoped that in the future 
special entry students v111 be enrolled in business studies, early 
childhood education, health education, religious studies and perforaing 
arts and in other proposed courses at the associate diplOII& levels. A 
few students have been or are enrolled in these areas, but usually they 
have entered via standard entry procedures and have not been part of 
the enclave program. 
At the Western Australian Institute of Technology (WAIT), a special 
Bridging Course of one year's  duration has existed since 1976. In 
1982 a beg1.nn1ng was aade on a support system for students who are 
studying at Advanced Education level. Thia grew out of the ne�d• 
identified by the staff of the Bridging Course who bad atteapted to 
provide continuing support for their graduates once they had entered 
formal studies. Since the appointment of an acadeaic tutor the 
situation relating to Aboriginal students rell&ining on course has 
changed dramatically. The role of this staff 11e11ber is chiefly that 
of acadeaic tutor providing assistance to students but of necessity 
much of the work is involved with coordination and liaison. She is 
known as a Welfare/Liaison officer. Of the 27 students on caapua at 
the comaencement of 1983, she estimates about 15 would use her services 
on a regular basis. There is no compulsion for them to do so. A 
student COIIIIOD room is provided and she puts students in touch 
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with special tutors when they express a particular need for thia 
service. She is also directly involved in tutoring. 
Organizationally she is part of the Aboriginal Studies Unit of which 
the Bridging Course is a part. This unit is in turn responsible to 
the Director of Academic Affairs. There is a proposal to incorporate 
this unit into the School of Social Science as part of a resea�h and 
teaching unit to be called the Aboriginal Studies Centre but the 
arrangements are not yet fiDal.1.zed. To date, a few AborigiDal 
atudents have graduated from the WAIT. Hone of these are former 
Bridging course and therefore special entry students. In 1983, 
however, there were only five withdrawals in seaester one. In 
semester two further withdrawals occurred. Students are both standard 
entry and Bridging Course graduates. There is only one teacher 
education student and no business students currently on course. 
There have been four teaching graduates in the past and two graduate 
diploaa atudents in the business and accounting area. A11 have 
entered under standard conditions. Other student• have graduated 
froa areas such as library science (PGl) and social science (UGI). 
However, total numbers have been -11. 
A sll8l.l program of a one-off nature c01111enced at Derby in the 
ltiaberley region in the Horth of the state in 1981. A group of seven 
Aboriginal teaching asaistanta comaenced ezternal studies with a 
Canberra institution - Signa Dou College. The student• continue to 
work full-time as teaching assistants with aoae t:1Jle release for 
atudy. They undertake a part-tille course leading to the DiplOII& of 
Teaching. The first two graduates are ezpected in 1984. Support is 
available within the school at which they are employed in the fom of 
special tuition (and time release). The Catholic l.ducation 
Colllliasion, their employer, provides for lecturers in the units being 
studied to visit the school for one week each semester for intenaive 
tuition. There are currently siz atudents in the program which was 
set up for si.Jlilar reasons to those which inspired the Brooae campus 
arrangements. There were a number of teaching assistants with years 
of ezperience who wished to train as teachers and who had satiafied 
the requirements for entry into a teacher education course but who 
were unable to leave their home town for family reasons. The 
difference is that this course is part-time whereas the Broome campus 
atudenta undertake full-time atudy. The costs of the program at 
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Derby are borne by the employer and the CDEYA { special tuition) . The 
students at Broome receive student allowances f�om the government and 
the costs of the program are jointly borne �y the WAC and external 
funding agencies. 
The two universities in Western Australia to date have no special 
entry arrangements for Aboriginal students - other than mature age 
entry - and no special support facilities availab�e to them while on 
campus. Only one student has graduated from Murdoch University and 
at the University of WA there have been five graduates since 1975. 
There are currently five Aboriginal students at UWA and three at 
Murdoch University. 
.. 
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4.0 THE SURVEY: POPULATION, HYPOTHESES AND DESIGN 
Thia section will outline the group of students and former students who 
will form the basis of the study and the reason.a why this group were 
chosen. It will then explain the hypotheses on which the design of 
the survey is baaed. It will conclude with an outline of the steps 
taken to collect and analyse the data. 
4.1 THE POPULATION 
There have been 172 Aboriginal students who have c01111enced studies at 
what is now the Western Australian College since 1976. This 11U11ber 
includes all but four who have entered under the special entry 
conditio1l8 for Aboriginal students. It does not include several 
students who gained entrance through standard procedures and who had 110 
contact with the support services either because they did not wish to 
or because there were 110 support services available 011 the campus at 
which they were studying. By Septeaber 1979, 28 students bad 
graduated or withdrawn. from the prograa. The survey of the program 
which existed only at the Mount Lawley College at that ti.lie (Sherwood, 
J.  et al, 1980), contacted all these former students and as 11&11.y aa 
possible were interviewed. A nuaber of students who were 011 course at 
that time were also included in the survey. 'l'he present project w1l1 
include all the students 011 caapua in the latter part of 1979 and all 
subsequent students 1980 to 1983. There ia a discrepancy of two in 
the intake figures shcnrn in section two of this study and of the 
Sherwood figures reported (Sherwood et al, 1980. p57). 'l'bia is 
because two standard en.try students are included in this study but wre 
excluded from the earlier one. The study includes 138 students either 
currently 011 course or who have left the course before or after 
graduating. Table 3.l(a) shows the status of all participants in the 
study. 
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TABLE 4 . l(c) 
SURVEY POPULATION : INTAKE BY CAMPUS 
(Frequencies) 
Mt Lawley Nedlands Broome Total 
19 76 1 1 
1977 5 5 
19 78 7 7 
1979 8 8 
1980 15 2 17 
1981 13  3 16 
1982 20 10 30 
1983 25 16 13 54  
N 94 31 13 138 
In Tables 4 .l(a) to 4 . l (c) all numbers refer to the situation at the 
end of March 1983. These tables show four students who have been 
counted twice. They withdrew and then returned at a later date� All 
are Diploma of Teaching students and are listed as current students: 
4 : 2  THE HYPOTHESES 
Throughout this report the term •withdrawal• from studies - or 
derivatives of •withdraw• - has been used to describe all students who 
have left college studies for any reason whatever. It includes 
•deferred• students ie . those who have indicated an intention of 
returning at a later date, and •transferred• students, those who 
transferred their studies to another institution. The •withdrawal• of 
students may have been voluntary or forced. In the latter case; 
students were excluded from their course because of poor performance . 
The term has been used because it is neutral in flavour and most 
accurately describes the varied situations. 
------------------------- --- --- -
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As the writer was unable to discover any research relating to the 
reasons for withdrawal of Aboriginal students from courses in 
.Institutions of Higher Education, the formulation of hypotheses waa 
baaed on two areas of knowledge: 
the experiences of people working closely with Aboriginal 
students. A body of opinion based on close observation of such 
students exists. Little of this ia written down but it is 
nevertheless worthy of serious consideration. The Sherwood study 
(1980 pp 68, 69) lists the moat common characteristics of the 
students who stay on course and those who withdraw. The profile 
is very similar. The persister tends to have come fro• the North 
of Western Australia, those who withdraw from the Southern 
regions. The former tends to have some fora of further education 
besides the completion of schooling whereas the latter does not. 
Performance on selection tests tended to be •good• for the 
persister but only •fa1r• for others. On other characteristics 
such aa age, sex, marital status, dependants, there waa no 
difference. The study referred to uaed only 42 in its sample and 
therefore made no attempt to statistically analyse its findings. 
The other source of hypotheses ia fro• the extensive literature on 
withdrawal of atudenta fro• tertiary institutiona both in 
Australia and the United States of America. 
The reasons why students do not persist in their studies are therefore 
hypothesized as follows: 
1. 
2. 
Students withdraw because they are 1111&ble to Met the acadeaic 
d8Jl&D.ds of the course. Thia is seen to be because of 
insufficient educational preparation. (No attempt baa been made 
to asseaa intellectual ability. 
teat of these abilities) . 
The students did not undergo any 
Students withdraw from studies because they do not have 
sufficiently clear goals and aias when they enter college. They 
enter a course without understanding what it conaiata of or where 
the graduates of the course will eventually be employed. The 
students know what the course entails but are not sufficiently 
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IIOtivated to overcoae obstacles or hurdles which occur throughout 
the course. 
3. For students the Institution (College) la an alien place and they 
find difficulty in fitting into the social fraaework. and 
institutional practices. They find their own value ayateaa and 
priorities at odds with those of the Institution and of other 
students. 
4. Students have serious personal, fally or financial probl ... which 
force them to leave their course before completion. 
S. For students the practical experience component of their course la 
a time of particular difficulty and la a factor in the decision to 
withdraw froa studies. Student teachers suffer particular stress 
at this tiae either because they believe they are not suited to 
the claaarooa or because the clash of their cultural attitudes and 
beliefs with those of others such as school staffs is brought into 
sharp focus. 
4.3 THE DESIGN or THE STUDY 
A survey instrument was constructed in the fom of two questionnaires, 
one for students currently on course and the other for foraer 
students. The current student questionnaire fomed the basis of an 
interview of appro:d.aately an hour' s  duration. These interviews were 
conducted by the writer for all students studying in Perth. An 
A.bod.gin.al interviewer, knon to the students, conducted interviewa in 
lrooae. Thia person was not connected in any way with the course or 
with the supervision of these students. Thia person .... g1 Yen 
guidelines on how the interview was to be conducted and was asked to 
aake any additional comenta about the conduct of the interviewa which 
she thought relevant. The fomer students questionnaire was sent to 
all foner students in the target population. It was estill&ted that 
I 
there would be close to 100 per cent response fro• current students and 
it was hoped that there would be a good response froa the reaainder. 
Two follow-up letters were sent to the recipients of the aail.ed 
questionnaire. These questionnaires and letters are included in the 
appendices. The base data fro• the Sherwood survey was available to 
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the writer and this, plus College and Common.wealth Department of 
Education. and Youth Affairs records were used to provide the material 
for tables outlined in sections two and three. Tille was spent getting 
to know the students on campus in the hope that a good relationship 
would be set up with these students which would facilitate frank 
discussion. of issues. The confidentiality of all in.formation gained 
was stressed at every opportunity. 
Students' perceptions of practice teaching and practical ezperiencea in 
the Associate Diplomas have been given. in the questionnaire analyse• 
(Section. five) . A sW1111&ry of College and school staffs' responses aa 
well as those of current students are included. 
Because it was recognised that a project such as this auat have the 
support, not on.ly of the students involved and of the College 
authorities, but of the Aboriginal COllllunity, the NAP.c was advised of 
the proposal and asked for c011aents. The Aboriginal Advisory 
Collllittee whose duties during 1983 bad ezpanded to include the whole of 
the WAC (formerly Mount Lawley campus on.ly) were advised of the 
proposal early in the academic year. 
Advice as provided by the Head of the Research Department of the 
W.A.C. A great deal of help was given by the Research Assistant of 
this Department. This included overseeing the compilation and input 
of data for coaputer analysis and advice on. the type and format of auch 
of the tables and analysis contained in section. five. 1lesponaib111ty 
for all in.formation. and c01111ent, however, rests with the writer. 
A few of the former students took the opportunity to con.tact the writer 
by telephone (see invitation. to do so in letters) and further comment 
as recorded in this way. Other current students ll&cle further coment 
throughout the year as . part of informal discussions on the project. 
A. total nwaber of 20 College staff (present and past) and 11 other 
relevant in.fo%11&1lts were interviewed in addition. to the students 
involved in. the project. Their COllll8nts are, in some cases, 
specifically aention.ed or their views have gone some way towards 
foraulating the reco1111endation.s. However, the writer takes full 
... 
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responsibility for these recOlllleD.dations even though they have all been 
discussed with people involved in the progr8.JI and it is believed that 
support for them exists. 
The aervicea of an Aboriginal Clerk/Typist were recruited for varying 
periods throughout the study. Thia person was contracted by the 
Department of Aboriginal and Intercultural Studies and paid for with 
funds provided by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. 
The statistics used, for the most part, related to the situation as it 
esiated either at the co1111encement of semester one 1983 (sections one 
to three) or the conclusion of that semester (section five) . eo ... nta 
made refer in part to the latter part of 1983 but student nuabera and 
progress is not given nuaerically after the end of June. 
S.0 ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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A survey instrument was sent to former students who had entered college 
and had taken advantage of the enclave support services. Students who 
were currently on course were interviewed and a modified queati01lDAire 
was used as a basis for this interview. Both queatiODD.&irea are 
reproduced in the appendices. These questionnaires in.eluded a 
personal profile of the student, a section concerned with use of and 
attitudes to the support services and a section on a1aa and attitudes 
to study. Thia latter section, in fact, went beyond this and attempted 
to gain students' perceptions of the importance of Aboriginal issues 
and a picture of the students' intentions on leaving college or, 
alternatively what they had done since leaving college. The final 
section. for students cu1'1'.'8ntly on course dealt with their feelings 
about the practical field components of their courses. The fo2:11er 
students were asked for their reasons for leaving college and for 
general co11111enta. 
There were five European students in.eluded from BroOM caapua. It was 
considered that these European students were undergoing the same 
experience aa the Aboriginal students and, moreover, since it was 
generally held that they should be in.eluded in the total uperience of 
this new off-campus arrangement they should not be ezcluded or ude to 
feel different from the majority of the student group. 
,.0.1 COMPARISON OP SAMPLE WITH TOTAL POPULATION 
The population of all students past and present ia c011p&red with the 
9&11ple in three aspects where population details are known. 
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TABLE 5.0.1 
POPULATION 
(Percentages) 
N•166 
Graduates 13.2 
Withdrawn. students 36. l 
Cunent students 50.6 
21 years 
21-30 years 
31 + years 
Male 
Paa.le 
100.0 
50.0 
30.1 
19.9 
100.0 
25.3 
74.7  
100.0 
STATUS 
AGE 
SEX 
SAMPLE 
(Percentages) 
H-96 
15.6 
22.9 
61.4 
100.0 
39.6  
33.S 
22.9 
100.0 
18.7 
81.2 
100.0 
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The sample group is somewhat older than the population of all students; 
there are less males represented in the sample than in the whole population ; 
there are proportionately more current students in the sample than in the 
whole group. The status difference was inevitable because there are 
proportionately more students currently on caapus than ever before-Table 
2.l. 2(a)-and more of these students responded to the survey than did foraer 
students. Some caution will therefore be needed in interpreting the results · 
of the analysis of data collected. 
5.1 PERSONAL PROFILE 
The sample of respondents consisted of 96 present and former 
students. Interviews were conducted with 58 students who were on 
course at the time of the interview and two students who were on the 
point of leaving. These two students have been claaaed aa fo1:11er 
students. One curTent student was not interviewed, but waa aent a 
questionnaire which was returned. The saaple therefore coapriaed 37 
former students and 59 current students. 
5.1.1 AGE, SEX, MAll.ITAL STATUS and ROME 
TABLE 5.1. l(a) 
AGE 
At tille of entry to Course 
Frequency % of Total B.eapondenta 
< 21 yrs of age 
21-30 yrs of age 
31 + years 
TOTAL 
38 
36 
22 
96 
39.6  
37.5  
22.9 
100. 0  
Moat students in the sample were under 30 when they entered college. Only 
forty per cent of students were school leavers or near school leavers. 
Twentythree per cent were over 30 years of age. 
.. 
<21 
21-30 
31 + 
TOTAL 
63 
TABLE 5.1.l(b) 
AGE BY surus 
FOllHER. STUDENTS 
(Percentages) 
Graduates 
(H-15) 
Withdrawn 
(H-22) 
46.7 
40.0 
13.3 
100.0 
so.o 
27.2 
22.7 
100.0 
Only thirteen per cent of graduates were over 30 years of age. Twenty two 
percent of withdrawn students were ill this category. Becauae of the s..U 
saaple of graduates care needs to be taken 111 drawing inference• froa these 
figures. However they do suggest that the aidclle group ie those old enough 
to have had work experience but yotl1lg enough to have had better opportunities 
at school are aore likely to be successful. Thia 1• supported by Table 5.1.1 
Cc). 
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TABLE s. 1.1 Cc) 
STATUS BY AGE 
l'oaMEI. S'l'Ul>F..N'rS 
(Percentages) 
< 21 
(R-18) 
21-30 
(H•l2) 
Graduates 38.9 
Withdrawn. 61. 1  
TOTAL 100.0  
so.o 
so.o 
100.0 
31 + 
(H•7) 
28. 6 
71. 4  
100.0 
Sixty one percent of the youngest group bad __ �tbdraWD froa studiea. 
Se'ft1lty one percent of the oldest group bad witbdraWD. '1'he lliddle 
group (students in their twentiea) wre aore l.1kely to persiat till 
graduation. 
TABLE .5. 1. l(d) 
SEX 
Frequency I of Total leapoadent• 
Nale 18 18.7 
l'aale 78 81.2 
TOTAL 96 100.0 
• 
TABLE 5. 1. l(e) 
SEX BY STATUS 
(Percentages) 
Graduates Withdrawn Current Total 
(N•lS) (N•22) (N-59) (N-96) 
Male 40.0 18.2 13.6 18.7 
Peul.e 60. 0 81. 8  86.4 81.2 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Porty per cent of all graduates were male, whereas only eighteen per 
cent of withdrawn students were male. Females accounted for 60 per 
cent of graduates but for 82 per cent of withdrawa. atudenta. Male• 
are aore likely to graduate on these figures. However it ahould be 
noted that they represent only nineteen per cent of the total aaaple. 
TABLE 5.1. l(f) 
SEX BY AGE 
N-96 
(Percentages) 
< 21 21-30 31 + Total 
Male 38.9 50.0 11.2 100. 0 
Peaal.e 39.7 34.6 25.6 100.0 
TOTAL 39.6 37. 5 22.9 100.0 
Moat 1181.e respondents were under 30. Only ll_ per cent (2) of theae 
respondents were in the oldest age group. Twenty six per cent of all 
WOll81l were more than 30 years of age. For the effect• of iuc011e on 
the enrolment of mature students and its implicationa for male student• 
aee the discussion and tables within Section 5. 1.5. 
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TAILI 5.1. l(g) 
MilITAL STATUS 
frequency I of Total leapondenta 
Married, Defacto 27 28.1  
Pormerly Married/Defacto 
Widowed, Diwrced 12 12.s . 
Never Married 57 59.4 
TOTAL 96 100.0 
Pifty nine per cent of the students were single at the tille they 
entered college. (Pourteen per cent of the former students indicated 
tbat their Mrital status bad changed during college' studies. this 
table ia not shown). 
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TABLE 5. 1. l{h) 
HOME AREA 
•11oae• was defined as the place to which respondents returned whenever 
possible. They uy not have lived there for sou ti.lie. Please see 
the up located in Appendix IX for an explanation of these regiou. 
frequency % of Total Respondents 
Metropolitan area 43 45.3 
lt1.mberleys 21 22.1  
Central {Caruarvon, 
Geraldton & surrounds) 11 11.s 
Pilbara 4 4.2 
Eastern Goldfields 4 4.2 
South West & Great Southern 6 6.4 
Wbeatbelt 6 
TOTAL 95 
6.3 
100.0 
H-95 
Missing • 1 
Total • 96 
Moat respondents caae fro• the Mtropolitau area. There wre only two 
of these students from metropolitan areas other than Perth, ie. fro• 
interstate cities. More than 20 per cent regaried the Uaberley 
region as home and all but two of these specified the West ICillberleys -
u.ually Brooae or Derby. 
Seventy uiue per cent have come fro• Perth, Broa11e, Derby, Caraarvou 
and Geraldton. Coaparatively few students regari the Goldfield• or 
the southern regioua as hoae. However, a number of students bad, in 
the years prior to co11111euciug study, moved from the south to the 
aetropolitan area. They therefore regaried themselves as perll&DeUtly 
residing in Perth. These students were typically uture and often 
urr1 ed. 
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TABLE 5.1. 1(1) ' 
HOME BY STATUS 
l'ORMEll STUDENTS 
(Percentages) 
Graduates Withdrawn All 
(H-15) (H•22) (H-37) 
Metropolitan 20.
� 
S4.S 41. �  
ICiJlberleya 33.0 73.0 18.2 24.3 76.1 
Central 20. 4.S 10.8 
Pilbara 6.7 4.S S.4 
Eastern Goldfield& 6.7 o.o 2.1 
Southern Region.a 6.7 4.S S.4 
Wheat belt 6.7 13.6 10.8 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 
A . c011pariaon of graduates and other respondents �o have not peraiated 
to graduation shows that the metro area, the ltiaberleya and tbe Central 
region which coapriaea the towns of Carnanon, Geraldton and their 
local areas provided 73 per cent of the graduate.a when compared with 76 
per cent of all fo1:11er atudenta. l'he JCiaberleya and Central area• 
provide a disproportionate share of the graduatea. Porty five per 
cent of all former atudenta came frOII a Mtropolitan area but only 20 
per cent of graduates. A coapariaon of tables .5.1.l(h) and .5.1.1(1) 
aholf that the total percentages of students fro• the varioua hoae 
location.a doea not differ by auch. It appears, therefore, that the 
ltillberleya and Central areas are the aource of the greateat nuaber of 
graduates relative to intakes. It is worth noting that Sherwood et al 
(p.68 1980) stated that the successful student waa likely to coae fro• 
the ltillberleya • 
... 
.. 
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TABLE 5.1. l(j) 
YEAB.S IN METROPOLITAN AB.EA PR.!Oll TO COOR.SE COMMENCEMENT 
Frequency 
None 18 
Up to one year 6 
one year + 31 
Hoae is in Perth 40 
TOTAL 95 
% of Total Respondents 
18.9 
6.3 
32.6 
42.2 
100.0 
N•95 
Missiy- 1 
Total • 96 
A discrepancy of three is evident on those who show theaaelves as 
coaing froa the metropolitan. area (Tables 5.1.l(h) and 5.1. l(j). Thia 
aay have occurred because of the situation outlined above, ie. aOM 
students have in fact aoved fro• the south to the Mtropolitan area and 
now regard Perth as home. Nearly 20 per cent of the respondents had 
had no ezperience of living in a big city before coaaencing studies. 
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5.1.2 EDUCAXIONAL PREPARATION 
Respondents were asked to give details of their educational 
background. In Western Australia, formal schooling is organiaed on a 
kindergarten to year 12 ayatea. Priaary acboolina is caapleted by yur 
1 (U+ yeara), year 10 (.LS+ yearaJ is the llrdt of C011pulsory achool.1Dg 
and year 12 (17+ years) is the year in which student& undertake tertiary 
entrance ese•1oationa. 
'Die category •ca11pleted year u· ahould be understood to 11e&D that U 
years of schooling was c011pleted. With the uception of the four 
students who entered college via the standard entry provisions, none of 
the respondents bad gained a sufficient aggregate via the Tertiary 
Adwittance Eumination (TAB) to be considered for entry under standard 
conditions. 
Other educational preparation comprises various foms of post school 
preparation. Technical and Further :Education (TAFB) couraea are one 
aucb fora. Business Colleges, which are private inatitutiona offer 
other coursea. All such preparation was indicated by the reapondenta 
u having been at least a sh wontba equivalent full-ti.lie courae. Most 
were in fact one or two years full-t:lme. Other comlOD foma of poat 
school preparation are the various special coursea provided for 
Aborigiual people. SOiie of these are run by TAFB, others by tertiary 
inatitutiona. Some courses are regarded as year 12 equivalenta. 
Year 7 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
71  
TABLE 5.1.2 ( a) 
HIGHEST SCHOOL YEAR ATTEMPTED 
15 
34 
13 
34 
96 
Frequency I of Total Respondents 
15.6 
35. 4 J 
13. 5 )  84. 3  
35. 4 J 
10 0.0 
Eighty four per cent of all respondents had completed year 10 or higher in 
terms of formal schooling preparation.  
Year 7 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
TABLE 5.1.2. (b) 
HIGHEST YEAR ATTEMPTED BY STATUS 
( Percentages) 
Current Respondents 
(N=59) 
18.6 
30. 5 
15.2 
35. 6 
10 0.0 
Former Respondents 
( N•37) 
10.8 
43. 2 
10.8 
35.1 
10 0.0 
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Differences between reapomlenta who are still on course and those who haTe 
left are Iii.nor. What ia notable ia the 19 percent of the current uaple who 
haTe had only prillary schooling in teraa of foraal. preparation. 
Year 7 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
TABLE 5.1.2. Cc) 
HIGHEST DAI. AT'.rBMP'mD BY 
orBER. BDUCilIOIW. PUPAIATION (R-96) 
(Percentages) 
Soae lurtber Study 
100.0 
93.3 
79 .4 
69 . 2  
29.4 
No lurther Study 
6.7 
20.6  
30.8 
70.6  
100.0 
All W!• upected, respondent• who had leaat foraal. �hooling wre wt likely 
to haTe undertaken aoae other poet school atudy before c..acing tertiuy 
atudiea. 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Year 7 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
73 
TABLE 5. 1. 2 ( d) 
HIGHEST YEAR ATTEMPTED BY AGE 
< 21 
o . o  
10. 5 
15. 8 
73 . 7  
100. 0 
(Percentages) (N=96) 
21-30 
13. 9 
5 2. 8  
16. 7 
16. 7 
100. 0 
30+ 
4 5.5 
50. 0  
4 . 5  
o . o  
100.0 
The amount of formal school preparation of respondents is directly related to 
their age at the time of entry to tertiary studies. 
' , ,  
11] 
I, 
, !  Year 7 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
74 
TABLE 5. 1.2 (e) 
HIGHEST Yl.AI. ATlEMPTED BY STATUS 
PORMll STUDENTS (N•3 7) 
Graduates 
(H-15) 
13.3 
33.3 
13.3 
40.0 
100.0 
(Percentages) 
Withdrawn. 
(N•22) 
9. 1 
50.0 
9.1 
31.8 
100.0 
When former student respondents are coapared, little difference is apparent. 
what is notable is that 13 per cent of all graduates have had only priaary 
schooling. Sull nwabera ll&ke it unwise to draw any concluaiona froa tbaae 
figure• ucept to NJ that there is little evidence that longer achool 
preparation baa any effect on a atudent' •  chance• of graduating. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Yea 
No 
Total 
75 
TABLE 5.1.2 Cf) 
OTHER. EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION 
BY surus 
lOIMER. STUDENTS (N•37) 
(Percentages) 
Graduates 
(N•lS) 
60.0 
40.0 
100.0 
Withdrawn 
(N•22) 
40.9 
59. 1 
100.0 
It appears fro• the respondent sample that graduates may have had 110re poet 
school education than respondents who withdrew before c011pletion of their 
courses. 
Aa the results of the special testing were not available to the writer it is 
recomencled that further research which att•pts to evaluate educational 
preparation with educational achievement as indicated by the results of pre 
course testing is undertaken. An attempt to relate such data to the 
students' record of persisteuce, withdrawal or graduation -Y be productive. 
5.1.3 
Yea 
No 
PR.EVIOUS WOll EXPERIENCE 
PAID PULL TIME EXPERIENCE 
76 
BBLE 5.1.3 (a) 
Dl4 JOU 1laft paid full t1IIII wrk aperlace before JOU •tared 
collea•·' 
Frequency 
61 
34 
I of total respondents 
64.2 
35.8 
Total 94 100.0  
N • 95 
Missing • 1 
· total • 96 
.. 
I 
I 
Yea 
No 
Total 
77 
TABLE 5.1.3 (b) 
won EXPERIENCE BY AGE 
< 21  
21. 1 
78.9 
100.0 
(Percentages) 
21-30 
94.4 
5.6 
100.0 
31 + 
90.4 
9.5 
100.0 
N-95 
Miaaing • 1 
Total • 96 
Sixty four percent of all reapoudeuta had been employed before entering 
college. Aa waa expected work experience appears to be closely related to 
age. S..U nuabera in the sample preclude any co1111enta about atatiatical 
aiguificauce. The oldest group of atudeuta was slightly leaa likely to have 
worked than the middle group. Of the younger students u.uy have entered 
straight froa school. 
I I • 
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TABLE S.1.3 (c) 
TYPE OF WOll EXPEllIENCE 
NUMUll or JOBS 
1 job, l••• than 1 year 
1 job, 1 year or lon.aer 
2 or aore job•, each/all yr 
2 or 110re job•, at leaat 1 yr 
Total 
(lf-60) 
Frequency 
6 
13 
4 
37 
60 
TABLB S.1.3 (d) 
I of Total lleapoadeata 
10.0 
21.7 
6. 7 
61. 7 
100.0 
TYPI or WOll EXPIIUBlfCE 
1 eaployer 
2 -,J.oyen 
Moze than 2 eaployera 
'loql 
IUNIBll or BMPLOYP.U 
(lf-60) 
Prequency 
lS 
17 
28 
60 
I of Total bapoadeata 
2.5.0  
28 .3 
46.7 
100.0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 5.1.3 (e) 
TYPE OF WORK EXPERIENCE 
snu.s 
Frequency % of Total of Respondents 
Labouring/Domestic Work 8 13.3 
Saleawork 3 s. o 
Clerical/Secretarial 14 23.3 
Aide-type work 24 40.0 
Trades work 3 s.o 
Other 8 13.3 
Total 60 100.0 
Aide type wort was defined as teacher aide, teacher assistant, welfare aide, 
health aide, police aide etc. Trades .work was seen as trades uaistant 
level. There was one respondent who was a qualified tradesaan. Other work 
undertaken by respondents ranged froa being aelf employed to seai skilled 
work or the Armed Services. 
More than 80 per cent of those who had worked had a job for a significant 
length of tiae. Sizty two percent of respondents showed evidence of work 
stability-see TABLE 5.1.3 (c) However, a nuaber of these respondents had 
changed employers. Office workers and hospital workers tended to change 
eaployers aore than did thoae in aide type positions, but they remained in 
continoua employaent. The aain categories of work undertaken by respondents 
ill the 11a11ple are seen in Table S. l.3(e) . 
5.1.4 DEPENDENTS 
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TABLE 5;1.4 Ca) 
D1cl JOU haft aaJ depend•t• whilll JOU were ill collapf Depnolat 
•n• ·aomeoa.e ftmci•llJ dependent Oii JOU• 
Yee 
No 
Total 
Spou• 
Spouse & 1 child 
. hequency 
43 
48 
91 
TABLE S.1.4 (b) 
TYPB or DEPENDENTS 
(H-48) 
Frequency 
1 
s 
Spouse & aore than 1 child 4 
Ou child 14 
Kore than 1 child 19 
Other s 
Total 48 
% of Total ReepODdente 
47.3 
52.7 
100.0 
N • 91 
Missing • S 
Total • 96 
I of Total Reapoadent• 
2.1 ] 
10.4 ] 20.8  
8.3 ] 
29.2 ] 68.8 
39.6 ] 
10.4 
100.0 
.. 
Yes 
No 
Total 
81 
TABLE 5.1.4 (c) 
DEPENDENTS BY STATUS 
FORMER STUDENTS 
Graduates 
(N=l4) 
5 7.1  
42. 9 
100. 0 
Withdrawn 
( N= 21) 
47.6 
52.4 
100. 0  
ALL 
( N•35) 
51 �4  
48.6 
100. 0  
Forty seven per cent of all respondents had at least one dependent-see Table 
5.1.4 (a) . Sixty nine per cent of this group were parents bringing up 
children without financial support from a spouse-see (Table 5 � 1. 4  (b) � Three 
respondents listed above in •other• specified that their children were only 
partially dependent upon them because of family income from a spouse. 
It is also clear by comparing Tables 5.1.1 (g) and 5.1.4 (b) that a 
proportion of other students who regarded themselves as having a spouse did 
not regard that spouse as dependant. Twenty eight per cent of respondents 
indicated the existence of a spouse. Twenty one per cent said that they had 
dependent spouses. It is also possible that some students with dependant 
children may also have had a non dependant spouse. It is not possible to 
indicate the reasons for this. However, two possibilities exist. One is 
that some spouses who are working do not contribute to the upkeep of children 
in the family group, either because of inability or unwillingness to do so. 
They may not regard such children as their responsibility� Another possible 
reason is that some spouses are unemployed and do not claim their families as 
dependents when applying for unemployment benefits. Whatever reasons exist 
for the apparent discrepancies, it is an important concern of students and 
therefore of those who are charged with providing support services� It is 
recommended that further investigation be conducted into the extent of 
students ' responsibility for those financially dependant upon them. Further 
information on respondents ' financial resources is given in Tables 5.1.5 (a) 
to 5.1.5 (d) . 
,I, 
i 
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There were only two additional responses to the "other" category. One 
student aen.tioned the extended faaily aa being financially dependent on her. 
One student specifically mentioned a .sibling. The writers' knowledge about 
respondents' circwutancea would indicate that respondents neglected to 
mention the utent of financial reaponability which erlata towards faily 
... bera in general. 
Graduates were more likely to have dependants than withdrawn atudenta-.ee 
Table S.1.4 Cc) However Table 5.1.1 (b) ahova that aoat graduates wre 
younger than students who had withdrawn fro• studies. Huabera are aaal.1 and 
the difference is in any case alight. Little inference can be drawn froa 
these figures. 
In spite of the picture outlined in Table 5. 1.4 (b) respondents to a further 
question indicated their situation concerning the need for child care 
arrangements aa follows: 
TABLE S. 1.4 (d) 
CHILD CA1lE 
l'requency 
Hot needed 76 
Satisfactory 8 
Uuatiafactory 8 
Total 92 
I of Total Ileapondenta · 
82.6  
8. 7 
8.7 
100.0 
H-92 
Miaaiy • 4 
Total • 96 
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B.eapondenta who were interviewed interpreted the question to mean 
i. Their children were at school and therefore child care was not needed, 
11. An adult faaily member was at home and could look after children. 
Sometillea, a parent living close by took the children while the student 
was at college. Thia was also interpreted as •not needed·, 
iii. Child care was deemed to be needed when it was paid for or when very 
apecific arrangements bad to be made, 
iv. It was •U11Satiafactory" when problems occurred or when it coat too auch 
or was otherwise difficult eg a lot of travel11ng ti.Jle by student or by 
spouse was needed to take children to and fro• child care arrangements. 
These c01111ents are based on the ai%ty students interviewed. Five 
respondents who were former students mentioned child care problelUt as 
reasons for withdrawal. The probleaa of child care tend to be aubauaed 
under the general problem of ·coping• or even under •personal 
problems•. One (former) respondent, kn.own by the writer to have had 
u.ny problem• including that of arranging child care COllllellted: ·1 
couldn' t cope with the study and not seeing ay son aa he wa• at (a 
faaily aeaber' •  hoae.)• 
Another former student recounted how unsatisfactory child care 
arrangeaenta led to her eventual withdrawal. Many solutions wre 
tried, in.eluding a relative moving fro• a very re11e>te area to help 
.her. Aa very few respondents adaitted to the need for child care it 1• 
also possible that applicant• to the prograa have self selected 
thellaelve• on this issue (ie. they .. y not have applied because of the 
knowledge that child care fac111t1ea did not uiat). Selection 
procedures u.ny have also been such that applicant• needing child care 
were advised that there would be problems and intending student• did 
not take up offer• of places. 
s.1. s INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
The allowances discussed in this section are explained as follova: 
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2. Single parents receiving a c011bination of .ABSTUDY allcnrance 
and Supporting Parents Benefit. 
Those who are likely to receive least relative to responsibilities 
are: 
1. Single students receiving Tertiary allowances. 
2. Single students living away from hOlle and in receipt of 
AISTUDY allowances. 
TYPES OF INCOME 
H.B. The figures given are cwaulative. In the case of the base allowance, 
ilSftDY· or IBA.TS, a nuaber of students transferred froa 41S'lUDY to 
IIBAD. Both allowances are shown. Three respondents showed no base 
allowance. 
ABSTUDY allowance 
NEATS allowance 
TEAS allowance 
TABLE 5.1.5 (a) 
(H-96) 
TYPE OF INCOME 
Frequency 
79 
22 
2 
Supporting Parent Benefits 10 
lnc01111 froa P/T job 9 
Fully allowance 34 
Occasional faaily help 24 
Support fro• spouses' 
income 17 
Savings < $200 at course 
commencement 14 
I of Total lesponclents 
82.3 
22.9 
2.1 
10.4 
9.4 
35.4  
25.0 
17. 7 
14.6 
H.B. TUS allowance is exclusive to either ABSTUDY and/or NEATS. 
SPB and MEATS allowances are exclusive to each other. 
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TABLE 5.1.5 Cc) 
IMCOME OP 1983 INTAD 
Frequency % of Total Respondents 
ABSTUDY 11 30.6 
ABSTUDY & llin. other incOIK 10 27.8  
ABSTUDY & significant other 
income 15 41.7  
NEATS 0 o.o 
NEATS & significant incoae 0 o.o 
Total 36 100.0 
TABLE 5.1.5 (d) 
DfCOME OP GRADUATES 
Frequency % o� total l.eapondenta 
AB ff UDY 1 6.7 
ABffUDY & llin. other icome 1 6. 7 
ABSTUDY & significant �ther 
income 4 26. 7)  
IIBA1'S 8 53.3) 86.9 
NP.ATS & significant other incOM 1 6.7 
Total 100.0 
If those respondents receiving the last three forms of income are seen •• 
those whose income is greatest, then 67 per cent of all respondent• received 
incoae significantly above the base ie ABSTUDY (or TEAS) allowance - see 
table s.1.s (b). Forty two per cent of the 1983 intake student• wre in the 
saae category - see Table S.1.5 Cc). There are only two students still 
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llespondenta ' weekly expenditure while a student at college varied 
enormously. Thirty of the respondents, all current students, gave soae 
information concerning expenditure. Of the 21 students, who were paying 
rent, coats ranged from under $10.00 per week to $80.00 per week. Boarding 
coats for 9 students ranged froa nil Cone student) to $50.00 per week (three 
students). 
The infomation listed in Table 5.1.5 (e) is aore an expression of the 
respondents' willingness to exist on his/her incoae than on his/her ability 
to do so. One student commented; •1f I spend more than I receive I wouldn' t 
be here too long•. Sixty three per cent of the respondents reported aoae 
fom of top up to their basic allowances - see Supporting Benefit, part tiae, 
job, family help and spouses' incoae and savings. 
One further point is of interest. Of the nine respondents who indicated 
income froa part time jobs, moat were Europeans. The A.ray B.eaene accounted 
for all but one of the remaining part time jobs. Thia is an indication of a 
nuaber of factors. Aboriginal people find it difficult to obtain jobs 
particularly in the service industries where moat part time jobs occur. 
Students are not encouraged to undertake part tiae work because of study 
commitments. Many of the respondents bad family responsibilities which aeant 
that there was little time available for other activities. 
Six respondents, who bad withdrawn from college before graduating, cited 
financial problems as a reason for withdrawal - see Table 5.6 (a).  It should 
be noted, however, that many of the respondents in this category gave no 
reasons for withdrawing fro• studies. One respondent, a graduate who had 
received NEATS allowance, aentioned the importance of sufficient incoae 
particularly for those with families. Two students who were interviewed and 
who were receiving this type of allowance co-ented that the level of 
allowance made it possible for thea to remain as full tiae students. 
5. 1.6 
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LOCATION AND TYPE or RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODlTION 
TABLE 5. 1.6 (a) 
ACCOMMODATION AIUWfGEMENTS 
(H-96) 
. . 
l.eapondenta were asked what was the aoat ce>1111on type of residence while at 
College. 
Frequency % of Total l.eapondenta 
Living with close faaily .59 61�.5 
Bostel Accom11odation 2 2.1 
Sharing Accommodation with 
students and/or non students 31 32.3 
Living alone 4 4.2 
Total 96 100.0 
! I  Sixty one percent of students were living with close faaily. These included 
all but one of the students who had spouses and/or children as well as SOiie 
aj.ngle students. Thirty two percent wre in &OH fora of shared 
accOIIIIOdation aoatly with other students. Four per cent of students lived 
alone. There were only two students who were in hoatel type acco•odation. 
(There is no student accOIIIIOdation on any of the caapuaea of the WAC. 
Hostels uiat for Aboriginal children at school and occuional places are 
available there for older students. However, these hostels are not 
particularly suited to students who have left school as IIO&t students find 
the• Ullduly restrictive.) 
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TABLE 5.1.6 (b) 
NUMBEB. or USIDENCES (WHILE AT COLLF.GE) BY STATUS 
(Percentages) 
Graduates Withdrawn All former AU· 
Students llespondents 
(M•lS) (M•22) (M•37) (M-96) 
One residence 40.0 45.5 43.2 56.2 
Two residences 13.3 18.2 16.2 15.6 
Two residences 46.7 36.4 40. 5 28.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Slllll.1 nU11bers preclude much co1111ent but it does appear that there _, be a · · 
tendency for graduates to have been 110re 110bile than other categories of 
respondents. To offset this, they would also have been the group of students 
who spent the longest tlae in college. In the case of the current students -
included in the last category - IIB11Y of these would not have spent auch tlae 
in college when they were interviewed. further COllllellt on student housing la 
coa.talned in Section. 6.6. 
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TABLE 5.1.6 (c) 
DISTANCE or RESIDENCE PR.OM COLLEGE 
(H-96) 
ie the residence where the respondent lived for the greater length of time. 
Frequency 
Walk1ng distance 24 
One bus/train route 13 
More than One bus/train route 59 
Total 96 
% of Total lle9Pondent• 
25.0 
13.5 
61.5 
100.0 
Those who were within valldng distance included 11 student• who were 1D 
Broome which is a 811&11 town. Sixty two per cent of respondents travelled 
SOiie distance and therefore considerable travelling ti.lie waa iDYolm. 
· TABLE 5.1.6 (d) 
(N-96) 
TYPE or TIAHSPOll' TO/PR.OM COLLEGE 
Frequency % of Total l.e9Pondent• 
Walk 7 7.3 
Public TraupoL't 23 24.0 
Private Trauport 53 55.2 
Both Public/Private Trauport 13 13. 5 
Total . 96 100.0 
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The difficultie• of diatance from home to college surfaced in comaenta on why 
special tuition was not undertaken - see Table S.2.5 - and one current 
atucl4Jat referred to the fact that a major part of her free time (section 5.4) 
waa taken up with travelling. For those not familiar with the metropolitan 
area of Perth, it should be underatood that with a population of 
approzillately 950,000 this area is of aillilar size to that of greater 
London. A good public transport syatem enst• but there are difficulties 
because of the comparatively a..U population. For ezmaple, •oat bus and 
train routes converge on the city. It 1• not posaible to travel on inter 
auburban route• in 11&11.y cases. A atudent may live Ollly a few ail.ea fro• tbe 
caapus, but be forced to travel into the city and then out again. Moreover 
Aboriginal people tend to live in certain areas which are remote fro• the two 
Mtropolitan campuses of the WAC where the reapondenta are or were atudying. 
s.1. 1 SOCIAL INT:r.GRATION 
Respondents were asked about their friends. An attempt baa been 
Mele to compare current atudent respondents and for.r students. 
The questiomi.aire asked atudents to indicate a proportion of their 
friend• who were (a) Aborigines (b) college student•, on a S point 
acale fro•, for ezaaple, •a11 Aboriginal friend•• to •a11 non 
Aboriginal friends•. Categories 1, 2 and 3 on thi• acale have . 
been listed as •mostly Aboriginal• or •aoatly college friend•· · 

5.2.1 USE or SUPPORT SERVICES 
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TABLE 5. 2.1 Ca> 
USE or SUPPORT SERVICES 
(H-96) 
Use 
Considerable use 
Some use 
Rarely if ever 
Total 
(Percentages) 
Coominator 
40.6 
35. 4  
24.0 
100.0 
Special tutor A.ccOllllOdation 
37.5) 
28.1) 75.6 
34.4 
100.0 
53.1) 
22.9� 76.0 
24.0 
100.0 
Fifty three per cent of respondents aade considerable use of the on-caapua 
student acco-odation provided. Porty one per cent ucle considerable use of 
the Mrvices of the coordinator and 38 per cent of respondents used tutors a 
lot. An interesting comaent, based on responses of the interviewees in 
discussions is that this order inversely describes their response on 
usefulness. As will be seen in the sW111&ry of discussions, tutors were seen 
by those who used thea as being of great benefit and often as being vital to 
their success as students. Views of the accommodation on the other hand, 
cliffered uxkedly from those who supported the concept wholeheartedly to 
those who viewed it aa unnecessary at beat and divisive at worst. 
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TABLE 5.2.1 (b) 
USE OF COORDINATOR. 
(Percentages) 
1. (Not at all) 2. 3. 
Aasignaents 56.5  16.3 18.5 
Study Skills 48.9 14.1 17.4 
Personal matters 57. 6 10.9 15.2 
Liaison-(Student 
Allowances) 60.9 15. 2 17.4 
Liaison-
(Acadelllic) 48.4 12.9 16.1 
Arranging special 
tuition 40.9 12.9 20.4 
General 59. 8 15.2 10.9 
4. 5. (a great deal) 
2.2 6.5 
7. 6 12.0 
10.9 5.4 
2.2 4.3 
11.8 10. 8 
17. 2 
8.7 
N•92 
Missing • 4 
Total • 96 
8. 6 
5.4 
The major areas of a coordinator' s  responsibility towards students was 
defined as helping students in the above seven areas. Respondents showed 
some surprising perceptions. Fifty percent or more indicated that they made 
no use of the coordinator for aost of these services. Students perceived 
that the areas of helping with study skills and in liaising on their behalf 
with acadeaic staff were aost used. However, a minority of students found 
that they used the coordinator' s  services a great deal. Current students in 
subsequent years of their course (year 2 or more) comaented to the 
interviewer that their pattern of use had changed over their tiae in 
college. Current students who are in the first year of their course .. Y not 
have e:Kperienced the need for the coordinator' s services at the tiae they 
were interviewed. Interviews for these students occurred before the end of 
the first semester. Former students who responded may not have realized how 
much the day to day contact at a low key level was in fact •using• the 
coordinator. 

Moat uaeful 
Sou use 
Little uae 
Did not uae 
Total 
98 
TABLE 5.2.1 (d) 
USI OP SPECIAL TUTOllS 
Frequency % of Total l.eapondenta 
33 
16 
1 
45 
95 
34.7 
16.8 
1.1  
47 .4  
100.0 
M-95 
M1••1Y - 1 
Total • 96 
The majority of atudenta who uaed apecial .��or� couiderd their help uaeful. 
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USE OF SUPPORT SER.VICES 
An attempt was made to compare categories of ' respondents and their uae of the 
three aajor areas of the support services. The percentages in brackets are 
those of reapoudenta who reported soae use of support services. The 
percentages ahovu are of those vho said they used the services couiderably. 
Graduates 
Withdrawn 
Current 
TABLE 5.2.1 (g) 
STATUS BY USE OF SUPPORT SER.VICES 
(Percentage a) 
Coordinator Special 
Tutors 
On-CUpua 
AccOJmC>datiou 
26.7 (53.3) 33.3 (13.3) 53.3 (20.0) 
45.5  (31 .8) 36.4  (27.3) 22.7 (36.4)  
42.4  (32.2) 39.0  (32.2) 64.4 (18.6) 
Graduates had aoae contact with coordinators. They did not uae special 
tutors aa auch as other categories of respondents. They used the on caapua 
acc01111odatiou more than other former students. The latter group of 
respondents (ie those withdrawn froa studies before completion) had more 
contact with coordinators than did graduates. They used tutors cODSiderably 
aore than graduates. But they used the ou caapua accOIIIIOdatiou to a auch 
leaser utent. Current student respondents had a profile closer to that of 
the graduates than to that of other respondents. One difference ia that they 
uae coordinators to a greater extent. It should be borne in aiDd that the 
current student population baa aore access to a coordinator on the Mecllaud• 
caapua than did foraer students. However, as all but one graduate baa COiie 
froa the Mt Lawley caapua where coordinators have been available throughout 
the period in question, these results are noteworthy. 
l 
.. 

s.2.2 
s.2.2.1 
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DISCUSSIONS WITH INTER.VIEWEES ON SUPPORT SER.VICES 
All interviewees were asked to elaborate on their views on each 
eleaen.t of the support• services. A profile baa been built up of 
the kinda of competencies and qualities required for both 
coordinators and special tutors. There was a surprising degree of 
11nan1•1ty in these c01111en.ta. A decision. was made not to list ll&D.Y 
responses numerically or by age, au, year of in.take, etc. Th41 
interview group was relatively aall (59 students} and 
requirements of confidentiality dictate that further clarification 
is not advisable. However, the following profiles have been built 
up almost entirely from student responses. Where a personal 
opinion is ventured, this has been noted. The views on the use, 
siting and value of the accollllOd.ation provided on caapua to 
students shows no such •rnan1m1ty. Therefore various coapoaite and 
often opposing points of view are listed with the writer's 
personal attempts at a syn.thesis proposal, accOIIIIOdating aa uny 
of the view points as possible. 
THE CAMPUS COOUINATOB. 
There are currently three such position.a. At Mt Lawley caapua 
there is also an academe tutor who assists the coordinator in 
aoae of her roles. At Broome, the coordinator ia physically 
remote froa the resources and personnel of the college. 'l'bere ia 
a staff aeaber on the Mt Lawley caapua who provides support and 
advice froa the college in the delivery and coordination of the 
services and resources to Bro011e. All coordinators are 
responsible to the Bead of Departllen.t, Aboriginal and 
Intercultural Studies. 
Studer,.ta emphasized the affective qualities which a coordinator 
should possess. He or she should be able to relate to students 
and should have a good knowledge of students' probleu and thoae 
of Aboriginal students in particular. Thia means that he/she 
should have knowledge of the cultural bacltgroUDd fro• which the 
students coae, as well as a knowledge of tradition.al Aboriginal 
culture. Students used such words as friendly, and approachable 
in this con.tut. They stressed that the coordinator should be 
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available vb.en needed, organized in his/her approach to students 
and should be reliable and trusted to follow through on utters 
which students asked for help. The need for the coordinator to be 
discrete with regard to infomation received in confidence wu 
also atreaaed. Thia applied to acadellic progress aa well aa to 
other 110re personal matters. The art of •11aten1ng• waa also 
mentioned by aany students aa being a quality needed by ae>11eone 
holding this position. Many students spoke of respect for tbea 
and their view• aa a requirement. Soaebody to look up to, •• 
another aspect of respect but to offset thia, others eaphaaized 
the need for the coordinator to be friendly, to join in with 
student activities and to be able to have a laugh with thea. 
Moat of the students were unconcerned aa to whether a aale or a 
feaal.e held the position. However, a few of the woaen and aoat of 
the aen admitted that they related better to a person of the aaae 
aex. Students wanted the coordinator to be uture and with 
appropriate experience aa long aa they were still able to relate, 
to be friendly etc. SOM specifically aentioned that aOlleone who 
bad been through the aaae college experience aa theuelvea waa a 
distinct advantage. Moat students did not ll1nd whether the 
coordinator waa Aboriginal or European. The qualities and 
coapetenciea were 110re illportant. Given that these qualities and 
coapetenciea were present, a number regarded an Aboriginal 
coordinator aa having an advantage. Two students only said they 
preferred a European coordinator. These students felt that a 
European coordinator, by virtue of the fact that he/ahe waa aore 
distant froa Aboriginal society, could judge a student 110re fairly 
on his/her merits. 
P1nally, a number of students spoke of qualities aost eaaily 
... ed up in the concept of leadership. A coordinator needed to 
be able to provide competent liaison with college staff and with 
other agencies. Be/ahe should be known on caapua and should have 
sufficient standing to provide such liaison and advice to students 
effectively. It ia eapbaaized that what ia being att•pted here 
1• an ideal prototype. Moat students realized that they were 
painting an ideal picture and were understanding enough of hUll&II 
nature to accept someone in this position with the uaual 
• 
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proportion of human failings. A nU11ber of students pointed to the 
iapossibility of one person suiting all students in the prograa 
and suggested that what was needed was at least. one other person 
with whom students could make contact if they so wished. Many 
students used their special tutor for a nU11ber of the roles more 
properly those of the coordinator. They all stressed cOllllitment 
to the job and most were distressed at the frequent changes that 
have occurred in the personnel in this position. Soae were 
philosophical about the inevitability of this happening. 
The writer would suggest that consideration be given in the future 
to arranging for multiple personnel to be available to student& 
for counselling even if there remains only one coordinator per 
caapus. Soae student& thought that the ataff of Aboriginal and 
Intercultural Studies should be more involved with students. (The 
COllllent caae fro• the Mt Lawley caapus where aost student& are 
studying).  It ia possible that staff, located phyaically near the 
atudent enclave acc011110dation and who are aost appropriate in 
ten.a of background and interests may be indicated to the students 
as alternative counsellors. Ou. caapuaes where the aaae phyaical 
location of personnel does not exist, other •ans of indicating 
other staff as alternative counaellors should be explored. 
Coordinator& need the support of other staff. It is recomN11ded 
that contact between coordinators should be further encouraged and 
that the enclave staff 11e11bers should meet on a aeai-regular baaia 
with coordinators on each caapus. This will facilitate 
comaunications about atudents probleu and vill al.ao provide the 
neceaary aupport for what is, in essence, a very atreaaful job. 
'l'b.ia point vill be elaborated in section six. 
It is further rec01111ended that a set of selection criteria be set 
up when coordinator• are to be appointed and theae criteria take 
account, not only of qualifications and experience but alao the 
qualities required by students of the coordinator peraon. 
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TABLE s.2.2 Ca) 
COMMENTS ON COOI.DINATOll.S 
Should have good iu :erpersonal relationahipa 
Should be available when needed 
Should reapect students vieva, ahould listen 
Should be coapetent 
Should be organized 
· Should exhibit qualitiea of authority/leaderahip 
Preference for saae sez 
Should be an Aboriginal or have good knowledge of 
Aboriginal culture 
Should be fair 
Should be aatu:re 
Should be discrete 
Should be reliable 
Poaition ia not needed (illcludes 1 European 
atudent) 
Should "know the· systea•, have been through the 
aa11e course 
Poaition not needed (a personal viewpoint) but 
aupporta the provision for other• 
Freq 
37 
18 
15 
13 
13 
10 
9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
.5 
3 
A uaple of COllllellts fro• atuden.ts who were interviewed follOW8. 
1'bey are ahown as representative of IIIID.J that atudenta llade. 
·c� coordinator) ahould be friendly but atill eatablish the 
atuden.t/ataff aeaber relationahip in. an unaabiguoua faahion.• 
· ceoordinatora) ahould take students aerioualy and ahould aake 
thell feel good.· 
•students auat feel that the coordinator aupporta thea.• 
•1 don' t need a coordinator • • • • •  I have talked to •x• a lot. 
It was very helpful." 
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• coordinators should not impose solutions on students.• 
• coordinators should be reliable ie they should be known to follow 
through on problems.• 
•The coordinator should know and understand the students' 
background and should be prepared to accept it and to see that 
other students also understand it.• 
• coordinators should earn authority and respect by the example 
they set. They should be models, particularly for the younger 
students.• 
THE SPECIAL TUTOR 
The interview respondents who had used tutors in the course of 
their studies were extremely positive about the necessity for 
extra tuition. When asked to say what kind of a person they 
wanted as a tutor similar affective qualities to those listed 
above for a coordinator were mentioned. Competency in subject 
matter and in teaching ability was seen as very important: 
However� this latter concern was almost always mentioned after the 
affective qualities. One student explained her response as 
meaning that although competency in subject matter and being a 
good teacher was necessary in a tutor it was not sufficient � 
Without the ability of the tutor to relate to the student� no real 
communication was possible. 
There were several problems concerned with the mechanics of 
providing tuition. Some interviewees mentioned that they found 
the group situation difficult. A word of explanation is necessary 
here. The Commonwealth Department of Education and Youth Affairs 
provides funds for the employment of special tutors on a contract 
basis. In the enclave support services situation a tutor is  
contracted for a number of  hours per week to service one or more 
students. On occasion this tutor may have several students to 
tutor at a particular time. The tuition is normally undertaken 
· within the student study rooms during college hours and sometimes 
on weekends. These students felt that they needed more individual 
attention than they 
• 
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were able to get. Other students were only in need of casual 
tuition on specific points. They were able to attend the 
occasional tutorial if they wished. However, they found the aaae 
difficulties as tb,e f irat group of students or they were .unable to 
•et with a tutor at a autually convenient tiae. Soae student• 
wished to have a tutor at home but the available tutor• were fully 
cOllllitted to the college. 
It ia recommended that college authorities review tuition 
arrangement• to allow 110re flexibility ill the availability of 
tutors. Thia will aean that the Co11110mrealth Department of 
F.ducation and Youth Affairs should be approached to diacuaa the 
utenaion of tutor hours. An alternative suggestion may be 
conaidered. Thia would involve a further appointMnt of an 
academe tutor at least half ti.lie on caapua. The current acaclellic 
tutor who ia a full ti.lie staff aeaber ia heavily comaitted on one 
caapua to tuition of a general and ad hoc uture. Other caapuaea 
rely entirely on contract tutors. If nuabera OD the Redlands 
caapua in.crease, as is likely, a part tille staff aeaber to 
undertake some of the extra tuition would becOM necessary. 
Students in all courses endorsed the practice of 911Ploying tutor• 
who had previously undertaken the course ill which they were 
studying. It ia recomNDded that aoae kind of card indu ayatea be 
kept of available tutors which will include relevant details of 
qualities and competencies. A ayatea should be set up where 
on-going evaluation of the uae of special tutors 1• undertaken. 
Special tuition has as its functiona such things aa encouraging 
and in.creasing student•'  self eateea in addition tQ 1.aparting 
knowledge. The qualities of a tutor and hia/ber eapathy with a 
student la of vital iaportance. For this reaaon this on-going 
evaluation should include students' reactiona to tutors. It would 
al.so be highly desirable to prepare a list of selection criteria 
for tutors as well as for coordinators. These criteria could then 
provide the basis for on-going evaluation. 
uo 
As aentioned in section 5.2,  students who are currently ineligible 
for special tuition may be seriously disadvantaged. It is 
recommended that college authorities seek soae resolution of this 
problem. It appears that students on tbe, Training for Aboriginal. 
Prograa (TAP), (formerly National Employment and Training Schelle -
NEAXS) are phasing out. However, a number of European students 
have c01111enced in 1983 and it is uncertain whether more Aborigines 
aay be funded through employment schemes in the future. Tb.ere are 
aOM difficult problems of policy here, but it ia recomaended that 
the .. tter be discussed and any appropriate atepa taken to bring 
about an equitable solution. 
It is further recommended that, in conjunction with plans for the 
selection and evaluation of tutors, that steps are taken to 
initiate a prograa of initial training for tutors. Thia training 
aay take the fora of seminars for tutors who have bad no previous 
experience of working with Aboriginal. students or thoae who are 
unfam11iar with the college systea of administrative practices. 
TABLE 5.2.2 (b) 
COMMENTS ON TD'lOB.S 
Should be competent (in subject .. tter) 
Should be friendly and approachable 
Should be C011petent (teaching akllla) 
Should 1a,e available when needed 
Should listen 
Should be able to handle demanding students and give 
lreq 
26 
2S 
1S 
11 
6 
attention to all students 6 
Should give students what they want, not what he/she 
thinks they need 5 
Should be patient 3 
N.B. All students agreed that tutors_ were necessary, but ao .. 
felt that tutors were used too auch. Many students - aee table 
5.2.1 - did not use tutors. 
• 
5.2.2.3 
111. 
ON CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION 
Interviewees provided a nuaber of quite diverse views on the 
value of such accommodation. A representative aaaple of 
COllllenta is given below. They are not ezcluaive. Soae students 
have been included in 110re than one. 
1. Students were clearly supportive of the erlatence of the 
service. These student• bad no reservations about its 
aiateu.ce. They used the rooaa provided for study, for 
special tuition and for socializing with other students. A 
typical response was: 
•its good to get away fro• it all, to relax, to be 
youaelf.• Such students found the college claaarooa contact 
aOMthing of a strain. The interviewer also couidered that 
such students were not always at ease with European 
students. They did not often feel at hOlle in such student 
gathering places aa cafeterias, coffee shops. Moat of their 
friends were Aborigines at college although not alway• in 
the collllUDity. 
2. Students supported the notion of the existence of such 
accOIIIIOdation but said it •• not neeclecl by thell to any 
extent. They preferred to socialize 1n the general college 
. cOWPm1 ty. They either did not have my Aboriginal friend• 
at college or aost of their friends 1n college and elsewhere 
wre European. A typical co1111ent ... : •it ia good for soae 
of the younger (or older) students, but not for •··  Thia 
group of students typically studied in the library or at 
holle. They appreciated that soae students' hOM conditiou 
were not conducive to study. 
3. Students adaitted to relying heavily on the aiatence of the 
acc09IIC>dation for ita support value but were uneasy about 
this. They either regretted that they did not get out and 
a1Jt 110re with other (white) students or they wre worried 
(and/or ashalled) of the perceived antipathy to its existence 
by white student• who did not possess such facilities. 
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4. The fourth group of students were very critical of the 
existence of special on-campus accommodation. They were of 
two kinds. Those who did not use it themselves and were 
somewhat disparaging of students who did uae it, and those 
who simply thought it was unfair to other (white) students. 
As they saw no intrinsic value in it, they were most against 
its continued existence. 
There were other variations. Students thought it would be 
better placed in the centre of things. At both Mt Lawley 
and Hecllands ca11puaes it is either geographically separate 
or "tucked away" at the end of the building. At Broome the 
special accommodation is the caapus. The students there had 
no reservations about its existence. 
Students were asked for their views on other students ie not 
ASI students, using it. Only one student adaitted that 
he/she did not want such students there. So• said that 
although they did not llind, they believed other Aboriginal 
students would object. Soae of these students had atteapted 
to bring white friends over but others had not. A third 
group of students, mostly in pre 1983 intakes aaw no problem 
at all. They "invited over European students and there was 
no problem. Students' perception of how European students 
would view being invited also differed. · SOiie aaw no 
problem. Others thought that they would be afraid, be · 
loathe, be ashamed to visit. 
Views of students on this aspect of support services have 
been given in soae detail because it is conaidered that 
underlying these diverse attitudes is the students' 
identification with the Aboriginal group. The problea of 
identity will be discussed further in the comaents in 
section silc. Suffice to say here that it was in this area 
of discussion that interviewees expressed aost forthright 
views. It was clearly a matter which aroused so• 
dissension. As such, the underlying question of identity, 
if not the provision of acco11110dation, requires attention. 
.. 
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l.eapondents' views on the provision of the on-caapua 
accOIIIIOdation are SWlll&rized. It should be noted that with 
one exception, these comaents refer only to the Mt. Lawley 
and Hedlancls caapuses. 
TABLE s.2.2 Cc) 
COMMENTS OH ACCOMMODATION 
Freq 
The service is supported 17 
The service is not supported, it is divisive, 
aa11e students won' t  ah: 20 
It ia a place to relax, to be comfortable 16 
It ia useful for study 13 
It ia useful for socializing 
It ia a place for special tutoring 
13 
9 
The service ia supported but it ia not essential 8 
European student• should have equal accua 8 
Soae Aboriginal students are against anyone in 
the group 111xing with white student• 7 
It should be geographically separate froa the 
rest of the college 11 
Should be located in the aain college area 3 
A reapreaentatiYe aaaple of c�enta fro11 interviewee• 
follon: 
•(The student COIIIIOD rooaa are) a bolt bole froa college 
pruaurea.· 
·cwith reference to student inviting European student• to 
the cOIIIIOD rooa) •soae (Aboriginal) students think I' • 
getting above ayaelf.• 
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•1 bring over {European) friends and nobody minds.• 
•1 brought over {European) friends and l felt they weren' t  
welcoae.• 
•The accomm.odation is barred to European students iau' t it7 
{Interviewer - who did this1) The students bad a Meting 
and decided against it.• 
•1 don' t ask my {European) friends over because it would be 
beneath th•. · 
•1t• a  okay for European students to visit.• 
The resolution to a.11 these differing points of view ia that 
of one student: 
•1t (the service) should be available to AborigiDal 
atudents. Europeans can viait. But the (Aboriginal) 
atudents should get off their taila aore and get out into 
the college.•  
Another atudent resolution to the conflicting needs of 
support and integration: 
•They (the student cOIIIIOD. roou) should be the focu for all 
Aboriginal activities on caapua. This would M&n. that all 
atudents doiDg relevant coursea would have access to the 
areaa.· 
• 
5.3 AIMS AND ilTlTUDBS TO STUDY. 
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IM!OR.TANT ISSUES IH ABOlllGDW. AFPAillS 
5.3.1 ASSIGNMENT DEADLINES 
TABLE 5.3.1. (a) 
Do/did Joa laaw problm aet� uaia • 1ata ill •  til1II le 
,r.1.tbout ·ateu10117 
Alva ya 
Sometime& 
Reftr 
Total 
frequency 
13 
44 
36 
93 
I of Total leapoadeata 
14.0 
47.3 
38.7 
100.0 
B-93 
Nlaatg • 3 
Total • 96 
Nearly 50 per cent of atucien.ta adm.tted to aou probl.ella. Of thoae who did 
not haft probleaa, 15&11.Y of thea added •yet• . Theae were firat year atadenta 
who bad had ftrJ few aaaigmenta at the tille of being illteniewed. ID view 
of thia it ia poaaible that a aajority of atucieata haft had or will haft aoae 
problea 1a thia area. 
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TABLE 5 . 3 . l  ( b) 
PRIVATE STUDY 
HOURS PER WEEK BY STATUS 
( Percentages ) 
Hours All All former Graduates Current 
per week Respondents Students Students 
( N•94 )  ( N=37 )  ( N•l5 ) ( N•57 ) 
21 + 18. l  29 . 7 5 3 . 3  10 . 5 
11-20 44 . 7 37 . 8 26 . 7 49. l 
6-10 31 . 9 24 . 3 6 . 7  3 6 . 8 
0-5 5 . 3 8 . 1 1 3 . 3  3 . 5 
Total 100 . 0 100 . 0  100. 0 100 . 0 
The information given by all respondents was somewhat surprising and 
cor respondingly concerning .  It is possible that respondents 
underestimated the actual time spent in private study and assignments. 
Thirty six per cent of all respondents admitted to engaging in less 
than 11 hours per week of such activity on average throughout the 
semester . It  should be recognized that Diploma of Teaching students in 
their fi rst year in  part icular have heavy class contact hours. Staff 
involved with ASI students should consider if students ' study patterns 
are adequate. 
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When cOIIJ)ariaona are made, 53 per cent of gr,-duatea conaidered that 
11e>re than 21 hours per week were spent in t.'1a activity. Thia c011parea 
with 30 per cent for all former atudenta, i per cent for current 
atudenta. The correapcmding figure for .ii reapondenta waa 18 per 
• //I 
cent. If the third category (6 - 10 hr,.a per week) ia aiailarly 
c011pared, 7 per cent of graduates spent' thia amount of ti.lie, 25 per 
cent of all foraer atudenta and 37 per cent of current atudenta. The 
overall percentage for thia category, ;1a 32 per cent. A value judgement 
by tbe writer ia that in aoat caaea, thia laat aaount of t:lae ia not 
enough. It may be that the two graduates who 1ncl1cated that very 
Utt.le study waa undertaken were either enremely able or have 
forgotten how much work their Diplomas entailed. Coapariaona of these 
study patterns with those of atudenta in general should be undertaken 
when the reaulta of auch research are available. 
USB OP PUE TIME 
Pomer student reapondenta were asked to liat free tiae activities. 
Current atudenta were asked the proportions of t:lae that they spent on 
certain activities. All a.ualyaia and coabilling of reapouea froa both 
these groups is given below. 1'he tera •free• t:lae was alaost certa1nly 
interpreted by foraer students to aean free ti.lie when choice of 
acti'Yitiea waa poaaible. Therefore, 11.011e of thla group aentioned 
doaeatic chorea which would have accounted for a conaiderable -oant of 
soae atudenta' tille. Surprisingly, no foraer atudenta -ntioned going 
out to entertai1111ent aa an acti'Yity. 
• 
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TABLE 5.3.1 Cc) 
USE OF PUB TIME 
(H-96) 
Vbat did you clo with yoar free tille wbile yoa wre a atudatf 
Frequency % of Total leapondenta 
Home reap011Sibilitiea 94 98.0 
Sport 29 30.2 
Bobby & hoae leisure activity 26 27.1 
Going out - visiting and 
entertaimaent 35 36.5 
• 
5.3. 2 DESTIMATIOHS AND .INTENTIONS 
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TABLE 5.3.2 (a) 
DESTINATIONS OF FORMEB. STOJ>EH'tS 
(H•37) 
Haft JCN done any of thaN tbf.np dace you left collegef 
Frequency I of Total l.eapondenta 
Teaching 10 27.-0 
Teaching Aide 3 8. 1 
Job other than teaching but 
using qualificaticma 9 24.3 
Other jobs 18 48.6 
Travel interstate or overseas 6 16.2 
Further study 10 27.0 
Hone of theae things 6 16.2 
&espondents gave aultiple answers to this queation. 
Twenty seven percent of all respondent• had apent ao• tilla teaching. Aa 
teaching graduates nuabered 15, 67 percent of thoM qualified to be teacbar• 
had in fact apent tiae in classrooa practice. Nearly 50 per cent of 
reapondenta had taken on job• for which college quallflcatlona wre aot 
required. Eighty four percent of reapondenta hac1 engaged in at leaat one of 
the listed activitiea. 
I 
i 
I ,  
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TABLE 5.3.2 (b) 
INTENTIONS OP CUllENT STUDENTS 
Frequency 
Teacher, library media ·aide, 
recreation officer 43 
Other jobs 9 
Further study 1 
Travel 1 
More than one of the above 2 
Hot aure 2 
Total 58 
% of Total B.eapondenta 
74.1 
lS.S 
1.7 
1.7 
3.4 
3.4 
100.0 
M•S8 
Miaaiy • 1 
Total • 59 
One auaver only was given by these reapondenta. 
The first category refers only to the _ _  job intention which would result fro• 
the particular qualification being undertaken. It does not 1nclacle those 
four students undertaking the Aaaociate Diplou in Applied Arts and Sciences 
(ADAAS) which baa no particular job destination. It is therefore clear that 
between 75 and 80 per cent of respondent• intended to seek jobs for which 
their qualification would be required. The remaining 20 to 25 per cent bad 
other intentiona or were not sure what they wanted to do. 
• 
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5. 3.3 IMPORTANT ISSUES IN ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS 
Thia question was designed to give some information on respondents' 
views and concerns about typical issues of concern to Aborigines. It 
was also considered that a picture of commitaent to Aboriginal issues 
might emerge. The results are suggestive only. Little cmment is 
aade. 
Respondents were asked to give a rating of 1 (not illportant) through S (very 
illportant) to a nuaber of issues which concern Aborigines today. Ratings 4 
and 5 are listed under •very iaportant• 
TABLE 5.3.3 
ISSUES IN ABOB.IGINAL AFFAIIlS 
Health 
Education 
Housing 
Employment 
(Percentages) 
B.elationa, Whites/Aborigines 
B.elationa, Aborigines/Whites 
I.elations, Aborigines/Aborigines 
Land lights 
Very illportant 
68.1 
87.1 
s8.s 
65.2 
73.4 
60.7 
so.o 
42.S 
Education isauea are seen as aost iaportant (87 percent). Race relations 
with the eaphaaia on white attitudes to Aborigines waa nest in iaportance. 
Housing was not seen as important as moat others. Many respondents gave thia 
issue a rating of 4 rather than 5. Land rights waa of leaat importance. 
However, many respondents qualified this by saying that it waa not important 
to !!!!!.• As the majority of respondents regard the aetropolitan areaa as 
home this was to be expected. Younger interviewees were hesitant about 
commenting on these issues. Moat of thea admitted to not having thought 
about thea very deeply. 
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5.4 ATTITUDES TO MOST RECENT TEA.CHING PRACTICE 
Twenty four respondents, all current students, were asked for their 
attitudes to teaching or other professional practice situation. The 
t1111.ng of interviews was such that most of the 1983 intake of 
students bad not undertaken such a practice period. There ia only 
one respondent who was not a student teacher. Bence the results 
refer al.aost entirely to the attitudes to teaching practice and 110st 
are fro• respondents in their second or subsequent year. 
TABLE 5.4 
TEA.CHING PRACTICE B.EACTI<JIS TO STATEMENTS 
(Percentages) 
(H•24) 
Strongly Strougly 
disagree agree 
1 2 3 4 
A. Practice was successful 8.3 4.2 8.3 20.8 58.3 
I. Accepted by school staff 8.3 8.3 8.3 16.7 58.3 
c. Accepted by children o.o 4.2 4.2 20.8 70.8 
D. Related well to staff o.o 12.5 12.5  37.5 37.5 
B. I.elated well to children o.o 4.2 8.3 20.8 66.7 
r. Pelt assessment fairs 8.7 4.3 8.7 13.0 65.2 
G. Peel 110re confident 
Classrooa in futureY 9.S o.o o.o 23.8 66.7 
s 
B. Learned a lot o.o o.o 4.3 8. 7 87.0 
s 1 aissing, Y 3 missing 
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Respondents tended to react to specific statements on the totality of their 
experiences ie it was successful or it was not. However, a comparison of 
statements B and D is instructive. Seventy five percent of respondents 
reacted positively (rankings 4 or 5) to both statements. However, 58 percent 
gave the highest ranking to the statement B, while 37 percent gave the saae 
ranking to statement D. These stateaents concerned school staff/student 
teacher relationships. 
Statements C and E which concern child/student teacher relationships showed 
little difference. R.ankings 4 and 5 wre given to statement C in 92 percent 
of cases. The same rankings were given to statement B in 87 percent of 
responses. There is little difference when rankings 4 and 5 are separated. 
llespondents therefore felt more able to interrelate with children than they 
felt at ease with staff. However, they did not feel that staff had this 
problem. Almost all respondents (96 percent) considered they had learned a 
lot despite problems during the period. 
Proa general discussions with these interviewees on the practice teaching 
situation several probleaa eaerged. 
1. Practice schools differed markedly in their approach to student 
teachers. Soae school staffs kept apart fro• the student teachers who 
were not seen as staff aeabers. Other• totally integrated student• 
into the staff. Some student teachers, for exaaple, ate lunches 
separately fro• staff aeabers. Soae had other dutiea such aa 
playground supervision. Others did not. 
2. Schools differed in other ways. Some were large metropolitan schools. 
Others wre aaaller rural or private achoola. SOiie had ethnically 
diverse populations. Othes were virtually all white or in aoae cues 
all Aboriginal schools. llespondenta expressed a preference for 
811&1.ler, more intimate school situations but . not all enjoyed the all 
Aboriginal school situation. 
3. Some school staffs kept theaaelves separated from the local cOIIIMIDity 
and espected student teachers to do likewise. Others encouraged 
intercOIIIIUllity activities. 
U4. 
4. Student teachers reacted to this diversity in different ways. Those 
who were IIOSt positive about the uperience were those who wre moat 
sure of tbeaaelves and who, in the subjective view of this writer, had 
resolved the question of their own identity. llelevant prior uperience 
waa also a factor in poa1tive attitudes towards the experience in 
schools. For uaaple, students who had had prior experience as teacher 
aides appeared to cope better. eo-nta aade to the writer by school 
staff indicated that staff attitudes towards a student who was known to 
have been a teacher aide were better. 
In conclusion, the c01111e1Lta (edited) of students teachers, college 
staff aeabers and a teacher supervisor are reproduced and a final 
coment and rece>1111endati01U1 are given. 
View 1. 
(Students) 
•you are expected to perfora all the tiae• 
•Every lesson has to be planned to the llinute. Every day baa to 
have so uny leas01U1• 
•you 11USt have your hair and your clothes just so• 
•you are expected to talk to the teachers in break periods and you keep 
up the perfomance/appear&DCes even then• 
•it 1• too stressful to keep on like this day after day• 
•teachers are aeaauring you all the tiae against acme illagillary 
standard that they upect you to fall to• 
•A lot of the student absence froa prac (practice teacbing) 0 ia because 
students can' t stand up to this without a break• 
us. 
View 2 
(College lecturing staff member) 
•l'he support program gives credence to difference. Students'  
difficulties (academic and social) are allowed for. But when they go 
on practice teaching all this •support• stops. If students don' t  
uasure up they sink. Students should have a practice tutor who 
provides the college type support - separate froa the practice 
supervisor.• 
View 3 
(Teacher supervisor) 
•What students need is a small school situation eg a country two 
teacher school. The teaching skills required are of a high order but 
friendliness and support are auch more likely to exist. The tiae table 
is flexible and there is tille for students and cbildren to relax. I 
aubait that if students can gain confidence in this situation they will 
also have the sk11ls to teach a large class in a big achool. 'l'be 
•problea• for the Aboriginal student teacher is not so auch that they 
are different but that the cllu.te in schools varies so auch in the 
acceptance of difference. Saall schools (and classes) are auch aore 
likely to accept differences both in children and in student teachers.· 
View 4 
(College lecturing staff aember) 
•An Aboriginal student uy have different values and attitude• froa 
that of mainstream society. (Mote the •may•). What he needs is to 
confront the differences that may exist between his values and others. 
Raving established these differences he must then make a considered 
decision about these differences. For example: 
1. Be aay decide to stick to his own values and ways of acting. In 
this case he auat be aware of the consequences. Be auat &.Tel.op 
ways of handling these consequences. 
I 
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2. He uy decide to retain his values/attitudes but to adjust bis 
behaviour in certain situations. eg teaching practice. Be aust 
in this case be aware of what he is doing. He 11W1t accept the 
conflict within himself which this course of· actiou will entail. 
3. Be uy decide to change his values/attitudes. This IIWlt al.so be 
considered decision and its effects on friends and f81111.y must be 
evaluated. The keynote is awareness.· 
The college should do aore for the student to point up this problea. 
1'here should be aore pre-practice teaching counselling on an individual 
basis and issues such as these should be thrashed out. Practice 
placemen.ts should be organized on an individual basis. Soae students 
will fit easily into the big city schools because they do not have the 
value problem as above or because they have confronted the issues and 
elect to take such a placement. Others will need the sll&l.1 school 
placement at least for the first one or two practices. 
Students should be urged to continually think about what type of school 
they eventually want to teach in. Practice teaching sessions should be 
organized for thea in line with their eventual intentions. 
View 5 
(College lecturing staff 11e11ber) 
•school staffs and college acadellic staff coae in all shapes and 
sizes. But it is fair to say that the -jority meaaure the students 
perfoDl&DCe by their cnrn standards and values. '1'hey are •prejudiced• 
(a very negative word) to the �:rten.t that they haw difficulty aettiDg 
outside their own value syst•. !bis is quite different froa the 
•prejudice• which has its basis in ignorance eg •a11 Abor1g1D&l.s are 
lazy, dirty, unreliable etc etc•. 
A teacher of the first type can be very •unprejudiced• as long as the 
student teacher prepares well, is neat tidy etc, has good speech and 
follows satisfactorally a set tiae table. But if the student has a 
day off, or coaes unprepared for a lesson or speaks poorly then such a 
student doesn' t measure up and is deemed below standard. '1'he question 
•why is . it sot• is never asked.• 
I 
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It is recommended that consideration is given to the following with a 
view to their possible implementation: 
Aboriginal students should be placed in small schools carefully chosen 
for their supportive atmosphere. 
Staff aeabera of the enclave support services should be closely 
involved with the students while they are practice teaching. Thia 
involvement should not be concerned with their aaaea8Mnt. 
Students should know the school before they go out on their firat 
practical uperience. It is difficult in two weeks to get to know the 
children and the requirements of the supervising teacher aa vell as to 
prepare leaaona and perform well. The half day per week teaching 
laboratory aepent, formerly available to all new students in Semester 
I, was one good way to do this. Couideration ahould be given to its 
reinatateaent. 
More preparation should be given for practice teaching. In addition to 
general college preparation, the staff of the enclave aupport Nrvicea 
should investigate ways of preparing Aboriginal. atudenta for the 
experience. Confidence in one' s  ab111ty and a stable senae of identity 
are factors in coping with the atreaa of new roles and relationahips. 
Assertiveness training should be investigated in relation to practice 
teaching preparation. Assertiveness training baa a auch wider value 
and will be discussed in relation to preparation for the college 
ezperience and orientation prograaa. 
S.S ll.!ASONS POI. WITHDRAWAL Fl.OM COLLEGE 
GllOIAL COMMENTS 
bapondenta were not keen to answer thia aection of the queationnaire. 
Of the total of 96 respondents, 1S wre graduate•, 59 •re still on 
course and only 22 were respondents who bad withdrawn froa courses 
before coapletion. Despite auch rhetoric to the contrary, Aborigines 
who withdraw still see tb.ellaelvea in ll&UY cases as having •failed•. 
Thia may account for the nail number of respondents in thia category 
and for the paucity of comaenta fro• those who did respond. Soae 
euaplea are given: 
128. 
Failure 
-·1 left the Dip. Teaching course because l knew l would never be a 
teacher • • • • • • but l also didn' t  want to be a failure.-• 
hraoaal. problaa 
The effects of personal probleaa (deaths in faaily) are aU11med up 1a 
this co1111ent: 
• • • •  never learned at college but kept attending until l realized l 
wasn ' t  learning, bad no interest in being there and yet l wasn' t  
depressed, but aaybe sad, l don' t kllowt• 
tutor• 
The support of tutors for students who have motivation probleaa la 
obvioua in this statement: 
•1 would never haft 118cle it without the help of the WOllderful tutora 
• • •  who lifted ae up when l •• down and urged ae on  whenever I felt l 
would leave the college. • 
ht Coptaa (1) 
The ezpression •could not cope• appeared in a nuaber of COlllmellta and 
was lapllcit 1a others. 
•1ut l had car trouble• and aiclmeaa and flnanclal probleaa and ay 
whole life aeaed to fall apart.• 
'l'b.ls respondent added: 
•(But) I 'a  back together again.• 
and added that she would like to return to college now. Three 
unaollclted comaents about the intention to return were aade. Only one 
respondent •ntioned that she had no desire to return. 
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Rot Coping (2) 
Oue respondent who ·couldn' t cope• ude the following observation 
•1 would like to see one term of lectures for new students especially 
older ones like myself in orientation in teaching what is expected of 
ua and how aasignaents auat be set out and the full run of the college.• 
Child Care 
•support aenicea for women with young babies or children is not 
sufficient. Tb.ere needs to be an on-campus creche, which is free, to 
encourage mothers to come to college and aake it easier for those 
presently attending.• 
This respondent baa a firm intention of returning to college when 
possible. 
A C01111ent froa a graduate whose hOlle was not Perth, 
•AccOIIIIOdation - suggest a few houses within close prod.aity to each 
other for students. May alle'Yiate feelings of loneUness; stress when 
assignments are due ; hassle of travel to/froa college/prac achoola; 
having no aoney for necessities (de'Yelops aoney pool - share 
rent/running costs/food etc. )• 
lapport 
Proa a graduate whose hoae area was reaote, 
•1n ay opinion the feeling of not really belonging anywhere is the 
reason why a lot of Aboriginal students drop out • • • •  no one to visit 
on weekends • • •  study just aeeaa unsurmountable.· 
-
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Prejudice 
A graduate stated, 
• • •  •college lecturer• at tilles appeared to be prejudiced toward• 
Aboriginal student• • • •  acme vonderful helpful lecturer• balaDced th1• 
out.• 
The •square peg in the round hole•, 
•1 didn' t  enjoy what I vaa atudyiq. I got 110 Htiafactiou out of 
passiq the euu, Ollly relief. I felt that (another profeasional job) 
vaa the Ollly occupation I would find fulfilliq.• 
•0utside interest• beca11e aore illportant - 1nvolft1181lt in AbodgiDal 
affaira. · 
rtvnce 
•1 could not support •Y faily well enough 011 the aoaey I wu 
receiving.• 
•The benefit ahould be the .... as the basic wage.• 
"NBArS aupport vaa adequate ad ude all the study ad peraenraace 
worthwhile. •  
.... 
.. 
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One respondent Ca graduate) SWiiied up in the following way, 
•1 noticed that students had IIAD.Y problaa initially ie adjusting to 
college. (They) seeaed to drop out early due to their inability to cope 
with the flow of assiglllleD.ts, study teclmiques not ga.iDed during 
school, their previous social lives, fuily's  lack of pushing, lack of 
budgeting, lack of cOIIIIUllication with lecturers ani.../or people in 
authority (this is due to the stucleD.ts' appreheuiftlless) and SOM 
studen.ts suffered an. id.eD.tity crisis.· 
r 
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TABLE 5.5 
UAS<lfS FOR. WITIIDRAWAL Fl.OM STUDIES 
OTBF.ll COMMENTS 
(H-24) 
frequency 
Reaaona for withdrawal 
Personal. (inc illness & child' n) 15 
Pinance 6 
Change in goals 6 
Motivatioa. 2 
Other interests 2 
Other co ... nta 
Heed for supportive faaily 
Heed for coordinators support 
Heed for tutor' s  support 
Heed for student housing 
Heed for child care facility 
Total 
S. 6 PB.OBIJr.KS WITH QUESTIONJWUES 
2 
4 
3 
1 
1 
42 
62.5 
25.0 
2S.O 
8.3 
8.3 
8.3 
16.7  
12 • .5 
4.2 
4.2 
SOiie confusions evident froa responses to iteaa in the queatiomaairea 
(APPENDIX 1) are given below. 
Question. 7 (c) (Previoua work experience) 
Re&poncl"1lt& aometiaea had two jobs of approrlllately the aaae length of 
ti.lie. In.terdeveea chose tbe job which had a aore relevant uperiential 
background. Thia -Y have cauaed some probleaa for other reapon.denta. 
" 
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Question 11 (Inca11e) 
It was difficult for interviewees to estillate aoae iteaa, ea part tille 
work, savings, financial help froa faaily. For this and other reasons, 
no atteapt vaa made to quantify income. 
Question 12 (hpenditure) 
The attempt to quantify current students' 8%penditure was not 
successful. Because of this, all respondents wre a.ked the foDl&t of 
question 12 froa the foraer students' queaticnmaire, ie "Were you able 
to live within your incoaer-
Question 14 (Humber of residences) 
Those who had aore than two residences generally had had IMIDJ' 
residences. One student - third year at college - Mntioned 11 
residences. 
Question 16 (Daily transport) 
Itea 4 was interpreted by aoae interviewees and therefore probably by 
others, that &o11etilles they cue by one aeau and S011etilles by auother. 
Question 17 (Friends) 
Interviewees aoaetiaea aentioned that their •friends• nre fudly 
aeabera. Thia group of respondents listed such fudly ... bers as 
•friends·. It is not knawn what other respondents did. 
Question 19 and 20 (Uae of Support Services) 
Over a period of tiae there have been a nuaber of personnel involved 
and changes have occurred. Interviewee• nre advised to look at the 
whole period of their college experience and aake relevant cOIIIUllta. 
Former student respondents uy have been confused on this issue. 
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Question 22 (Use of other personnel) 
The term •college counsellor• bad to be explained to aoat of the 
interviewees. The concept was not understood. and the staff ... ber 
concerned was not known. The sue cOllll81lt applies to the tera 
•Education Officer.• 
Question 23 (d) (Pree tiae use) 
Thia question was for current student respondents only. It •s not 
clear to the respondents. Little response was forthcoming fro• thell. 
Question 24 (Intentions on leaving college) (Current students 
respondents only) 
Thia question vaa not well formulated. Interviewees wanted to say 
things like, - uybe I vill do this, uybe I will do that. - Itea S was 
not a suitable alternative. 
Question 25 (Current student questionnaire) and Question 26 (Pomer 
student questionnaire) - Iaauea in Aboriginal Affairs 
Because of difficulties with this question it vu refomulated to 
interviewees u: "What iaauea in Aboriginal Affairs today do you think 
are illportant and about which aore should be done than is currently 
being doner 
Poraer student responses uy have been affected. Many of the younger 
students were unable to provide auch input. 
Question 26 (Current questionnaire) (Practice teaching) 
The question should have been structured to provide inforaation on all 
practices aa experiences aoaetillea differed urltedly between one 
practice and another. Aa only interviewees answered this question, 
their various ce>1111enta have been recorded in the diacuaaion following 
Table 5.4. 
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6.0 CONCERNS RELUING TO THE ENCLAVE SUPPOll.T PB.OGRAM 
Thia section will involve further camaent, some of which arises froa 
issues raised in the analysis in section five aa well as other 
pertinent issues. These concerns have been voiced by people associated 
with the service both within and without the W.A.C. These concerns 
have been reflected upon by the writer of this report. It is 
inevitable that a personal viewpoint is presented but this personal 
approach is baaed upon many other views not all of which were 
compatible. 
6.1 SUPPOll.T 
Thia concept permeates the history of the services provided since 1976 
to Aboriginal students at the campuses of the WAC. Of all the 
initiatives taken in AborigiDal education in recent years, ill. many 
cases without 11UCh research before they were COllll811Ced it ia the one, 
in the opinion of the writer, which has been shown by trial and error 
to be aost successful. It is still evolving and defill.itive &D8Wrs are 
not yet available to all probleaa encountered. 
Support by others is necessary for the well being and efficient 111Drking 
of all individuals. Traditionally European society provided this 
support through institutions such as the extended fllllily, church and 
the co1111UD1.tiea in which people lived. These cOIIIIUDities etc. were 
discrete. Contact was leas than it is today. Physical contact and the 
cOIIIIUllication of ideas was l.1aited. People within the group kD8W each 
other well. Tb.ere was suspicion of •strangers· or anyone clifferent. 
There were obvious disadvantages in this but the closeness and 
interdependence of the colmUllity, faaily etc aeant that people did know 
who to t� to and from whoa to expect help. Today, 111my of these 
traditional supports are absent froa European Australian society. We 
have witnessed the emergence of a whole new range of inatitutioaal 
support services as a result of this absence. 
Aboriginal urban society, and the subjects under discussion (Aborigill.al 
students at the college) are al.aoat exclusively drawn fro• this group, 
baa stronger fllllily and Aboriginal cOIIIIUnity support than la often 
evident in European society. It is a support which is survival 
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oriented. Students who come fro• this group enter an 1.netitution 
which, rightly or wrongly, does not have the same attitudes to support 
as those which they are uaed to. They are entering what is for uny a 
new world of cultura1 va1ues. Students need to ·be supported in this 
new envirOD11e11t so that they can adjust to the confrontation of 
different va1uea. Their traditiona1 support (families etc) are often 
phyaica1ly remote and even if not, they c8111lot do much to help the 
student tackle the different cultura1 environment of the college. Aa 
uplaiDed elsewhere, this cultura1 confrontation is the basis of the 
identity probleu ll&D.Y students have. Such students auat aake 
decisions about where they stand on this confrontation. They need to 
be aware of what is happening. When the deciaion-..aldng is proceeding 
at the same tiae as there are problems with academe progress caused by 
educational deficits and other aocia1 probleu related to fudly, 
finance etc coupled with the lessening or absence of the traditional 
family and cOIIIIUldty support there is an overriding need for so• set 
of 1natitutiona1 practices which address these students' needs • . 
The enclave support idea is not new. Caring inatitutiona, often au.11 
ones, have catered for individual support needs in aany ways. Some 
emplea are the small schools set-up, eg one teacher schools of the 
past, the efforts to organize large schools in ways which aean tbat 
students are not lost, the notion of paatora1 care which ia a feature 
of aany schools, particularly independent ones. The residentia1 
college syatea on the British university aodel was always an eiaaple of 
enclave support. In the employment area, the concern of the -11 
eaployer for the people who worked for hill is another exaaple. '1'he 
Qariatian ethic baa always had as its central core, the concern for the 
individual and his/her rights. The enclave support systea, as it baa 
grown up in the WAC is just one further continuing application of the 
principle of the illportance of the dignity, rights and responsibilities 
of the human individual. It recognizes, not only tbat Aboriginal 
students are individuals, but that they are part of a group - at 
college and elsewhere. The support of that group ia necesury. 
.. 
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The current atud.y baa shown soae probl•a with reference to one 
particular euaple of an enclave support probl•. Yet, fro• one such 
program in 1976, the tally of programs of thia type in Australian 
tertiary inatitutiODB is at least 12 or more depending on the 
definition uaed. In addition, variation.a ha'Ve been succesaful in 
school• and TAPE inatitutiODB. The recent c<>1111enceaent of a prograa 
for the training of nuraea at the WA School of Nursing {WASON) ia an 
uaaple of a aupport program .in an on-the-job situation. {Huraea are 
employed by hoapitala and undertake training and atud.y concurrently 
with auch eaplo,-nt). 
The writer would suggest that this concept of support should be 
ezpanded fro• current, rather J.iJlited notion.a. Support ia neceaaary 
for stud.en.ta. Such support ia currently en'Visaged as that given by 
coordinators and other ataff, special tutors as well aa the physical 
reaourcea pro'Vided. Support ia alao aeen aa financial support. The 
support of stud.en.ta for each other already uiata by 'Virtue of the 
ex:iatence of a group of AborigiDal students on caapua. At the Mt Lawley 
caapua, inter student support ia easier to achieve because of the large 
aroup of Aboriainal stud.en.ta and the fact that aoat are doing the 118118 
course. The situation to date on the Hedlanda caapua ia auch that 
students are doing different subjects and have no neceaaary aupport 
from other Aboriginal students unless they aake the effort to 
socialize. Structuring peer support for such atudenta -Y be 
poaaible. It may also be aore appropriate in indi'Vidual cases to 
arrange for aoae kind of •buddy• aystea between eatabllahed non 
Aboriginal atud.enta on caapua and new co•r• to a particular course. 
Another aspect of aupport is ita pro'Viaion for staff who are in'YOlved 
with atudenta. The counselling, llaiaing, leadership role outlined for 
the coominator can be 'Very atreaaful. There ia a real danger of 
bum-out. Such ataff also need support. Thia can beat be achieved 
inforully but the pro'Viaion of back-up ataff and clarifying theae 
arrangeaenta with stud.en.ta would help. Thia aspect of support ia 
de'Veloped aore fully in section S.3 and 6. 9. 
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The student comes on-caapus with an existing set of social 
responsibilities and arrangements. These typically involve his/her 
faaily. The families of students also need support. There are aany 
ways 1n which faailies can be made more aware of students' work loads 
and responsibilities. They also need to feel part of the new life of 
the student. Their own support for students may otherwise suffer. 
The support of the Aboriginal community aust also erlat and be seen to 
exist by the students. Opportunities should occur for the AborigiDal 
Advisory Coallittee (see below) to get to know students. Ways should be 
ezplored for the various Aboriginal cOIIIIUDity· groups to be iDTol'ved 
with students. In a word, they should come into the college 110re and 
students should be encouraged to go out and have aore contact. Thia 
has financial illplications because those Advisory Collld.ttee aeabera who 
do not work for Governaent Departaents, need financial COllpensation for 
tille spent away froa wort. 
6.2 SUPPORT, HOT DEPENDENCY 
Students need the support of a wara friendly person who baa their 
interest at heart, who respects thea and who can provide leadership. 
They do not need aoaeone who takes over their probleaa and tries to 
solve thea for thea. A recent (1983) television doc111111ntary on the 
Vision Quest program in the United States of America is pertinent to 
this discussion. (Vision Quest is a prograa of outdoor social and 
personal survival skills for young offenders). The prograa director of 
Vision Quest stated: 
•society deals in punisbaent. We don' t  deal in puniahllent. We deal 1D 
conaequencea.• 
If students are encouraged to view their actions as having consequences 
rather than there being rewards or punishllents for behaviours, then 
they are in a better position to aake real decisions on how they are to 
behave. Consequences for students 1n college uy be good or bad. Dae 
•good• consequences (the rewards if you like) are acceptable acadeaic 
results, an academic status of •good standing•, the financial _and other 
rewards which are attendant on successful coapletion of the course. 
The •bad• consequences are poor grades, ·conditional status• or 
.. 
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exclusion frOII college and consequences of poor self esteea and wasted 
time and effort. If consequences are emphasized within the overall 
context of support, the student is enabled to uke con.aidered decisions 
about his/her involvement. It is then easier to discuss such things as 
learning contracts baaed on real decision.a 11&de by the students. 
Students should be encouraged to solve their own problems, to have 
direct con.tact with lecturers, to arrange their own special tuition 
(within a general fraaevork of arrangements wb.1ch ukes this possible) , 
to sort out their financial arrangements with grants authoritie .... The 
coordinator' s  job is that of facilitating, of being a good listener, of 
being available to listen to students' proble1111, to encourage 
acceptable behaviours. Support should be aost obvious and. should be 
concentrated in the early part of a student ' s  course. It should be 
available throughout the full period of studies but 11&y be aore 
un.obtruaive in the later years. It should never be illposed ezcept in 
the context of consequences. 
6.3 IDENTITY AND INTEGRATION 
The aore all embracing that this syatea of support can be, the aore 
likely it is that students can come to grips with who they are. Soae 
students arrive on caapua with their self concept clearly defined. 
Many uture age students are in this category. A number of younger 
students exhibit the problems of all late teenage young people with the 
added problem that they have not faced the i.Jlpllcation.a of their own 
Aboriginality. Views have been put to the writer that this is not 
aoaething that can be forced. The resolution of any difficulties will 
only occur with ti.lie. 
It is suggested that a social cllaate wb.1ch fac111tatea this resolution 
can only be to the students' benefit. Because of the clellcate nature 
of the question of personal identity for IIBlly students, every aean• of 
socializing students in.to the group should be explored. 'lbe other aide 
of the coin is that of integration of students into the life of the 
college as a whole. Sections 5.3 (011 reaction.a to the provision of 
student 011-campua acc011110dati011) and 5.4 (on reaction.a to teaching 
practice) uplore these areas in soae detail. Assertiveness trairdng 
�· one way to enable students to explore concepts of self and 
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relationships with others. It is recommended that further 
c011&iderati011 is given to including such training as a part of the 
Aboriginal students program. It should begin during orientation where 
students mix with the Aboriginal student group and with staff. But it 
should continue throughout at least the first one or two semesters of 
their course. 
6. 4 THE ABORIGINAL ADVISO.R.Y COMMITTEE 
This committee has functions which are wider than involvement with the 
enclave support program (see Section 2.4). It is not appropriate to 
discuss these wider responsibilities here. However, in relation to 
students in the program, the members of the collllittee shoUld be known 
to students. The views of the collllittee as a whole and of individual 
aeabers should be comaunicated to students who should have an 
opportunity of expressing their own concerns to the meabera. 
Structured arrangements such as meetings or other forums and/or social 
functions should be a feature of caapua life. Collllittee aeabers should 
let students know what they expect of thea. They should be in the 
business of helping students who decide not to proceed with studies or 
to assist with finding jobs for those who complete courses._ Thia is 
particularly relevant to 11011 teacher education students. 
6.5 PRE-COURSE PERIOD ON CAMPUS 
A nuaber of applicants each year do not find places in courses. They 
are judged unsuitable for a number of reasons. These include poor 
performance 011 selection tests, lack of clarity in goals, doubtful 
cOlmitllent to the course and family responsibilities which .. , llil.itate 
against success. Poor performance 011 tests of educational level. is 
easier to assess than the other characteristics outlined. Por this 
reason, most weighting baa been given to the first of the criteria. 
However, a nuaber of applicants fall into the doubtful category in 
terms of educational preparation. It is likely that in other ways SOM 
need tille to assess their goals etc. It is recOllllmlded that 
investigation occurs into the feasibility of mounting a full ti.lie 
pre-course semester for aoae applicants whose likelihood of success is 
questionable. There are a number of existing pre-course alternatives 
to this proposal. One of them (a part time correspondence course) is 
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offered by the WAC. Other full time courses of a years duration exist 
for Aboriginal students in other inatituti0tl8. Other courses are open 
to all students who aspire to entry into tertiary inatitution.a (for 
esample the Mature age TAE). What is being proposed is different in 
concept. If students who come fro• a. subcultural group find difficulty 
in integrating into campus life, if socialization. into the social 
fabric of the institution is a factor in success (see co .. enta by 
Tinto, section 3.2) ; if a 111n1maJ coapetence in acadeaic preparation. is 
iaportant; and if a resolution. of l..ie problems inherent in a student 's  
confused self concept is also important, then a period of  full tille 
preparation. on.-caapua will enable aoae would be students to reaolve 
their difficulties. A reapresentative comment froa a nWlber of 
interviewees who bad already tm.dertak.en courses designed to prepare 
them for college studies was: 
•After all (that preparation) I still did not know what it ia like to 
be on. campus here. It was so 11uch harder (so different) fro• what I 
ezpected.• 
the writer was recently involved in inte:cviewing applicants to the 
college for 1984. Very few of the applicants bad any real concept of 
what college life was going to be like. Thia may well apply to aoat 
atudenta. But for that group of applicants wboee preparation., 
cOllllitaent, or uncertain life goal choices ll&ke them a doubtful 
prospect it ia suggested that the pre-course, on.-caapus coaponent may 
resolve such difficulties. Many perautati0tl8 are possible. So• 
atudenta 11ay co .. ence aoae diplOII& level aubjecta ; othera may not. the 
aupport services would be available on. caapus for their use. An 
iaportant aspect ia that such students would not see theaaelvea aa 
failing if they tasted, tried and then decided to leave. It would also 
resolve ll&llY of the dilemaaa of the selection. collllittee who would have 
an. extended period to observe and to aak.e judguent on. suitability in 
the further areas of 11e>tivation, clarity of goals and students' 
perception. of self and identity and in the ability to becoae a atudent 
well integrated into college life. 
6. 6 SELECTION OF APPLICANTS 
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The selection process itself should be further refined. Special entry 
provisions necessitate non standard selection techniques. While 
recognizing the great importance of factors separate from educational 
preparation, it is st111 a rather controversial approach if those other 
factors are given too much weighting. It is therefore recommended that 
the basis of selection should remain that of performance on tests of 
educatioi,.al a -ility. Otherwise, selectors are forced into the area of 
making judgements of psychological preparedness for tertiary studies. 
Because of the subjective nature of such judgements, there is too 1111ch 
room for error, bias etc. Nevertheless, some rounded picture of the 
applicant should be attained. Its purpose would be to counsel 
applicants at the time of interviews and testing and, if applicants are 
successful, to provide a basis for further counselling and support when 
the student comes on course. If coordinators have an idea of those 
students likely to be at risk before they comaence course, then 
appropriate help can be provided from the beginning. It is rec01111ended 
that some assessment of applicants' self concept is aacle at the tiae of 
testing and interview. A nuaber of such tests exist although the 
cultural bias of such tests may be a problem. · The battery of teats of 
educational preparedness should be further refined. These should be 
evaluated in conjunction with the Courses for Aborigines Group (CAG) 
proposals for joint testing of applicants to all special courses in 
Perth. 
6 .7  CHILD CAR.E SER.VICES AND HOUSING POR. STUDENTS 
The provision of these services should be investigated. The situation 
regarding child care was outlined for the respondent group in 
discussion following Table S.l.4(d). It reaaina the conaidered opinion 
of all staff involved that child. care arrangements are a problea for 
uny students. If such services were available, applicants needing 
these services would apply. An on-campus facility would enable some 
students to stay on campus after classes, to undertake special tuition, 
to use the library. Student's problems do not generally come singly. 
Problems of child care lead to 11&rital difficulties, loss of aotivation 
and sometimes to voluntary withdrawal or exclusion from college because 
of unsatisfactory progress. 
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Suitable student housing remains a problem for large numbers of new 
entrants to college and for a minority throughout the period of their 
courses. The 1983 intake students who were interviewed mostly stated 
they bad only bad one residence since commencing college - see Table 
5.1. 6(b).  From subsequent discussion with a number of them, it was 
clear that they did not count the period while they were organizing 
their first residence. Country students arrived in Perth, found 
somewhere to stay with relatives or with staff and then COlllllenced 
hunt!� for aoaewhere to live. Thia tended to happen in the first 
crucial two or three weeks when they were adjusting to their new role 
as students in the college. In.stability and anxiety was compounded with 
homesickness for some students and contributed to a general 
disorientation for some. These co1111ents have not been recorded as part 
of the analysis because such students were often not formally 
interviewed before they left and were not part of the former student 
group surveyed. · 
Housing, possibly of a suitable short term nature, should be available 
for all students who need it. Thia would allow thea to look for 
something suitable to their individual tastes at a aore leia�rely pace 
and without the fear of where they would be living nut week. It is 
worth noting that students are generally not in favour of structured 
hostel type accmmodation. However, this aay be a poaaib111ty for the 
short term settling in period discussed above. 
Koves are also underway by the Courses for Aborigine• Group (CAG) to 
investigate accomaodation for students and their faailiea. CAG is an 
informal coordinating association of people in Perth involved in 
providing courses for Aborigines throughout W.A. (see Section 2.6). It 
1• to be hoped that their effort• rill lead to aoae alleviation of the 
problem. Apart froa the difficulties which students have of finding 
auitable acc011111odation at a reasonable price and within a short 
distance from the campus, the need to find considerable aon.ey for bonds 
and other charges uacerbatea the situation. CAG' a  efforts to resolve 
this prob1em by negotiation. with rea1 estate agencies and by 
underwriting the coats are to be co1111ended. At the tiae of writing, 
however, nothing concrete has yet emerged. Thia is something which the 
college, in conjunction with the Aboriginal Advisory Comaittee ahould 
support. 
6.8 COUNSELLING 
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Coordinators on the three campuses see counselling of an academic- and 
welfare nature as part of their role. At this tiae, Welfare Officers 
are available to all students on all campuses. The student guild also 
bas some facilities for welfare counselling. During 1983, informal 
discussions with students have occurred, separate fro• interviews and 
survey instruments. In addition many comaents froa coordinators and 
other support personnel have been made to the writer. A saaple of 
student comments is given which relate to the need for counselling. 
"Coordinators are wonderful people. I have a lot of time for 
them. But they are anrlous to retain students on course. 
They know the educational. system of the college. They are not 
always skilled in helping a student to assess the iapact of 
personal life problems on studies." 
"Welfare counsellors are trained lecturers. They are not skilled at 
setting a student at ease. Their focus is the educational problem, 
not the personal. reasons for the difficulty with study.• 
"I bad so many personal problems, I couldn' t think straight. I 
needed someone who could help ae to think positively, to present ae 
with options that I could make decisions about." 
"(A former student) was aarvellous teaching material. If only she 
bad bad someone who could have helped her to make her probleaa clear 
to herself, she would not have left." 
Some com1enta fro• lecturing and enclave staff are also reported. 
"Staff don' t always appreciate bow difficult it is for students to 
approach others for help. They have a limited appreciation as to 
what that help should be.· 
"(Aboriginal students) don' t approach lecturers. They don' t attend 
regularly. They don' t keep appointments." 
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"A student whose self esteem is low is very prone to depression • • • •  
they are very insecure. A word or a phrase is enough to put them in 
the depths. If they seek help and don' t  get something from this 
effort , they will not return. They will just fail to turn up for 
future appointments." 
" (Name of student) has left college. She baa to have time to sort 
out • • • •  problems. " 
"It is better for students to leave college if they have too many 
hassles.· 
There should be a person who is trained in counselling techniques 
available on campus for Aboriginal students Students must be helped 
to think through their personal proble118 and to make their own 
decisions. They need to be offered techniques to do this. Part of the 
job of the coordinator is facilitation and support. Students need 
sometillea to go beyond this. Only a person with the proper training 
can offer those techniques. They must have in addition, the necessary 
qualities of showing warmth and giving support which have been outlined 
for both tutors and coordinators. It would aeea to the writer that 
there are two options-EITHER to appoint coordinators with these 
quallficatiOD.B OB. to appoint another staff aeaber with such 
qualifications. It would be illportan.t that such a person would be 
readily available. Thia would mean that attendance on caapua each day 
would be necessary. 
The duties of the coordinator are already diverse. One of these duties 
is, on occasion, to uke clear to students the COii.Sequences of their 
action.a/behaviour as it affects performance in studies. Thia function 
uy not always sit happily with the need for students to talk through 
and decide on courses of action. The teaching role of coordinators 
which has been rec011aended in section 6.9 uy also be antithetical to 
that of '"counsellor• in the sense currently used. The need for 
students to have a choice of people to discuss utters with has also 
been mentioned. The gender of the staff members has been shown to be a 
factor in students' decisions as to whether to seek help. 
r 
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For this reason it is recomaended that an individual with special 
qualifications in counselling is appointed to the support services for 
Aboriginal students. This position should be additional to the 
coordinator. Such a person could be appointed · to service both campuses 
of the WAC in Perth which currently have enclave services. Staff of 
other metropolitan cam.puses should be made aware of this staff member's 
existence. It is unreasonable to expect coordinators or other staff to 
handle problems which go beyond those which staff of the support 
services are trained to handle. (It is recognized that expertise of 
this type is already available. The point is aade because it has 
iaplications for the selection and conditions of appointment of future 
staff).  
The counsellor may be the cooi:dinator but, in practical tems, it would 
be preferable for this person to be additional to coordinators. Such a ·  
person should be clearly a part of the enclave staff and should have 
close day to day contact with students. In the previous discussion of 
the coordinator position reference was made to the need for the 
functions of the coordinator to go, soaetilles, beyond the per80D who 
holds this position. For the practical reasons already outlined no 
single person can perform all these functions. It would be ideal to 
have a coordinator who is an Aboriginal person, who is a trained 
counsellor, who has the tiae for soae teaching, who could relate 
equally well to both male and female student's and who wu always 
available to help students. But this is clearly not possible. 
6.9 BB.OOME CENTRE STUDENTS AND OTHBll FUTURE OFF-cAMPUS AUAHGF.MEHTS 
Soae of the previous discussion in this section will not apply to 
students studying in the remote situation of Broome students. llovever, 
problms such as housing and child care have emerged in 1983 at 
BrOOll8. As arrangeaents at Broome are expected to cover only those 
students currently on course, selection and pre course arrangements are 
not applicable to this group. If future enclaves are set up in other 
country toWD8 the considerations discussed above would be relevant. To 
date, students at Broome have coped extremely well in a situation 
remote from college services and from academic staff. Further 
evaluation of the progress of this group of students and of developing 
arrangements for on-cam.pus participation by students and face to face 
contact by staff should throw more light on the reasons for their 
success. 
6. 10 STAFF MATTERS 
STAFF FUNDING 
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Reference has been made to the students' need for the coordinator to 
exhibit leadership. Such respondents were commenting in part on the 
necessary relation.ships between students and coordinator within the 
en.clave. Staff who fill positions as coordinators can. be leaders in 
other ways. Their credib11ity within the college system would be 
enhanced if some teaching involvement were to occur. Separate from 
actual teaching of units in courses - and coordinatots who are 
Aboriginal people themselves would be most appropriate people to take 
some courses in the areas of multicultural education. and/or 
in.tercultural studies - coordinators would be appropriate people to 
participate in staff seminars. Academic staff within the college 11117 
well be prepared to attend seminars or workshops on aspects of cultural 
diversity, for eD.Dlple. Coordinators should aim at being known and 
respected within the college. Thia can. only help in their liaison 
function between staff and students. Part of their role should be to 
sensitize both staff and the student body in general to the presence on 
campus of students who are cultura11y different froa main stream 
society and to work towards acceptance of difference by all 
participants in the college life. As the business of academic staff in 
the college is teaching, the coordi.nator should be involved in such 
teaching. 
The discussion about the ·coordinator• is based on the notion that the 
function. is aore extensive than the position.. The functions 11117 well 
be spread over a nuaber of people. The coordinators will still have 
Mjor responaib11ities for students, but, if they are to be involved in 
teaching students and runn1ng seminars etc, for staff, they are clearly 
not going to be always available to see students. l.eapondents stressed 
the availability of the coordinator as one of their require11en.ts. They 
wanted to have a choice of such people both in terms of competencies as 
well as qualities and the gender of this person was also an issue for 
aoae. In the comaents on support for the coordinator a need for other 
people to be involved was also mentioned. Therefore if it Qould be 
seen that multiple staff are involved in the function of coordination. 
with the coordinator having 11&jor responsib11ity, this would resolve 
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some of the problems. The proposed counsellor would be one such 
person. On Mt Lawley campus the use of some of the staff of the 
Department of Aboriginal and Intercultural Studies would be worth 
investigating. The special tutors are another group of available 
people. It la reco .. ended that this matter la taken up with the 
CollllOnwealth Department of Education. and Youth Affairs who fund these 
people aa academic tutors. Other alternative avenues for funding are 
the college itself (preferred option) or the Department of Aboriginal 
Affairs. 
Mention was also made of the perceived need by respondents for 
stability in the staffing of the enclave support ayatea. College 
authorities should make every effort to create a stable staffing 
situation particularly the coordinator positions as these people are 
seen by students to be illportant to their success. The current 
situation of annual contracting of staff should be reviewed. Aa such 
positions are presently externally funded by the Departaent of 
Aboriginal Affairs on a year by year basis, negotiations with that 
Department -Y be appropriate. Alternatiftl.y, the college itself 
should be aware of the illportan.ce of the support functiou particularly 
for culturally different students and may look to f1md1ng such 
poaitiona froa ita own resources. It la reco en:ded that the whole 
area of funding and career structure for enclave aupport staff be 
reviewed. 'l'he c01111enta by Wilson (1982) referred to ill Section 3.1 • .5 
show that the position of such off-line jobs in large educational 
illat1tut1ona is also a -tter for concern in countries such as the 
United State• of Aaerica. 
6.11 OTlllll MAffBllS 
there are other concerns, not generally voiced by student respondents 
bat of concern to staff and to other interested parties. They -Y be 
listed as: 
1. Extension of enclaves to other caapuaes. Geographically tbia 
would advantage students. In tema of availability of courses, it 
appears that, although the ualgaution of the four capuaes 11UU 
that all courses are to be offered on all caapuaea, this la not 
likely to happen in the near future to any great extent. It la 
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unlikely to happen entirely. Enclaves on all campuses uy be a 
possibility when the directions of the WAC are clearer. 
2. Intercampus liaison of staff is a growing fact of life in the new 
institution.. But because Aboriginal. students will always be a 
amal.l minority of the total student population., ways and means of 
student• meeting with those on other campusea should be explored. 
The eucourageaen.t of au in.tercaapus association. of Aboriginal 
students should be investigated. 
3. A third concern voiced by aoae reapoudenta ia part of a auch 
larger question. which affects all studeuta. Student• soaetiaea 
wish to change coursea. If this ia done within the one 
institution. there are aecbaniaaa for thia. In Weateru Auatralla, 
however, clusters of discipline• tend to be located in only one 
institution.. A atudeut at the WAC who riahea to transfer froa the 
education. to social work, for euaple, IIU8t transfer to the 
Weateru Australian. Institute of Technology. While awaiting .. jor 
policy decision.a on credit transfer (which ia uot presently an 
important feature of WA tertiary inatitutiona), efforts ahou1d be 
ll&de by bodies auch aa the Courses for Aborigines Group, to 
facilitate atudeut transfer and to clarify credit arrangeaenta for 
Aboriginal students. The areas of 1n.1tial interest for WAC 
atudenta wou1d be credit transfer between the W.A.C. and the WAIT 
and between TAPE college• and the WAC. There are a nuaber of 
apecific ez.aaplea: 
1. Business Studies (TAl'E WAC) 
2. :Education., Social Sciences, Social Work (WAIT WAC) 
3. Health :Education. (WAC WAIT) 
7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
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Thia section will attempt a summary of the data analysis conducted in 
section 5. It will be followed by a summary of comment which has been 
made by students but not included in section 5. Other comment has been 
provided by a variety of people including the writer. The details of 
this have been outlined in section 6. 
7. 1 DATA ANALYSIS 
7.1.1 Personal characteristics of respondent group 
Moat respondents were 30 years of age or younger at the ti.lie 
they commenced college studies and recent intakes have been 
getting younger. However there are differences between 
campuses. For ezample, Medland& campus intakes are currently 
older than. at Mt Lawley. 'l'he Broome intake for 1983 were aostly 
students ill the middle group (21-30 years). Moat respondents 
(81 per cent) were female. However of the graduate respondents 
only 60 per cent were female. Male students therefore tend to 
persist on course to a greater extent than do females relative 
to· intake nuabers. Moat respondents (45 per cent) were fro• a 
metropolitan area - usually Perth. Twenty two per cent wre 
froa ·the far north of the state (the ICiaberleya) . 'l'he Central 
and Pilbara areaa (chiefly Hedland, Carnarvon and Geraldton) 
accouuted for 16 per cent. Only 17 per cent of respondents caae 
froa the reaainder of the State. Younger respondents bad 110re 
fomal schooling. •other course• preparation was a feature of 
the older group. However, participation ill •other course• 
preparation in addition to a higher level of fomal schooling is 
an iucreasing feature of all students. Older respondents were 
aore likely to have been employed prior to studies. The aoat 
cOIIIIOll form of such work was aide-type work, eg teaching aide, 
nursing aide etc. Many respondents (70 per cent) were single 
parents or at least they were solely financially responsible for 
children. Moat respondents (62 per cent) live a cODBiderable 
distance froa college during the semester. Younger respondents 
have aore friends outside college than do older students. 
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7. 1.2 Support Services 
There is some concern about the degree to which respondents used 
the services of the coordinator(s). Many respondents (24 per 
cent) made little or no use of this service. Tutors were used 
by only 66 per cent of respondents but the support for the 
continuation of this provision was marked. Thirty eight per 
cent of those who didn' t use special tutors were unable to do ao 
because they were ineligible or because time or other factors 
prevented their attendance. (computed from TABLE 5.2. 1 (e) ) 
Attitudes to the provision of special on-campus acce>1111odation 
ranged from very supportive to a rejection of the need for such 
provision. Seventy six per cent used it to some degree although 
not all of these respondents thought it a good thing. It has 
been proposed that underlying the ambivalent and varying 
attitudes is the question of a student' s identity ' as an 
Aboriginal person and his/her integration into the life of the 
college. There was little evidence froa the respondent groups 
of contact with other relevant peaonnel - acadeaic or service. 
Graduate respondents appeared to have used coordinator and 
special tutor services less than other former student 
respondents but they used the acce>1111odation on campus to a 
greater extent. It has been proposed that this ia a factor of 
their clearer identity - be it towards AborigiDal people or 
otherwise - and of their resolution of the relationships between 
theaselves and college students and college life in general. It 
has furthermore been suggested that this ia an e:uaple of their 
clearer aims and goals than is evident with other former 
students. 
A summary of the qualities required of coordinators and of 
tutors was given. Affective qualities were emphasized. Where 
skills were outlined they were usually given as a quality. For 
example, 
such people should have the time to listen to students. 
This is couched in qualitative terms but a competency 
(organisational skill) is at the basis of the cODIDlent. 
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7.1.3 Study patterns, intentions and destinations. 
Graduates undertook more study outside class contact periods 
than did either other former students or the respondent group as 
a whole. One in three of the graduate teachers are not teaching 
in a clasarooa situation (five in 15 graduate respondents). 
Three in four of current respondents intend to use their 
qualification in seeking eaployaent when they complete studies. 
7.1.4 Issues in Aboriginal Affairs 
The illportance with which respondents rated acme typical issues 
in Aboriginal Affairs are given from the moat to the least 
important: 
Education 
Attitudes by white society towards Aborigines 
Health 
P.aplo,-mt 
Attitudes by Aborigines towards white people 
Housing 
Attitudes by Aborigines towards Aborigines 
Lad lights. 
In the case of the last named, 41 per cent gave very low ratings 
although a number of respondents qualified this by aaying that 
it was not illportant to the• personally. 
7.1.5  Teaching Practice 
A 111111ber of prohleu aerged chiefly 1D. the areu of school 
staff and student teacher relationships. Respondents generally 
found the experience stressful. They evaluated their success 1D. 
terms of how well they handled this stress. lec01111endationa on 
teaching practice include. 
Placeaent of student teachers in 811&1.l achools with 
supportive ataosphere. 
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Enclave support system staff should be closely involved with 
students while they are on practice. This involvement 
should not include assessment. 
Student teachers should have informal. prior experience of 
their practice school before the practice teaching period 
There should be more thorough preparation of Aboriginal 
teachers for practice teaching. This should include further 
assertiveness training. 
7. 1.6 Reasons for withdrawal from college 
Very few co1111ents were available from respondents. From those 
who did give reasons, personal concerns were the most co1111only 
voiced followed by financial difficulty. 
7.2 COMMENT ON SUPPORT SERVICES 
Support 
The notion of support for indi.:\duals and by the group ia central to 
the arrangements for Aborignal students at the WAC. Current notions of 
support should be widened to emphasize other aspects of support. For 
e:icaaple, students need support by staff and by the student group. It 
should not be seen only aa support by the coordinator for individuals. 
The notion of coordinator support ia intimately bound up with the 
various roles that the coordinator ia expected to play. It ia 
suggested that the role of the coordinator should be expanded to 
include teaching and other leadership roles within the college. Thia 
will facilitate the coordinator's role via-a-via the student. Group 
support exists. Ways should be found to extend this group support and 
where it ia difficult to provide, eg Nedlands campus, other aethoda of 
student to student support should be attempted. Support should also 
include support for the coordinator. The coordinator function should 
be spread among multiple staff personnel. Thia will help support the 
coordinator, and provide the students with options for support, which 
should be continuously available for students. It ia not possible to 
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do this when the support person equals one. This is not to say that 
the chief role of support person should not reside with the 
coordinator. Support for families of students should be ezpanded. 
They (the families) cannot otherwise provide the needed support for 
students. Support should not equal fostering dependence. The concept 
of helping students to understand the consequences of behaviour should 
underlie the coordinator' s  approach. Leaming contracts should be a 
feature of the coordination process. 
Support should be most obvious and available in the early part of a 
student' s  course . Appropriate support should be available. It baa 
been suggested that a trained counsellor should be one of the aultiple 
support staff available. 
Identity 
It is suggested that persistence and success is intillately related to a 
student ' s  identity. Aborigiual students are likely to have a 
particular probleia in this respect. Strength of identity 011 which self 
concept, clarity of aias, and integration into college life 1• baaed 
leads to a successful college ezperience. Assertiveness tra1n1ng, tbe 
support of the Aborigiual comaunity ad particularl.y of the Advisory 
Collllittee, and ways of socializing students both within the Abor1g1n•l 
group and among the students as a whole should be uplored. The 
college should be seen as all campuses. Students should have 
opportunities to interrelate with students 011 other C411Puaea. AD 
Intercaapua Student Association was suggested. 
Selection 
Selection procedures should be revised to 1nc:lude emphases 011 ailla, 
goals, and aotivations as well aa the estating teat of educational 
achievement and investigation of f811ily responsibilities. Performance 
011 educational ability tests should remain the chief basis 011 which 
applicants are selected. A pre course period for some applicants 
before final selection should be considered. Selection should be 
preceded by detailed publicity, preferably face to face (staff aeabera 
and target groups) . This publicity, should be designed to give a 
detailed picture of college courses, requirements and study loads. 

� - - -
7.3 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
7.3.1 Hypothesis 1 
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Students withdraw because they are unable to meet the academic 
demands of the course. This is seen to be because of 
iuufficieut educational preparation. (No attempt has been made 
to assess intellectual ability. The students did not undergo 
any teat of these abilities) . 
Thia hypothesis was unable to be substantiated. The educational 
preparation of the respondent sample varied by age with older 
students having less formal school preparation than younger 
students. Using the criterion of graduation as evidence of 
•aucceaa•, it was seen that graduates' preparation differed froa 
other students only in that they tended to have leas preparation 
than other withdrawn students. More recent intakes have tended 
towards greater overall preparation. The pattern of educational 
preparation for future graduates and for withdrawn students is 
like1y to change. 
7 .3.2 Hypothesis 2 
Students withdraw fro• studies because they do not have 
suf ficieutly clear goals when they enter college. They eute.r a 
course without underatand1ng what it consists of or where the 
graduates of the course will eventually be eaployed. 'l'be 
students kuov what the course entails but are not sufficiently 
aotivated to overcoae obstacles or hurdles which occur 
throughout the course. 
Little solid evidence na produced to support this hypothesis. 
However, graduates studied more than other students. Their 
C01111e11ta shoved evidence that they knew where they were going to 
a greater extent than did others. They were 110re aware of the 
problems facing students. It can therefore be said that there 
are some pointers towards support for this hypothesis. Much more 
research needs to be undertaken on this area. 
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7.3.3 Hypothesis 3 
For students the institution is an alien place. They find 
difficulty in fitting into the social framework and the 
institutional practices. They find their own value systems and 
priorities at odds with those of the institution and of other 
students. 
Withdrawn students used services provided to a lesser extent 
than did either graduates or current students. Graduates found 
the college experience rewarding and appeared to be more 
socially integrated into college life. They were also more 
closely attuned with the Aboriginal group of students at college 
and seemed to be more settled in their attitudes to their own 
identity. This hypothesis is tentatively supported. But more 
research needs to be undertaken. 
7.3. 4 Hypothesis 4 
Students have serious personal, faaily or financial problems 
which force them to leave their course before coapletion. 
Withdrawn students mentioned personal problems aa the main 
reason for their withdrawal from studies. The second IIOSt 
common reason was financial proble•. However, few COllllenta 
were aade by either the graduates or the withdrawn students. 
Child care problems were not cited by respondents as of aajor 
illportance. Other information, however, leads one to suspect 
that child care arrangements are aore of a problem than 
respondents indicated. In the area of income it was noted that 
the majority of respondents bad income beyond the base level of 
ABSTUDY benefits. This was more common 8JIOng the graduate 
respondents. It has been suggested that financial arrangements 
affect decisions by Aboriginals to undertake studies. There ia 
some evidence to support this hypothesis. 
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7.3.5 Hypothesis 5 
Por students the practical experience coapoueut of their course 
la a ti.lie of particular difficulty and 1 •  a factor in a decision 
to withdraw fro• stud.lea. Student teacher• suffer particular 
atreas at this tiae either because they believe they are not 
suited to the clasarooa or because the clash of their cultural 
attitude• and beliefs with those of othera such aa school ataffa 
la brought into sharp focus. 
lleapoadenta iDdicated probl- in their relation.ahipa with 
school staffs but not with children under their care. Their 
ce>1111enta and those of other people aasociated with the practical 
coaponenta of the course iDdicate support for the hypotheaia. 
It ha• been auggeated that the underlying problea 1D practical 
experience course work 1• the area under discusaiou in 
Ht.POtlliSIS 3 (le. the identity of a student toward.a the 
Aborigine] group and hia/her aelf i.llage) . 
8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
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The study attempted to assess the causes of student withdrawal in terms 
of educational background, cultural, social and financial pressures, 
and in relation to the students' self concept and identity perceptions. 
The rec01111endations which follow are related to one or aore of these 
areas of concern. 
8.1 Selection of students should be baaed on perforaance in teats of 
education achievement. Aaaesaenta should also be aade of an 
applicants' family responsibilities and other outside activities likely 
to affect the person' s collllitment to studies. Clarity of aiaa, goals 
and motivations of the potential student and his understanding of study 
requirements should also be assessed. The applicants' personal 
resolution of the question of identity should be evaluated. The 
purpose of all aasea&111enta other than educational achievement should be 
for counselling applicants and, if they are accepted into the prograa, 
for early targetting and counselling of students who are potentially at 
risk. 
8.2 A pre-course period of full tiae on-caapus study should be conaidered 
for applicants to the prograa who are considered of doubtful 
suitability. The content of this prograa should be individually 
tailored to the students' needs. It aay, for aaaple, consist of some 
existing tertiary level units plus others which are concerned with 
Aboriginal. or intercultural studies. It aay consist chiefly of units 
which provide a sufficient basic education background for entry. The 
key is that is should be full tiae and on-caapus. Participants should 
be provided with a full college e%J)erience. 
8.3 Publicity for the prograa should include an effort by support staff to 
talk with potential target groups, such as year 12 students at school 
or participants in other special courses. Such talks should a1a at 
giving such target groups an accurate picture of course offerings and 
requirements for the program. 
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8.4 Orientation for all specia1 intake students should be compulsory and of 
a sufficient leugth for students to get to know one other and for staff 
to do likewise. A part of the orientation should be COIIIIOll to students 
on all campuses. The caap, which has been held for Mt Lawley caapus 
students, would be such an appropriate segaent. However, because 
another aspect of the orientation. should be a deliberate atteapt to 
give students further knowledge of course require11ents and ezpectations 
this would be aost appropriately held on the particular campus which 
students will attend. 
8.5 Assertiveness training shoulcl be a part of orientation. procedures. 'l'his 
training should continue at least for the first part of the course and 
should be tied in with practice teaching preparation.. 
8.6 The selection. criteria for staff should be refomulated to iDclude the · 
n111 a and qualities appropriate to each position.. 'l'heae wou1cl include 
the coordinator poaitiou, the academe tutor(a) and the proposed 
eo1meellor. Subject to deciaiou about the apec1al tutors, aa 
appropriate aet of aelecd.on criteria v1ll need to be aT&il.abl.e for 
theae staff also. 
8.7  Spec1al tuition. arraag ..... ts shoulcl be reorganised to pro'ri.cle auch 
tuid.on to all students who need it. In particular the time tabling of 
tuition should be 110re fl.aible and avail.able on aa 11141ndual baaia if 
needed. Student• who have been iuel.igible on. the but• of the type of 
finacial grant which they received haft baa affected by tbia. 
Arran-euta with uterul fuadlng authoritiu abou.lcl be nnewd. Die 
colleae authoritiea ahou.1cl also couider if, ill na of the wet, there 
an •1• of f111anciq such tuition froa illtemal funda. 
a.a Tra1n1q of tutor• ill the fora of pre-eaploJMllt amdura ahoulcl be 
cou1.dared. A. pool of Htalfactory avail.able tutor• abou.1cl be built up 
for ue u needed. 
8.9 A. trained couuaellor should be available for studenta. 'l'hia peraon 
ahoulcl be not only trained in couuaelling techniques, but ahould haft a 
kuolrledge of, ad an eapathy with, the atuclent group. 
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8.10 Further research should be undertaken on the financial needs of 
students and appropriate action initiated to overcoae difficulties. 
8.11 Housing needs for students should be investigated. In. particular, 
abort term hostel type accommodation should be available. The long 
tera solution ia for a type of cluster housing within reasonable 
distance of the capuses. 
8.12 Child care facilities on all caapuses _re needed. Theae facilitiea 
ahould be low coat and available through the period of college lectures 
each day. 
8.13 Efforts should be ll&de to attract aore 1141.e students to college 
courses. As Mture lllll.es are likely to have faaily reaponaibilitiea 
and greater fiDancial need than. mature faales who, if they bave 
financial dependents, tend to be covered by existing Social Security 
arrangements, this effort to attract aale students w1.ll be related to 
recOllllelldation 8. 10. 
8.14 Purtber research is recOlllleDded into the problaa of atudenta in the 
practical uperience components of their courae and in particular, 
practice teaching. 
8.1.S Practice teaching should be undertaken. in 811&11 acboola afJll/or acboola 
with a aupportive atmosphere. 
8.16 Enclave support services ataff should be cloaely involwd with atudents 
throughout their practice. tbey should not be invol'ftd with aaaeaaat. 
8.17 There ahould be a aore thorough preparation for AborigiDal atudenta 
before the practical uperience coaponents of courae and in particular, 
... recOllllendation 8.S. 
8.18 The coordinators should be involved in teaching student• and in 
conducting such activities as seminars for staff 
8.19 Other appropriate staff should be involved in coUIL8elling and ad'ri.aing 
�boriginal students. Staff of both sues should be available to 
atuden.ts. 
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8.20 The Aboriginal Advisory Committee should have a higher profile with 
students. Strategies for contact with students should be arranged such 
as meetings and social occasions and such strategies should make clear 
to students the importance of coamdttee views on matters affecting 
them. Committee members should also be made aware of their own 
respousibilities towards students. 
// 8.21 The setting up of an Intercaapus Aboriginal Student Association should 
/ 
8.22 
8 . 23  
be investigated. 
\ 
The funding of all staff in the support services should be �vined. 
Strategies for permanency or at least long term contracts aho� be \� 
explored. Career optious for such staff should be available. 
" � -
� � 
Au uteuaion of enclave support services to Church] ands and Claremont �.
'----­' 
caapuaes should be cousidered when the iaplicationa of the aaalgamatiou 
of the four caapuaes are clearer. 
8.24 Further off-ca.11pua programs on the Brooae aodel should be considered 
but not without careful planning and sufficient funda to ensure success. 
8. 25 Further research into the Broome centre program is recOlllleDded vbeu 
current stwieuts are nearing course ca11pletiou. 
8. 26 The coapilation of basic information about other prograaa of enclave 
support for Aborigin.al students in Australia should be undertaken. 
8.27 Further research into the education.al preparation of Aborigin.al 
atwieuts for tertiary stwiy should be undertaken. In the absence of· 
ASA? scores for entrants to the program a coaparisou of selection teat 
results with the schooling and other education.al preparation of 
applicants should be attempted with a view to coapariaou of such 
information with a stwienta' subsequent progress ou course. 
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APPE:mlIX I 
. Of!i:; · 
Q:.. 
:or cur:eut s tudents of the �estar.l Austral.!an College who entered courSllls 
under the Speci&l ?nc:-y provisions for Abori1!A&l people . 
?!1SONAL P�O!'!LZ : 
(For ch• follovin1 questions , pl•••• indicate your res�oll9e by 
placing the apppropriata aumber in ch• boz proTided. J  
1 .  �c vu you age at the tiM you ecarad th• Coll ... ? 
0 
Less th.all 21 years of ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
F?'oa 21 years to 30 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
!'-rom 31 years to 40 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
�ore than r.o years of ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
�1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  z 
Cur?'ently mar-ried/d• facco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
o rormerley mat"?'ied/formerly de facto/vidovad/ 
d1Torced • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
o NeT•r married • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
. . .  2/  
• 
,j 
• 
.; 
• 
.J 
.. 
__; 
.... 
__. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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4 .  Where is your perzanent home? 
s • 
( N . B .  "Rome" i s  where you belong . You may not have 
spent much time there in the period before you entered 
College but you returu there when you can. ]  
Me tro area (Perth or !nters ta te ci ty )  • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
East Kimberleys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
�est  ICimberleys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Pilbara • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
Caruarvon, Geraldton and surTounding areas • • • • •  S 
Eastern Goldfields • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
Sou th '-lest  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 
Great Southern • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  8 
Wheat belt  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
If your -a01N'" ( as defined abo-.e) vu noc a •tto area 
hov 11&J1Y years did you live in a •tro area before 
COIIIINDCiDg studies? 
( Recent residence ou.ly . Please ignore periods as a 
child vhich vere followed by significa�t periods of 
country residence J 
No t at all • . . • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
Op to one year. . . .  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
More than one year • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
Not applicable • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
Jffice u� 
only 
. . .  3 /  
--
.. 
1 7 2 . 
6 .  ( a )  iibac for.na.l schooling ci.id you have before you encered 
ch:1.s collage? 
(?lea.se �rk as :uuiy boxes as aecessa.ry by placing a cick 
(./) •Ji t�in t�e JOX ( boxes ) ?rovided . J 
o ?ou co=�leced ?ri�ry school · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -
o You coaa9leced year lO of  high school • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o You received the Achieveme11c Cer1:iticace • • • • • • • • • • •  
o *You coaa�leted ch• Jwuor Car1:ific:ace year • • • • • • • • • 
o *You coaa9leced the Eigh School Cer1:i.ticace year • • • •  
o !ou coaa�leced oo.e year of u9per school (year ll) • • •  
o i.•tou coaa9leced cvo yurs of up9er schoo.I 
( 1•ar l2)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
o *You completed any o cher formal subter1:iary 
study (er Secretarial Diploa1& year or Chi.ld Care 
Cart1!1cat• Courie) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Pl•••• aam• chis course �----------------------
o •tou completed ac  least oo.e halt year of ocher teni&J:T 
ltudy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
[*This refers to COlll'l•cion of th• period. It does aoc 
aean cha c you. have pa•sed . J 
( b )  Did you Co'ml)leca ac lea•c h&l.f of oo.e year of any 
of che following? 
o Bridgiq Coursa . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  
0 Advanced Educacioa Encry Car1:ificace Course • • • • • • • •  
0 General !ducacion Cer1:itic:ate Course • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o T.l.F! • Aboriginal Access Course (General Studies) • •  
o TATE · Advanced Aborigiaal Access Course • • • • • • • • • • •  
o TAF! • Advanced !agli.sh Course • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
0 Residential Child Care Certificate Course 
( fro• C. S .  T .  C .  ) . • • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . 
0 Basic Child Care Cer�i!icace Course • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
0 Ally o char c our•• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Of::i�e ,�. 
onl:r 
• • • !+/ 
7 .  
j 
J 
J 
J 
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( ?lease place the appropriate number in che boxes below. j 
( a )  Did you have any paid full time qork experience 
before you entered College? 
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
[ If you answered No to 7 ( a )  please place aa ·o" in che 
boxes in ( b ) , ( c )  and ( d ) J . 
( b )  I had one job only . I t  lasted less chan a 
year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
o I had one j ob only.  It lasted for a year or 
0 
more . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . 2 
I had more chan one job.  They all ( both) lasted 
for less than a year • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
o I had more chan one job.  One of them lasted 
tor a year or more . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . •  4 
( c )  Wbac sor1: of work did you do? 
[Please choose the job ia which you spent the longest 
time . ]  
o Labouring or domestic work • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
o Sales work (eg Shop assistant ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
o Clerical/Secretarial work • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  -. • • • • 3 
o Aide-Type work ( eg Teacher Aide � nursing 
assistant) • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
o Trades work ( eg Trades Assistant , apprentice-
ship )  . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • . • . • . . • • • 5 
o Other work . • . • . • . . . . • . • . . • . • • • • . • • . . . • . • . . • • • • . 6 
Please name -------------------------------------
( d) How many jobs have you had? 
[This means "Row many employers/self employed"" • J 
One job only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Two jobs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
�ore than two . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 I 
Offic' �e 
only 
• • •  5 / 
. I  
8 .  Do you have any dependall:�? 
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( "�ependan:" :aans someoue financially iependenc oa you. } 
?es . • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
[ If you answered NO co quescioa 8 ,  please place an ·o· iA 
ch• box. J 
Spouse . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • • . • . . • . • • • • . • • . • . • • l 
Spo\Ule and oue child . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Spo\Ule and more chan one c:hi.ld • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • •  3 
Oil• child • • • • •  ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Mor• chan oaa child • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  , 
Ocher (Pl•••• describe ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
10 . IA your 1ituad.011, which i• cha mac afpt"oprtaca 
l"89l'OIISe? 
o I have sacisfaccory ChJ.ld C•r• an:anaemencs • • • •  l 
o My children are s&ciafactorally looked atcer buc 
it coacs coo much • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
o My children are sacisfactorally looked atcet" buc 
I (or- loateoue else) spend coo much Cima 
cra•elliAI co cake 2y c:hildr•n co Child C.re 
and ca pick chem up • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
o I have sacisfaccory Child C•r• •�augements buc 
I •• noc sure chac chey will lase • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
o My Child �re ar�angemencs are wisacisfacco'C'Y • •  , 
o ! do noc aeed Child C&rs arTangemencs • • • • • • • • • •  6 
Of!:.ce •..1 
aa:l:· 
. . •  5/  
ll.  
1 7 5 .  
Whae income do you have? 
Please mark as �any boxes as necessary 
ABSTUDY benefits  ( under 18 rat e )  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ­
ABSTUDY benefi ts ( full rate) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ABSTUDY dependants  allowance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  .. 
Supporting parents benefit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
PT work during semester • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Family Allowance ( child endowmene) • • • • •  · • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Savings of more than $200 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Spouse ' s  income • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Regular or occasioual financial help from family • • •  
,. ____ _ 
12 . Please give an approz:f.mate weekly breakdovn of your 
regular ezpe118es . 
( a )  Rene 
Food 
Power & light , water bill etc 
or 
( b )  Board . Please include exera meals 
(c )  Travel expenses ( Bus or petrol coses )  
(d )  Rire purchase (Furniture , car eec)  
( e) Child Care costs 
(f)  Sundries 
(g )  Clothing 
(h)  Other (Please describe 
Amount 
*--­
*·--­
*·---
*---
*---
*---
Office · .. s,  
only 
• . .  7 1  
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l.J .  '.;h;icll ot ch• !allovi:1g :oac accurately dascrib•• 70v 
accommoclat:ioc a�geme11c3? 
o L.ivia1 vi :h :losa family • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
o !os cel accommodacioa • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  � • • • • • • • •  2 
0 Shariu1 acco11111odacioa q1cn ochar s cudancs 3 
o Sharias acco11111odacion wich aon 1cudanc1 • • • • • • • •  4 
o Sbariu1 acc011:11odac1oc vich both 1cudanc3 and 
moa scudencs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 
o Livua alone • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
l4 . low 11&1lY ra•ideacas haTa you had sine• you c01111e11ced 
Colla .. sazdias? (Do aoc coucc T&e&t1ou periods) 
Oa.ly • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Tvo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
More chan cwo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
U • !ow tu tra. Coll•s• do yoa 11.,,•? 
(Pl•••• call'placa ch:f.s 1cea eTan if you coae co Collea• 
by priYaca crans�or� ] 
�alkin1 discamc• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Oa• bus or r:raia rouca • • • • • • • • • • • •  ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 . 
Mora chan oaa bu. or Crain rouce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
16 . low do you coae to Colla1• ucl:l dayf 
(Th• aao•c  COIIII0'1 way. J 
�alk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Public Transporc • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
PTivace ?ranspor� • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  � • • • • • •  3 
A coabinacion ot public and privaca cranspor� • •  4 
Office u� 
Oul '/ 
. . .  8/  
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i I I • 
17 . w'"ho are your friends? 
( a )  All Aboriginal friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 Mostly Aboriginal f:-iends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;. . .  
0 Approxi�a tely equal numbers of  both Aboriginal 
and non Aboriginal friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 Mostly aon Aboriginal friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 All non Aboriginal friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 Very Eew or no friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
( b) All College friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 Mostly College friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 Approximately equal numbers of College 
friends and non College friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 Mostly non College friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 ill non College friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 Very few or no friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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18 . Do your fnily and your fl."iellds (ie P4t01tle whoa 
opill.1011 you Talue) support your intention to Ulldert4,ke 
studies? 
0 They are all happy about my being a student 
o Some of them are happy about my being a 
. . . .  l 
student • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
o They are not happy about my being a student • • • •  3 
o Some o f  the time they support me • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
0ffic.t. ust 
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l9 . wbac use do you :aka of :he support 1er"1.ces 
?roTided co Aborigj.:ta.l s1:Udencs ac ::!1• Collage? 
( Please selecc your :es�ouse :o  each i cem from che 
follow1.ag: l 
t have made cousiderabl• use of che service • • • •  l 
t have made some use ot che service • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
! rarely 11 ever use the service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
o !be coordia.ator( s )  in chars• of the Supporc program.- • .. • •  l .. __ _ 
I 
o Th• acco11111
_ 
odaciou ( special areas; special room., places ! co underuke cuitiou aa.d privace scudy) • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •. __ _ 
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20 . ( a )  �t do you use the coordinacor( s )  for? 
0 
( Please selec t a numeral fro= the following 5 point 
scale . 
l 2 3 5 r .  
(not a t  all) ( a  great deal) ] 
I use this person to help me With assignments . . . . . . .  
o I use this person for general academic 
counselling eg study skills , where to find 
references etc · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o I use this person for help with personal problems • •  
o I use this person for liaison with the Commonwealth 
Oeparonent of Education • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o I use this person for liaison with academic s taff at 
the college eg extensions , problems over assigmaent 
marks etc • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o I use this  person to arTange special tuition • • • • • • •  
o I use this person for general help eg Accommodation , 
baby sitting anangements., emergency financial 
help . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .  
( b) !ov u•eful have you fouud this help? 
[ NOTE : If you have not used the coordinators for any 
purpose whatsoever ,  please place an ·o" in the box . 
I 2 3 4 s 
( no use at  all) ( extremely useful)J 
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2! . 'Nh.ic:1 of :!1• !ollavi:ig 2o•c a.ccura1:aly desc!'i�•• your 
co11ac1: rlch S1Jec.i.a.l eu1:ors? 
a ! nave used :�cor( s )  fTe�uenci7 and have found 
c�eir hel? :os c  useful . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
o t have used cucor( s )  and have found c�eir hel? 
of  some use . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . Z 
o I have used cucors acd have found cheir hel? 
of lic:l• use . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
( Please commenc J  
• I have used cucor( s )  very lict:.le or coc ac 
all . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
(Please c01111NnC] 
22 . ;"uc ocher help have you scqhc? 
0 
0 
0 
(Pl•••• select your answers froa: J 
I have cot sou1hc help from chis ( ch•••> 
p•rsoc( s )  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
I have sou1hc help and i t  was useful • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
I have sou1hc  help and ic  was ot liccle or 
no u.se • • • • • . • . • • . . . • . • • . . • . • . . • . • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • l 
Lac-curina scaff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Collese Counsellor( s )  • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Ccll•a• PTaccice Super,,isor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Commcnwealch Oepar1:menc of tducacion - !ducacion 
Of ticer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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( d ) !ow �. do you speud your �•? 
0 
[ �To ca:  !! 7ou do o.oc s11et1d any c!::e a:: all oa ch• 
acci'Ti c7 ?lease ?l£c• a "O " i: c�e box. 
L 
( spend liccle cim•) 
2 I J 4 I 5 
( spend a lac of ti.le) }  
Do•••cic chores ( includiaa shoppiaa) • • • • •  f f • • • • • • • •  
o Spendiac cime vtch close family ( spou.se and/or 
ch:Lld�•11) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Playin1 s�or� • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Going "ouc· ( films , disco• , par1:ies , football 
=-ace.hes ecc) . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • . . • . • 
o VisicJ.ng friends and/or r•l&cives • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o '°1!01D" Actincies (vacchiag TV, llsc•uns co w.ic, 
readi111) . • • . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •  
0 . . . . . .  
Other (?lease a.ame ) 
24 .  mi..c do  you incud to do  when you lun Collep? 
(Pl•••• choose ch• ao•c  appropriac• r••�onae . J 
o I int•ad co be a classroom teacher/library 
aedia aide/recr•ation officer • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
o I want co get a job ocher chau cho•• listed 
abo11e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Z 
o I Tish co �nder�ak• fur�her study • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
o I Wish co :ra11el • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
o I vane co do aor• chaa one of ch•s• chiUI$ • • • • •  , 
a I am o.oc sure �c I vane co  do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 I don ' t �auc co �o any ot chase ch!a1s • . • • • • • • •  1 
Offi�e ·;s ,  
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25 . What issues are 1Jlll)or�ant in Aboriginal Affairs today? 
[Please sel•ct a num•ral from the following , �oint 
scale . 
1 2 3 4 5 
( aot impor�ant) (very important) } 
o Health Services for Aboriain•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
o Education for Aborigines • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Housing tor Aborigines • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Employment tor Aboriaine• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Attitud•s by the gen•ral population towards 
Aboriaines • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Attitud•• by Aboriaines cowards other 
Australians • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Attitudes by Aborigines towards o ther Abo1'11inas • • •  
o Land riahcs for Aboriaines • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
· ·.: 
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QtJ'!STION?rilll 
For former scudeacs of ch• �••cam Auscralian Collea• (Mt Lawley 
and N•dlaads C&lllllUS•s) who eacered courses under ch• Special !ncry 
provisio1ls for Abor:1.aiiual people. 
PAll1' A - P!LO&\L PlOnt! 
tor ch• following questions, plaase indicac• your r•S1JOG9• by 
placina .ch• appproprtat• mmber 111 che boz prcrn.d•d. 
1. ;"hac wu your •• at the d.M 10• atend ch• Coll ... ? 
Lass Cha1l 2l years ot a1e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
Fl'OII 21 years co 30 years • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
rroa 31 years co 40 y.ars • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
Mor• chm 40 years of •1e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
Mal• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
,...i • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
3. (a) llb.at vu your marital saeu at the t1JN yoa •1:an11 
Collep? 
o Married/de lacto • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
o rorm.rley married/formerly de facto/widowed/ 
cli•orcecl • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
(b) Did your urieal saeua change while you wva Oil 
course? 
?es • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
• • • 21 
Off 
I 
I 
( !or Di ?loaaa of Teac�iaa Studecc, acd tor !or.:aer Diploaaa of  
't'eachia1 1cudencs who have :ran1fened co  anocher cou:1e . J 
2 6 .  ?lu•• 1:d.icace your nacd.oc co che tollovi:1 
nac•ccs coccei•m.:1 hov you fe.lc  abouc your we 
tuchica pracd.c:• period. 
Pl•••• 1elecc a aumera.l froa ch• toll0Win1 , poicc 
tea.le : 
1 2 l 4 , 
( 1 croaal1 di1a1r••> 
(NOT! : tl you feel cbac the 11:acemcc 11 aoc 
applicable co your 11eu.ai:1oc pl•••• place an ·o· ic 
che bo-xJ 
o th• practice c .. cl:lin1 ••••ioc .,.. 1ucc•••ful. 
troa my poicc of "1ev • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o I ta.le chac t vaa accepcecl by ch• ,calf of ch• 
1ehool • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o t felc chac che childrea in •1 cla•• accepted ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  •· • . . . . . .  . 
0 t fel.c chac t ralaced well co che ocher 1catf 
o t fel.c cbac t related well to che childre11. 111 
• • • • • •  
cha cl••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 • • • • •  
o t vUl feel aore cnfideac ic ., uu cudliq 
practice (2nd year acucluca) •1 cuc:hiq afcer 
1raduacioa (lrd year 1ewlenc1) •• a r••ulc of chi1 
praccic• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o t feel chac t leal"'Cled a loc in chi, practice • • • • • • •  
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4 .  Where was vour permanent home? 
, . 
[ "Bome" is  where you belonged . You may not have 
spent much time there in the period before you entered 
College but you returned there when you could . ]  
Metro area(Perth or Interstate city) • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Eaat ICimberleys • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
West lCimberleys • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
Pilbara • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
Caruarvon, Geraldton and 1unounding areas • • • • •  , 
Eastern Goldfields • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
South Weat • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  7 
cr .. t Southern • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  8 
!astaru Wbeatbelt • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  9 
If your '"boae• (a• defined above) •• not a •tro 
area, haw my years did you lift in a micro area 
before you co an�acl studie•T 
[Please 1111ore periods in a city as a child which were 
followed by significant periods of country residence.] 
Rot at all • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Up to one year • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
More than one year • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Not applicable • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
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6 . _ (a)  What for.Dal schooUnc did you !lave betore you a11cered 
collage ? 
(Pleas• :ark as :any boxes as aec:essary by plac1.a1 a tick 
(._f) wt chin the box ( box as ) proVided . ] 
o !ou c:omplaced prillary school • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · �  
o You c:omplacad year 10 of high school • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
o You rec:aivad an Ach.iev.menc Can:if!c:ace • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o *You completed the Jwuor C•�fic:aca year • • • • • • • • •  · 
o *You completed ch• Eliah School Cercitic:ace year • • • •  
0 You completed one year of upper school (y.ar ll) • • •  
0 *You coapleced cwo years of upper 1chool (year 12 )  • 
o You coapleced any ocher for.ll&l. subcertiary 1tucly 
C•a Secretarial Diploma yur or Child Cara 
Certilic:at• Course) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Plea•• aama chis course ----------------------
0 *You coaapleted ac lease one hall yur ot ocher cen:iary
l 1cudy. •. ----' 
0 
[*This raters co coapletioa of the period. It do•• 11oc 
•• Chae you pasaed. J 
(b) Did you C0111Uete ac leaac hall ot oaa ,.a ot u.y 
ot the foUoviq? 
Bridp.q Cours• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  . _! ____ ...., 
o MTaced !ducac1011 !Dery Certificate Coune • • • • • • • •  
o Ge11Ual !ducatioa Certtfic:ace Course • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o ?All - Adva11ced Aboriaiual Ace:••• Courie • • • • • • • • • • •  
o ?Al! - Adv&llCed !nalish Course • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Basic Child Care Cen:ific:ace Course • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
0 
0 
aa11dancial Child C&r• C•n:itic:ace Course 
( f l'OII C .  S . 'I' .  C • ) 
. . . . . . . . . 
A:Ay other coursas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Plau • a.ame these --------------------------
·, 
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7 .  [ Please place the appropriate Dumber  !n the boxes belov. J 
( a )  Did you have any paj.d full time work ezperienc• 
before you entered College? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
[ If you answered No to 7 (a) please place an •o• in the 
bozes in (b), ( c) and (d). J 
(b)  I had one job only. It la•ted l••• than a year 1 
o I had one job only. It la•ted for a year or 
0 
more • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · � · · · · · � · · · · · · • • • • • • • • •  2 
I had more than one job. They all (both) la•ted 
for les• than a year • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
o I had more than one job. One of them la•ted 
for a year or more • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
(c) What •ort of work did you do before you aterad 
Collap? 
0 
[Plea•• choo•e the job in which you spent the lona••t 
time. ] 
Labouring ·or doae•tic work • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
O Sal•• work <•s Shop ... i•tant) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
o Clerical/Secretarial work • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
0 Aide-Type work (eg Teacher Aide , 11111"•ing 
AAlaistant) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
o Trades work ( eg Trade• Aa•i•tant, appratice-
•bip) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 
o Other vork • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
Pluae uama ----------------------------------------
( d) Bow 1IIIJlY job• did you have? 
[Thia ••ans •Bow many employers/self employad•. J  
Ona job only • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Two job• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
Mor• than tvo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
. . .  ,, 
I 
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a .  Did you ha•• &AY dcp.adant3 while you vere in College? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • % 
9 .  lnl.o "Nre ,oar dc�cs? 
10 . 
0 
(Il you answer•d NO co abo•• , plea•• p�ce an •o• iu 
ch• box. J 
Spou•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Spouac and one ch1l.d • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
Spou.e and more than one child • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
Oil• ch1l.d • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
More Chall ot&e child • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 
Other • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
Plea•• dc•c:ribc ---------------
Pl .... UOOM CM ••t a,,ro,n.ate A.-poue � 
,..,_ Cldld Care arras-a wllil• at Colla ... 
t did cot cced Child C&rc • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
o t had tatiatactory Child ca.re anaq...nta • • • • •  2 
o Hr Child Ca.re arraq-ata ven 1atiatactory 
but chey c:o•t coo auda and/or the cn..u.tq 
tiae co/f�oa Child Care vaa exc•••i•• • • • • • • • • • •  3 
o � Child <:a.r• &rr&AplNllU ver• =aat:f.atactory 4 
U you Wiah pluae com.at 
.;, 
• • • 61  
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11.  \lhile you were in College , what income did you have? 
[ Please answer this question as it  related to mos t  of  
the time . Please mark as  many boxes as  needed . ]  
ABSTUDY benefi ts ( under 18 rate) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
ABSTUDY benefits ( full ra te) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ABSTUDY dependants allowance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NEATS benefits  • • • e � � · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
NEATS dependants allowance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Supporting parents benefit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PT work during semester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Family Allowance ( child endowment) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Savings of more than $200 at course commencement • • •  
Input from Spouse ' s  income • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
legular or occasional family help ( 1• not spouse) 
12 . Vere you able to live within your income for most 
of the time you we�• in College? 
Yes • • • • • • • • c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
No . . . . . . . .  ., . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 2 
13 . Which of the following moat accurately deacribea your 
accomaodatiou arrange:mients vbile you were in College? 
(Where your accommodation varied , please choose the one 
which describes the longest period of your colleae stay. ] 
o Living With close family • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
o Hostel accommodation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
o Sharing accommodation vi. th other students • • • • • •  3 
o Sharing accollDllodation with non s tudents • • • • • • • •  4 
o Sharing accommodation wi th both students and 
noa students � · · · · · · · • • a • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  5 
o Living alone • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
• • •  71 
Office u� 
only 
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l4 . !ov many residences di4 you ba•e vbile you vere in 
Collage? 
[Oo aoc counc va�acion periods. ]  
One anl:, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
'rlro • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Mor• than cvo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
1.5 • !ow tu t�oa Collap did yn li'N? 
(Plua• auver chis que•tion in c!ie ••• way you 
auvered queseion 13 i.e. Che r .. ide:ce vbich couu.euced 
the laqesc pen.ad of your till• in Collep. J 
�alkiDI di•tanc• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
On• bu or train rout• • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Mor• Chan 011• bu or �aiA route • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
16 • low did )'ft COIN CO Collep each day! 
[The aoac cOIIIIOll way. J 
Valk • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Public Tran.,orc • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
Pri"f'&te traupon • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
A cOllbiud.on of public mad prtftta traui,on • • 4 
. . . a, 
Of!ica us� 
only 
192 . 
17 . w"ho were your friends wh:U.e you were a College 
student? 
( a )  All Aboriginal friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Mostly Aboriginal friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Approximately equal numbers of both Aboriginal 
and non Aboriginal friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Mostly non Aboriginal friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
All non Aboriginal friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • 
Very few or no friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
( b )  All College friends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .  
2 
3 
4 
6 
l 
o Mostly College' friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
o Approximately equal numbers of Collea• friends 
and non College friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
o Mostly non College friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
o All non College friends · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  5 
o Very few or no friends • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  6 
18. Did your faJd.ly and your frianda (1• peoi,le wbo•• 
0111.D.ioa you. ftl.ue) support your iDtat:.lon to adertaka 
at:lldie•? 
0 They were all happy about my being a student • • •  1 
0 Some of them were happy about my beiq a 
student • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
0 Some of the time they aupported me • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
0 They were not happy about my being a student • • •  4 
Of fie; .. I 
only 
I 
l 
I 
1 
l 
l 
1 
.. 
• • •  9/ 
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Y. S .  Tl! FOl!'.AT �,czs !.Y SOME OF T!! FOLLO�G Qtl!STIONS . 
PT.USE tt.U> C.W..'ll"Q'LL y • 
19 . Vb&c uae did you. ab of th• Supporc S.ni.c:a• proTided 
co Abol'iaiilal Scudeccs ac th• College! 
(Please select your respooae to each it  .. froa tL• 
tollovtns: J 
I made cooaiderabl• uae of chis service • • • • • • • •  l 
I made 1011•. uae ot chis service • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
I rar-11 it ever used chi• service • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
th• coordiAacor(s)  ill chara• of the Suppor1: 
prosrma • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  , • • • • • • • • •  
o th• s�ci&l cucor(1 )  pra.ided tor 11:Udau iii 
0 
che prOaz"a:11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
th• accommodad.oA (�ci&l area• - acudecc 
c0111011 rooa, place• co ude.n:ab cuid.OA alld 
priT&ta acudy) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  -
I 
.CJ 
• • •  10/ 
Of!ice · ·  · 
Ouy 
1 �4 . 
2 0 . (a) What did you use the coordinator(s) for? 
[Please selec t a numeral from the following S point 
scale . J 
1 2 3 4 5 
(not a t  all) (a great deal) 
0 !s:::.�:!: :::::��: � . �� -���� -�� -��� - - - · · · · · · · · · · ·· ' , ____ .. 
0 I used this person(s) for help wi th study skills, 
planning my time etc • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
0 I used this person(s) for help wi th pers011al 
problem• • • • . • • • • • • . • •  � • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .  
0 I u.ed this person( a) for liaison wi th Commonwealth 
Deptar�ent of  Education • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o I u.ed this person(s) for liaison with academic 
• taf f • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o I used ehis person(s) to arrange special tuition 
0 I used this person(s) for general help eg Accommod­
tion , babysitting arrangements, emergency financial 
help • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
(b) Jlow ueful did you find this help? 
(NOT! : If you did not use the coordinator for any 
purpoae, pl��·· place an ·o· in the boz. 
l 2 3 4 5 
(no use at all) 
I 
• • •  ll/ 
Office Jse 
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• 
2 1 .  
195 . 
':Jhich of che follovi:g mo•t accurately describes . your 
concact with s9ec.i&l cu tors? 
o I u.sed tutor ( s )  and found chair h•l? most 
useful • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
o ! u.sed tutor ( s )  and found c.�eir help of  soae 
use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 2 
o ! used tutor ( s )  and fo1111d their help ot little 
uaa • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Plus• COIIIIH11t 
I u.sed tutor ( s )  very little or not at all 4 
Pleue c01111Hnt 
22 . Duriq your Cima 1A Collep did yo. ae h-.lp fziaa ay 
of the folloriq cacetoriu of peotll•? 
[?lea•• select your answers troa: J 
t did not have any coutac t With th••• people 
(och.r than attendance at lectures ) • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
I aou1ht ha.lp froa th••• peoi,l• (in addit:1011 co 
attend1111 lee�•• > and it  was 119eful • • • • • • • • • •  % 
I sou1ht help froa th••• people and it ••• of 
little or no 119e • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
o Lec:turin1 staff at the Colleg• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · �  
o Collea• Counsellor(s )  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o *Collea• practice su�ern.sor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o '?h• Educatiou officer( s )  from C011111onvealth 
Department of Education • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
*Students in A.DA.\! pleas• place an �o· in chis box . 
Of�iee ·.:s 
• • • 121 
1 96 .  
PART C - AIMS AND ATTITUDES TO STUDY 
23 . (a )  How regularly did you have tTouble getting 
assignments in ou time? 
"Ou time" means without extension 
All the time • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Sometimes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Never • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
( b) During •emester, what was the average of the time 
•peat OD as•igmuut preparatioD ad pr1Tate •tudy? 
More than 20 hours per week • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
11-20 hours per week • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  2 
6-10 hours per week • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  3 
0- S hours per week • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
(c) Did you regularly do SOiie of this preparati011 and 
•tucly 011 the weekend? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
Ro · · · · · · · · · · -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ;  • • • • • • •  � • •  � .  2 
24. i'bat did you do with your free time while you wre a 
student? 
--
[Plea•• comment OD other activities throughout the 
•eae•ter. ]  
I 
• • •  13/ 
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2, . la•• you do11e uy of ch••• chines sine• you lafc 
Collate ?  
Pl•••• mark (\I' ) as �ny boxes as aeces•ary 
o Tauahc as a .araduaced ceacher · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -
0 Es�loyed as a teacher aide • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o tr••d your quali.ticacion co gee a job ocher 
than cucbin1 . . . . � . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 
o Bad uy ocher job ,  ie pai":, full Cima mi,loyme1:1c • • • •  
o ?ra•ell*' ince.rs�c• or o•ers••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o t1rlder1:aken any fur�er study • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o !a•• aoc doae any ot ch••• ch.12111 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  ... 
26. Vbac 1•ne• are importmac in Aboriaiml Alfa.in cocla,.! 
(?lu•• ••lace a aumaral from ch• tollowtq , po1Ac acale. J 
t , 2 3 4 ' 
(llOC iaporcuc) 
o !ealth Se�c•• for Aborlain•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• 
o !duc:acion for Aborl11A•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o loU81Jla tor Aboriain•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 !lq,lo,..ac .for AboriaiAe• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
o ACU.cucl•• by cha 1neral popl&u.011 coward• 
Aboriaia•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
o Ac:icucl•• by A.borl1iu1 coward• ocher Auaaliau • •  
o Atd.cucl••. by Aboriain•• coward• ocher Aborllin•• • • •  
o t.&1:ld ri1hc• tor Aboriain•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
• • •  14/ 
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198 . 
2 7 .  w�t were the 2ost  imporunt reasons that made you 
decide co leave College? 
� . B .  Graduates - please wri te ·Graduated• 
28 . Do you wish to 1ll&ke an.y other e,011N11t 011 the aupport 
aerYic•• or the College 111 general? Please feel fr•• to 
comment 011 any thJ.Dg that you wish. 
MMcG/JAS/0143G/S/S/83 
Offi<.:� • ., 
only 
• 
• 
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APPENDIX II 
Cear 
t ua wr��.,q co seek 70w: help iA answeri.Aq t:a ec:losed 
quastionna.i:e . ':�is is par: ot & s'CUdy at t:a w;,por: 
sys1:em !or Al:)origi.A&l l'Cude111:s at the fa� �edl&a.da and 
�=t tawley Callac;es at Advanced Education. TheH Coll•�• 
u ,.,.11 u Ow:c:�&nds and Cl.uamont Colla�• and t:!1• aew aroom 
extuna.l ampus have new 1:ec:cme a pa.rt at t:!1• West•= Au.tt=alim 
C:Olleqe . The people runni."1q Chase su;,poR 1erric:•• believe 
11: is ;ima to .... ami :w these 1.nic:es &nd to ,.. U t:!1ere &n 
ways iA • .,hic:.l\ t.'1ey e&n =e i:llprov.d. They are also c:cmc:amed 
to look at l=ectar ways ot hel;liAq st:udeAts t:, =-.aiA on c:ourse . 
An earlier sto.ldy i:1 whic:h so• af the respo=anu to this 
quasuannaJ:• may have !:een iAvolved ..,hil• chey wen atudants , 
was lmdertakan iA 1979 . It is :iow time, fow: years lat.er, 1:0 
look at t:!le sieu&�oa. aqa.1.A. 
The Mowi1: t&wley proq:am C:CIIIINH1C:ed ia. 1976 vi.th t:!1i.-tffn stw!ant:s. 
The tredl&nds proqnm co111111&C1c:ed aftic:i&lly iA 1982 W'i.1:h t.hi..-tHn 
studants . ri!ty four l'Cudents cQllllllenc:ed � year on t=H 
c:am;wies af c.be Westec Aust:all&a. College which 1s ta new 
title !or c.be former Chw:c:hl&nds , Nedl&a.ds , Mc,unt t&wley and Cluemcn.t 
colleqes . A ciaw e.r.:effl&l campus has al.a been opened this year 
&t lraome . tn all , 16i students have been or are J..:ivolved iA c.be 
prQ9ram. 
t c:ouidar 1:hat l'C':.Jdents - bot.h c:u::aiitly &a.d fo�ly •a.rolled -
are Che mast impor-..&At g:ou;, of ;,eople who can provide l.Dlor.nation 
for Chis 1=.dy . The support serv1c•• ue sn:�vided for '!ha and U 
they are riot sa.cisfied, �•n such servic:es au�1: to be .f..m;lroved. 
!ut l'Cuf at che C:Olleqe and Q'C.."'l.ar i.ncarested people have also 
1'een asked far e.":eir views . t tha:e!or• ask 10w: c:ooperation 
i.'1 comple1:i.:1q e."'l.a �s-c.i.onnaira . ., lease be u frank as possible . 
All i.nfar.u.tian is eompletaly confidential . Yau have been 
&llac:a1:ed a :iw:ib•=- see c.':e tap ri;ht hand o f  paqe one a'f the 
�stiannai=• · t am  t."'l.e only �•=son �ha ��aws eo whom c.'u.s 
nmbe:: :atus . 
. • 2/ 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
Mount Lawley Campus 
Postal Address PO Box 66 Mount Lawley 6050 
2 Bradford Screet Mount Lawley Western Australia 6050 Telephone {09) 272 0444 
APBENDIX II 
Dear 
Please forgive me for writing to you again about the completion of 
the questionnaire sent to all former students of the Aboriginal 
Student Intake program. The return rate for the questionnaires is 
still rather low and it is former students who did not complete their 
courses who have tended not to reply. As it is this group which 
I am particularly anxious to hear frcm, I am writing to you again. 
I would particularly like to hear from you about the reaaons which 
made you decide to leave College . 
Another questionnaire is included with this letter. If you do not 
wish to complete the questionnaire , wou1d you consider writi.nq to me 
to give me your reasons? It is an important part of any study to know 
why respondents do not wish to participate . Alternatively you may be 
prepared to give your reasons for withdrawing from collage without 
filling in the rest of the questionnaire . 
Finally, I wish to stress the complete confidentiality of any information 
you may give me .  
I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Yours sincerely 
Margaret McGrath 
Telephone : 2720 558 (Work) 
4462 670 (Home) 

PGl 
Male 39 . 7\ 
Female 60. l\ 
UGl 
Male 58. 91 
Feaale 41 . 11 
w. A .  COLLEGE : Male - Female Distribution 
Al l Courses 
(Source : Advanced Education Annual 
Statistical Col lection) 
r ... 1. 59. 41 
ALL COURSES 
(Including non award) 
UG2 
Female 76 . 3\ 
UG3 
Male  
26 . 9\ 
Female 7 3 .  l,  
N 0 0 H ...., >C 
H 
H 
H 
Part-time 
351 
Full-time 
Churchlands Campus 
Part-time 
461 
Full ·tille 
W.A.  College s School of Education , Enrolments by Campus (Al l courses) 
(Source s Advanced Education Annual Statistical Collection) 
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29\ 
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NL 605 507 624 1736 1170. 5 
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w. A .  Colle<Je : Total EF'l'SU by Discipline Group 
Percentage EFTSU by Discipline 
(Source : Advanced Education Annual Statistical Collection) 
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APPENCIX IV 
WESTE&.'l At:STR.ALL.-\.N COLL.EGE OF ADVANCED EDt:CATION 
�{ounc Lawley Campus 
Pascal Address PO Sox 66 �Count L,.wle-, 6050 
2 Bradford Screec Maune Liwley Wescern ,-\wcr:iiia 6050 Telephone ,:09) 2i2 0444 
?OS!TICN : 
LOCATION : 
CONDITIONS : 
Coord.ina1:or of  Al:original Student !ntake . 
Broome , Mount !.a.wlay and Nedlands . 
Osu.l conditions t.'iat ap9ly to a. college Lecturer . 
The position is funded �Y ch• Oepa.rt:Nnt of 
Al:)origi.nal A!�ai:s on an annual contract basis • 
Th••• are not a lecturing s,osit!ons . 
CUTI� OF CCORCINATOR : 
l .  
2 .  
3 
4 .  
s 
6 .  
7 .  
( i) 
( ii )  
( iii) 
(i)  
( ii )  
( i )  
( ii) 
Ci )  
( ii)  
( iii) 
( iv) 
( i) 
( ii) 
( i )  
To organise the students ' academic: program, · 
Liaise !::)e�.teen c:olle<;e lecturers a.ad studan�s . and 
Analyse assessment polic:ies and a.ssiqr.ment requi%ements . 
To counsel the students on a. wide range ot personal and 
soc:i&l prol:)lems and 
Assist with acc:ommod.ation needs . 
To assist with academic: tutoring services in the general 
area of academi c: style and scholarly presentation UJ.d/or 
In an area. of specialisation • 
Seasonal duties i."lclude t.'le testing and intarviewincJ of :1ew 
students,  
Handling the advertising of t.'ul whole program, 
Organising a. spec:ia.l orientation camp and 
Arranging spec:ial tutorial support. 
To liaise between t.'ul students and vaious government 
depa.rt:nents whic:h provide support and 
Lia.is• wit.� ot.�er �e�ple and L�stitutions which provide 
educational services for .\Dorigina.l people . 
To •.rork wit..� ot.�ar members of the Depa.r=nent of Inte�cultural 
Studies including part-ti.me Tutors in ;u:,origina.l !c!ucation , 
Academic Staff , Clerical and Support staff . 
( ii) To at�end t.�e regular s1:af! meeti.�g of all depa.rt:=ental st£f! . 
{ i )  To �· ras�ons.i:,le !o the S•nicr !.actursr for t.�• operation 
of the �original Student �nclave and through �i:n to various 
Collage Comm.it�aes and C�uncils . 
.. 
Year (EFTS) 
1973 2886  
1974 3599 
1975 4699 
1976 5 1 16 
1977  5358 
1978 53 1 1  
1979 5724 
1980 5874 
1981  5956 
1982 5986 
1983 6 159 
•• • n • , ..... ,a..a..ta·�,•&.1 �,., ........ ....... • ,-.i• • ... , • , • """' 
(Source : .Advanced rducation Annual Statiat ical Collection) 
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(Proa: Aboriginal Education. Programmes Report for 1982-1983 Western 
Auatr•J1an College of Advao.ced Education.) 
THE ABORIGINAL STUDENT WELPAU1 TUTOB.ING AND COUHSJW.DG SD.VICE OP TBB 
DEPAI.TMENT OP ABORIGINAL AND INTBRCULTUIAL STUDIES 
The Departa.o.t of Aboriginal and Intercultural Studies adainiatera an 
Aboriginal Studeo.t Welfare, Tutoring and Couuel.ling Service compriaing 
the following staff, all of whoa are funded by the Departaent of 
Aboriginal Affairs and the CollllOD.1fe&lth Departaeo.t of Education ao.d Youth 
Affairs. 
Coordinator of Aboriginal Studeo.ta 
Io.take, Broo• 
Coordinator of Aboriginal Studeo.t 
Intake, Mount Lawley 
Coordinator of Aboriginal Studeo.t 
Intake, Hedl.ao.da 
Aboriginal. Lecturer 
Aboriginal Tutor 
Aborig1nal Clerk-Typiat 
Ma Anthea Taylor 
Ma 111.ngli Wanjurri-Rungala 
Ma Shiralee Lynch 
for11erly Mr Vic Porreat 
new appoio.t.o.t pending 
Mr Silloo. Porreat 
Mi•• Paulina Garrett 
Mr• Paul.eau Ralph 
In addition to providing organiaio.g, tutoring and counae1J1ng aenice• to 
Aboriginal atudeo.ta, each coordinator ia reapoo.aible for the 
coordination of the service• of 11.U11eroua part-t1ae tutor• and the 
provision. of Aboriginal Study Grants 1o. liaison with Education Officer• 
of the Collllomalth Deparmeo.t of :&tucatioo. and Youth Affaira. Mow• 
have also been. ll&de to link the Aboriginal Studeo.t Support Syatea to the 
College' • OWll Studeo.t Welfare and Counaelling Service. 
.. 
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DEPAJt'l'MENT OF ABORIGINAL AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES (DAIS) 
Senior Lecturer and 
Head of Department 
Senior Lecturer 
Lecturers 
COordinators 
Secretary 
Administrative Assistant 
Clerk Typists 
Peter Reynolds , BA, MEd w Aust , 
Dip Ed Admin WAIT, THC Clint, MAt1; 
MANZSA. 
John Sherwood, MA Dip Id W Aust . 
MANZSA. (on leave 1981�83) 
Judy caproni , M w Aust, Dip Ed 
Melb, AI.AA. 
Shirley Gallagher, BA Rona W Au�t : 
Grad Dip Rdq Ecl· Clmt_, ASDA. 
Neville Green, BA 8 Ed W Aust, ·r•1.=, 
Cl.mt. 
Toby Metcalfe, BA Bona W Aust, BO 
Rona Melb Coll Divinity, Ph D ANU, 
'fC Clmt, MAC!:. 
Rob MyJcytiuJc ,. BA W Auat , Dip '1' Clct . •  
Maureen Stepanoff, M Dip Ed w Aust, 
AI.AA. 
Lois Tilbrook, MA, Dip .Id If Aust. 
Simou .'Porrest. Dip T.·1tt-r.aw1ey . . 
Doug Hubb:te,. Dip T Cl.mt, a Ed Mt Lawl� 
Shi.ralee Lynch, B Soc Wk WArr. 
Anthea Taylor, BA,  M Be! w AU8t. 
Mingl.i Wanjurri-HuncJala, Dip T 
Mount Lawley. 
Paulina Garrett, Dip T Cl.Jilt. 
Denise Maxwell 
Vicki Phillips 
Joyce Oakley 
Paulean Ralph. 
.• 
I ,  
I 
! 
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AP?E:NDIX V I  
( 1982/Jl  
A.  FUNDS PROVIDED BY "t'HE DEPARTMENT OF ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS 
A . l The Mount Lawley Aboriginal Teacher Education Projl!ct 
Project $ 
· General Administration 2 , 500 
P�st Graduate Training 2 , 000 
Audio Visual Materials 6 , 000 
Printed Publications 12 , 400 
Evaluative Research 5 , 000 
Staff Appointments 22 , 991 
Undergraduate Course 13 , 500 
• Recruitment of Aboriginal Students 20 ,837 
Aboriginal Teacher Aide Course 32 , 128 
• Accoamodation for Students 900 
Special Publication -
Working with Aborigines 4, 598 
Nyungar Resources Kit 9,:000 
Total i 131,854 
A. 2 The Broome Remote Area Diploma of Teaching (IWlOT) 
Project Coordinator 7 , 784 
. Course Development 4,000 
Unit Teaching and Maintenance 1,000 
Administration 4,000 
. Local Coordinator 18 , 621 
• Library and Resource Materials 5 ,030 
, Course Accoam:,dation 2 ,500 
Total i $42,:935 
(cont. over) 
(ATEP 
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A . 3 The Nedlands Post Secondary Aboriginal Education Project 
· Encl�ve Coordinator 
Aboriginal Lectureship 
Enclave Services 
Recruiting Costs 
Enclave Establishment ) 
Total : 
7 , 500 
2 , 500 
10,000 
B.  FUNDS PRJVIOED BY DEPAR'l'MENT OF EDOCATZaf AND YOO'l'H Al'PAIRS 
B . l The Mount Lawley Aboriginal Teacher Education Project (A'l'EP) 
Academic Tutor 
AEEC and GEC 'l'utors and 
Administrative Assistant 
Total : 
21,000 
135 ,000 
156,000 
B.2  The Broome Remote Area Diploma of Teaching (RADOT) 
, Unit Teaching and Mai tenanc:e 
• Ad:mini•trative A9sistant 
• Tutorial Support 
C. 'l'OTAL 01' ALL l'QNDS PROM 
Total.a 
C0111m>nwealth Dept of  Aboriginal Affairs 
(DAA) 
Coamonwealth Dept of Education and Your 
Affairs (CDEYA) 
Total : 
3 ,000 
2, 307 
6,000 
11,307 
184 ,789 
167,307 
$352,096 
. 
' i  
i i  
. . 
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APPEND IX  VI I 
Mondav 23rd Januarv 
9 . JOam 
12 . lOpm 
l . 30pm 
2 . 30pm 
L"ltroductions : Coor:li."lators , Tutors , Counsellor , Bead of 
School , Read of Oepart:nent a.nd Staff Members. 
Wee.ks events . 
Accommodation . 
t.tJNCH: Staff member, Aboriginal Advisory CoaaittN and 
currm1t students . 
t.ecture/Notetaki1'ig procedure with Simon !'orreat. 
Assignment work - Paulina Garrett 
- Diane Valli 
- Heather !temp 
- Jacqui Parkhurst. 
'l'Uesday 24th January 
2. 30pm 
ABORIGINAL ORGANIZATIONS : 
- Aboriginal Medical Service 
- Aboriginal Legal service 
- Aboriginal Accommodation 
- Ccmmonwealth Department of Education a Youth AtfaiJ::a 
(Adrian Calley) 
- Department of Employment and Youth Affairs 
(Jim Morrison) 
- Department of Sociai Security. 
Assigmunt work completion . 
Wednesday 25th January 
10.00Ul 
12 . 30pm 
l. 4Spm 
3 . 00pm 
6 . 30pm 
8 . 00pm 
Leave tor Jarrahdale cmapaite. 
LOHCB. 
Group Introductions : 10-12 people per group . 
"How to Make Friends" - with Robert Hayward. 
Afternoon Tea.. 
Session One.  
!'REE TL� .  
DINNER. 
Quiz Night . 
. . .  /2 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
.. [ 
[ 
I 
I 
J. 
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APPENDIX VII 
Thursdav 26t.'!. J'anuuv 
9 .00am Drama Exercise �ith Minqli. 
10. JOam ltclrninq Tea. 
11.0011111 Session Two .  
12 . JOpm t.cNCS. 
1 . lOpm SeHion Thrff. 
J. lOpm AftealCIOn Tea. 
l'rff time. 
6. 30pa BJ1C2 Dinner. 
a .oopa l'ilm Wight. 
l'riday 27th J'Clll.l&rY 
9.00-
10. 30-
11.00-
U.lOpm 
2.00pa 
Family 'rrff• vit.h Barry Pickett. 
Maminq Tea. 
l'rff time I Clean up. 
LCIICB. 
I.eave the caap9ite for Mount t.avley Capua. 
' .  
----- - ---- -- -- -- - -- -
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APPENDIX VIII 
!'EDF.RATION OF COLLEGE ACADEMICS ABORIGINAL EDUCATION POLICY 
Thia policy was passed at the August Annual General Meeting 
NB : reference to Aborigines in this document includes Torres Strait 
Islanders 
, :  H.H.B. Underlinings have been ude by the report writer. 
! i 
: . 
1. General Principles
!'CA recognises the eziatence of a COIIIIOIL identity aaongst Aborigine] 
people and their c01111unitiea baaed on: 
• A COIIIIOIL cultural heritage • 
• Prior OWD.ership and occupancy of the Australian. continn.t before 
its seizure an.d colonisation. 
• 'Die COIIIIOIL experience of alienation froa the laDd • 
• Continued econoaic and cultural oppression which UJd.ts the atent 
to which Aborigine] people benefit froa the econoaic and social 
develop1181lt of Australia. 
The recognition of this identity iaplies a recognition of the lea1tillate 
cl.ata by Aboriginal people for ael.f-deteraination and control O'ftr their 
on affairs, including 1an.d rights and the preservation of Abor1&1n•l
culture. 
The developaent an.d iapleaen.tation of Aboriginal education should 
therefore be baaed on the aspirations an.d stated objecti'98s of Aborig1n•\ 
people theaaelves. Consequently FCA vil1 seek close liaison and 
couultation with representatives of Aboriginal people particularly the 
Natioaal Al>original Education. Comaittee (NAEC) , regarding priorities and 
action in Aboriginal education. 

-' 
i i  , . 
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• The establishment by institutions in consultation with NAEC, State 
Aboriginal Education Consultative Groups and CTEC, of uni.fora special 
entry arrangements for Aboriginal people together with the develoJ)llellt of 
bridging courses designed specifically to meet the needs of Aborigines. 
These should be arranged wherever possible in conjunction with enclave 
progrmes. 
• A thorough eumination of financial support for Aboriginal students 
with a view to increasing both the nwaber and 1 ... vel of grants provided 
under the Aboriginal Study Grants Scheme. In this respect PCA fully 
supports the rec01111e11dation of the Auchlluty Inquiry that these grants 
should be raised to the level of the a1n1aua wage. 
• The developaent of external studies, eztraaural and outreach 
progra1111es to cater for Aboriginal commn.1.ties distant froa aajor 
population centres. 
4. ABOI.IGIXAL TP.ACHEB EDUCATION 
Aa a step toward both increaaing the participation rate of Aboriglnal 
people in higher education and ensuring that an adequate m111ber of 
Aboriginal teachers ia available lCA believes that it ia neceaaary to 
achieve the HITE target of 1 000 Aboriginal teacher• by 1990. 
The iaportance of this target is underlined by the fact that, in 1979, 
for ample, there were only 72 Aboriginal teacher• to service an 
indigenous population of 53 384 - but on the baaia of present teacher 
alDlbera aervicing the llOll-iadigenoua population a •1n1ww of 2 964 
Aboriginal teachers is necessary to provide the aw left! of reaouzce• 
for Aboriginal people. The target therefore, while being highly 
conaenative, mast be aet aa soon as posaible. 
An. approach to achieving the target should be based on: 
• Encouraging Aboriginal people to enrol in existing teacher 
education programaes, particularly through mature-age entry. 
• Developing an inaervice model of training to enable Aboriginal 
teacher &idea to upgrade their qualifications and professional atatua. 
.. 
l 
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• Maintaining and extending Aboriginal enclaves within enating 
teacher education programmes. 
S. ABORIGINAL ENCLAVE PROGRAMMES 
FCA recognises that to encourage Aboriginal entry in.to teacher education 
courses, progr8Jlllea and structures appropriate to the needs of Aboriginal 
people are required - courses and programmes which understand and respond 
to Aboriginal values, culture, language ud lifestyle. 
FCA believes that the establishment of enclave support program1ea baa 
been important in this respect, as they allow groups · of Aboriginal people 
to study and llix together, drawing on group support and the services of 
support staff whose role is to assist in dealing with the educational 
enviromaent and developing the skills necessary to graduate. Tb.ere ia 
considerable evidence that enclaves have played a role in increasing both 
the retention and graduation rates of Aboriginal higher education 
students. 
Consequently FCA believes any serious approach to achieviq the . KITE 
target of 1 000 teachers IIU8t address the funding and adainiatration of 
enclaves including: 
• Establishing uniform funding arrangeaenta for enclaves to replace 
the uiating disparate responsibility which is divided between the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA), State Governaenta and the 
Comlonvealth Departaen.t of Education. In this respect lCA believes that 
� • .  in consultation with the NAEC, should aaauae reapon.aibility either 
through the provision of eamarked funding or adjuatllent to general 
recurrent levels to take account of the coat of these progr-•. 
• A cOllllitaent to fully ll&intain uiating enclaves and the 
eatabliahaent of enclaves in States or Territories where they do not 
uiat, or where need for them baa been identified by the 1fAEC or State 
AborigiDal Education Consultative Groups. 
Euuring that separate areas within iutitutiona are set aside !!! 
ezcl\18ive enclave use. 
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6. ABORIGDW. CULTUllE AND BISTOllY COUR.SES 
FCA fully supports the introduction into teacher education courses in 
Colleges of a core unit of at least one year's  duration which focuses on 
Aboriginal. culture and history. Such a measure is neceaaary to: 
• Ensure that all trained teachedrs are able to teach AborigiDal 
students from a position of understanding the needs and ezperiences of 
Aboriginal people. 
• Protect the integrity of Aboriginal. culture by ensuring that the 
history, culture and language of Aboriginal people is not lost, and to 
promote the development of positive racial attitudes in 11011-Aborig1D.al. 
: 1 
students. 
7. ABORIGIHALISATION OF DA.CBIHG AND COlJUE DBLIVEB.Y 
lCA is cOllllitted to the need for AborigiDal people to be reapouible for 
teaching in Aborig1D.al. schools; the staffing and operating of enclave 
prograws; and the teacbiang of College courses regarding AborigiDal 
history and culture. FCA also supports an ezpanaion of AborigiDal staff 
11e11bers within Colleges at a general level. Action by Goftftllmlts and 
iutitutiou to encourage this should include: 
• Guaranteeing Aboriginal. students undertaking teacher education 
eaployment on graduation. 
• Investigating aodes of integrating DAA or Dllll funded trd.111111 
courses for Aborigillal people with the staffing require11e11ts of 
inatitutiou. 
• The adoption of eaployllmlt practices which guarantee a set nuaber 
of qualified Aboriginal. people positiou within the acadeaic staff 
establishment. 
• llecogn.ition that traditional Aboriginal. people have a role to play 
in teaching culture and history. 
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8. ABORIGINAL PAR.TICIPAl'ION IN DECISION-KA.ICING 
Aboriginal people should be involved at all levels of educatiou.al 
decision-making to both overcome years of neglect of Aboriginal needs and 
opini0118, and to ensure that Aboriginal views are effectively 
represented, and to this end PCA supports the establishllellt of a National 
Aboriginal Education Collld.ssion. 
In the illllediate future PCA is cOllllitted, as a 111111.aua step, to: 
• The noaination of an NAEC representative on C'tB(: • 
• The presence of a a.ollinated AborigiD.al representative on the 
government councils of Colleges. 
9. lCA ACTION 
In order to proaote its policy on Aboriginal education rcA will: 
• MaiataiD regular liaJ.aoa. with the llABC and state Ahoriatul 
education conaultati"Ye groups and ATP on appropriate action, 
interpretation and repruentation including, where appropriate, the 
preparation of research papers on subld.saiona. 
• Continue to participate as an. observer -•r of the l:ff Aboriginal 
Education Collm.ttee. 
• Seek discuasiona with C'rEC, BAA. and atate ane�ta, after 
couultation with the BBC reprcling the fmuHna ad ad111n1atratioa of 
proara1111es. 
• Make urgent representations to the Collllo1nlllalth M:lDister for 
Jducation, and the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. 
• Take other steps u the kecutive cl .... appropriate • 
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[' WESTERN AUSTRALIAN - REGIONS 
These districts are based on Department of Aboriginal Affairs 
(DAA) regional boundaries .  
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5 .  Eastern Goldfieids 
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A brief deacriptiou of the regions follon : 
llegiOIUI 1 and 2: 
bgiou 31 
bgiOII 51 
The Killberleya are remote tropical graaalanda. The 
population aainly centre• on the tova.a of Derby and 
Bro011e in the west. The eastern Uaberleya are aore 
aparaely populated. A.boriginea are 40 percent of the 
total populatiou. They live in the 1111111 tova.a and in 
other neller towna and colllUllitiea. Many A.boriginea 
away froa the aain towna atill ad.here to traditional 
lifeatylea. Many colllUllitiea have aipif icant 
uneaployaent and aocial problaa. 
The Pilbara vaa traditionally (in white te:raa) 
station country raising beef cattle over large aeai . . . 
arid arua. In recent tillea, IIIIDY new llining town• 
have been eatabliahed. Aborigine& are largely abaent 
froa theae 111.Ding cOW11m1 tiea. They live in s.d1alld 
ad other ....Uer towna and Aborig1n•J cOW11m1 tiea. 
Some Aboriginal group• auch aa the llomda, own and 
rua cattle atatioua. 
The Central area cc:apriaea . tba lla1n towna of 
Cananoa and Geraldtou. The fomer tOlftl ia largely 
aelf coutained. The aouthem nd of thi• regiou 
includea the northern wbeatbelt. lta eaatem area 1• 
arid and fringe• ou traditional Abor1g1nal areu.-
The Baatem Goldfield•· Thia ia the largeat region 
a.cl hu large dry faraing cereal productiOII in the 
aouthem part•, the old llin1ng areu cen.tred around 
klgoorlie, a umber of Aborig1nal coewm1 tiea bued 
Oii old 111.ning tcnnua or fo:raer lliaa10ll8 in the wat. 
To th! north and uat it ia · arid deaert and ia part 
of the Central baer,e area for A.boriginea which 
utenda uatwarda into South Aaatralia and the 
llorthem . '?errito ry. 
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The South Weat and Great Southern regiou are in the 
aoat fertile areas of the State. These tel'lla wre 
used because, like the wheatbelt, they are kDowD to 
Weatem Australians. The area 1• characterized by 
n.uaeroua towna. The region around Bunbury 120 ku 
froa Perth is relatively buoyant and for Aborigines, 
eaployaent ia somewhat better. The Great Southern or 
. the in.land areas south to Albany is aore clepreaaed. 
There ia le•• aployaent for Aborigines whose social 
conditiODa are correapondiDgly lea• prOllising. 
Perth aetropolltan area. The capital city of Western 
Auatr�a with a population of 950 000. 
The uae of the tera 'wbeatbelt' occurred because -
a) it 1• a tel'II kDowD and understood by Weatem 
AuatraU•n•t and 
b) wb.eatbelt towns haft ll&D.Y characteristics in 
COIIIIOD.. They are ...U with ...U AborigilLal 
populatiou and, for Western Australia, they 
are quite close to each other. Aboriginaa who 
coae froa such towns are likely to haft 
attended a ...U Governaeu.t achool as part of 
a aiDority group. They are alao likely to 
have been subjected to varioua foms of white 
antagoni• to a greater dearee than ill the 
other areaa of the State. 
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